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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this research is to investigate the dynamic elasti c properties of materials and 
their temperuture and frequency dependence using an acoustic fe.'onance ha.,ed method In this 
technique, the torsional, flexural, and/or longitudinal vibrutional modes of a "free-fre.. ' bar are 
selecti\'ely cxcitoo and tracked as a function of temperature . The re.\onance frequency of the torsional 
mod" is used to obtain tbe dynamic shear modulus. The dynamic Young's modulus is obtained from 
either the re~ooance frC<lueocy of tbe flexural Or longitudinal mode of the bar. Thc quality factor , 
Q, of each mode is measured to obtain the damping properties ofthc material. A two channel phase-
lock.,.j loop (PLL) is used to track the resonance frequency as a function of changing temperature for 
the particular reSOnanCe mode selected . Using this technique, tbe storage modulus and loss tangent 
may be obtained in a continuous fashion . Materials tested in Ihis thesis include: Polyurethane PR-
1592, a curnmon sonar encapsulant, Polymcthyl Methacrylate (PMMA) ur plexiglass, and 
Polycarbonate. This research encompasses tbc tbeory, accuracy, limitations, and applications oftb;s 
measurement technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. BACltGROOND AND MOTIVATION 
Elastomeric materials are important in many engineering 
applications. This research, in part, was undertaken to 
support continuing efforts to develop fiber optic acoustic 
The design and fabrication of fiber optic 
hydrophones is particularly dependent upon the mechanical 
properties of the materials used in the hydrophone. In 
order to enhance the sensitivi ty of fiber optic devices, 
various compliant transducers have been designed to generate 
large amounts of strain or phase shift within the arms of an 
optical fiber interferometer [Ref. 1,2J. The transducers 
have been produced in the shapes of p l ates, mandrels and 
el l ipsoids. These techniques often involve bonding the 
fibers to an elastomeric material in such a way as to induce 
strain within the fiber itself. More common interest in the 
acoustic properties of materials originates from the 
automotive and industrial communities in which the 
elastomers play an important role in the damping of noise, 
shock and vibrations. 
It is the static elastic moduli that determines the 
deformation of a body to a constant force. For example, in 
a hydrophone the pressure at a particular operating depth 
produces a force on the transducer that results i n a 
corresponding deformation. However, the dynamic moduli are 
used to determine the acoustic sensitivity or responsivity 
of a transducer to t i me-varying l oads. 
The technique used here for measuring the dynamic 
Young's and shear modulus is a refinement of one first 
developed by Barone and Gi acomini [Ref. 3] with 
modifications made by Rudnik at UCLA. Additional revisions 
to the techn i que and apparatus have been made by Garrett and 
Brown at the Navy Postgraduate School [Ref. 4,5]. This 
method was recently used by Wetterskog, et. aI, [Ref. 6 ) t o 
measure the temperature dependence and dynamic moduli of 
materials considered for use in their f i ber-optic 
hydrophones. The techn i que was also used by Tan [Ref. 7 ] 
whi le investi gating the viscoelasti c transitions of 
elastomeric materials. 
B. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
The dynamic moduli of materials are o ften measured with 
forced vibration techniques which are genera l ly class i fied 
as either resonant or non-resonant procedures . Here, a 
resonance_based method employing a f r eely supported rod is 
used. The resonant frequency i s proportional to the square 
root of the modulus of the materi al. In general, the 
displacement of a sample at resonance is larger by a factor 
equa l to the quality factor (Q) than it is under a static 
load. Accordingly, when the Q>l, resonant techniques have a 
higher signal-to-noise ratio than nonresonant techniques. 
The quality factor is the ratio of the energy stored to the 
energy lost within a material during one cycle and is 
inversely proportional to the loss tangent. The loss 
tangent, tan 5, is defined as the tangent of the phase angle 
between the applied stress and resulting strain. The Q, 
therefore, is a measure of the absorptivity of the material. 
The complex dynamic moduli (storage and loss properties of 
the material) can be determined using the resonant frequency 
of each mode, the physical dimensions and the mass of the 
sample rod. 
The method discussed here employs a farced vibration 
created by electrodynamic transduction. The farce is 
generated on a small wire transducer coil mounted an a 
sample rod placed between a pair of permanent magnets. The 
detection of the vibration at the receiver is also by means 
of electrodynamic transduction. A receiver coil is mounted 
on the opposite end of the sample, and located between an 
identical pair of permanent magnets. An important feature 
of this technique is that the torsional, flexural, or 
longitudinal mode of the sample rod can be selectively 
excited depending upon the orientation of the transducer 
coil within the magnetic field. Thus, both the shear and 
Young I s modulus can be determined independently using this 
single apparatus. The resonant technique utilized in this 
investigation is discussed and illustrated in more detail in 
References <I and 5 as well as Chapter III of this Thesis. 
SCOPE 
The scope of this project is to further refine this 
measurement technique to permit independent measurement of Q 
as a function of temperature, and develop new methods to 
test very compliant and high loss materials. Further, the 
capabilities and limitations of this method as to 
restrictions on damping and stiffness properties of 
candidate materials were to be investigated. Materials 
tested in this thesis include; Polyurethane PR-1592, PMMA, 
and Polycarbonate. 
II. THEORY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
1. Classical Theory 
The classical theory of elasticity describes the 
behavior of materials categorical l y as either ideal elastic 
solids or viscous fluids. Tbe mechanical properties of the 
elastic solid are described by Booke I s law: For small 
deformations, stress is directly proportional to strain and 
independent of the rate of strain. Algebraically that is, 
= G Ii: ; (1) 
where C1 is the applied stress, (; is the resulting strain, 
and G represents tbe appropriate modulus for the system (in 
this case G is the shear modulus). 
This implies that the moduli of elastic materials 
have no frequency dependence. Ideal viscous fluids are 
governed by Newton's viscosi t y law: The applied stress is 
proportional t o the rate of strain and independent of the 
strain itself. Algebraically that is, 
(2) 
where C1 is the applied stress, avIan is the rate of strain 
and fJ. is the coefficient of viscosi ty. The energy 
transmitted to a viscous l iquid is dispersed as heat. 
Contrastingly, in an ideal elastic solid the energy of 
deformation is entirely recoverable. [Ref. 8,9,10] 
Under certain stress and temperature conditions many 
materials exhibit a combination of elastic and viscous 
behavior. This suggests that materials may exhibit either 
ideal Newtonian viscosity or ideal elasticity properties in 
certain temperature regions. These materials are classified 
as being viscoelastic. The mechanical properties of these 
materials are specified by a frequency and temperature 
dependence of the complex elastic moduli and loss modulus. 
2. Response of a Driven Harmonic Oscillator 
If a harmonic oscillator is driven with a sinusoidal 
force such that, 
F(t) = F sin(wt) , (3) 
then the displacement for the system is of the form, 
x(t) = Xsin(wt-$) (4) 
<p is the phase difference with respect to the driving force. 
The amplitude of displacement (X) in terms of the resonance 
frequency and the quality factor can be expressed as, 
(5) 
where f"l=f/fo (fo is the system resonance frequency). The 
dimensionless normalized displ acement response of the system 
is therefore eXpressed as, 
(0) 
The phase difference between the driving force and 
displacement is, 
(7) 
Equations 6 and 7 are p l otted verses the frequency ratio for 
various Q's in Figures 2. 1 (a) and (b). 
"" t- - '- -
r 
Frequency Ratio 
(a) 
Frequency Ratio 
(b) 
Figure 2.1. (a) Norma l ized displacement response vs. 
fru for Q's of 10, 5, 2, 1 and .5. 
(b) Phase (displacement ) vs. f"I' 
Note that the maximum displacement of the system 
does not necessarily correspond with the resonance frequency 
(f,d"'1). This is especially true for low Q systems (Q< 5). 
However, it is seen from figure 2.1(b) that the maximum 
rate-ot-change of the phase always occurs at resonance, 
which corresponds to ¢I;90 e for the displacement response. 
The corresponding velocity of the system is obtained 
by taking the derivative of the displacement. The 
amplitude of the velocity response (v) is, 
F/K 
(.) 
The normalized amplitude of the velocity response 
can be expressed as, 
(') 
The phase of the velocity response then becomes, 
(10) 
Equations 9 and 10 are plotted verses the frequency 
ratio for various Q's in Figures 2.2 (a) and (b). 
Frequency Ratio 
(al 
(bl 
Figure 2.2 (a) Normalized velocity response vs. 
f", for Q's of 10, 5, 2, 1 and .5. 
(b) Phase (velocity) vs. f"I' 
10 
It can be seen from these two plots that the maximum 
velocity amplitude does occur at resonance (f"'fo or f ,..,=l), 
no matter what the Q for the system. Further, the maximum 
rate-of-change of the phase always occurs at resonance which 
corresponds to 4>=0 0 for the velocity response. 
B. DYNAMIC MODULI 
1.. Complex Moduli 
The technique used in this thesis determines both 
the shear and Young's complex dynamic moduli by measuring 
the resonance frequency and Q of the fundamental modes of 
vibration of a rod. If the dimensions of the rod are known, 
the shear modulus can be calculated from the speed of 
torsional waves in the rod and the Young's modulus can be 
calculated using the speed of either the longitudinal or 
flexural waves in the rod. 
If a periodiC shearing stress is applied to an 
elastomeric material, then a periodic strain having the same 
frequency will develop in the material. Figure 2.3 is a 
sketch of an oscillatory stress (a) and the resulting strain 
(~), between which there exists a phase angle (o). The 
phase angle is between 0 and 90° and is dependent upon the 
amount of damping present in the material. 
The complex shear modulus (Go), which relates the 
complex stress and strain, can be represented by two vector 
components [Ref. 8,9] and is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
G" = G' + Gil (11) 
The storage or elastic shear modulus, G', is defined 
as the ratio between the stress and the in-phase component 
of the strain [Ref. 8]. The storage modulus is proportional 
to the energy stored during one cycle of the applied stress. 
Figure 2.3 Time profile of applied periodic shear 
stress and related strain. 
The viscous or loss shear modulus (Gil) is defined as 
the ratio between the applied stress component and the 
quadrature component of the strain (Ref. 9,10]. The loss 
shear modulus is a measure of the energy dissipated or lost 
as heat during one cycle. The storage and loss modulus are 
related by the tangent of the phase angle (5) as shown in 
Figure 2.4. 
G" 
G' 
Fiqure 2,4 Vector diagram of the complex shear 
modulus. 
If a sinusoidal tensile stress is applied to the 
elastomeric sample instead of a shear stress, then the 
resulting longitudinal strain will be out of phase with the 
applied tensile stress. The resulting complex Young' s 
modulus (EO) is related to its storage and loss components 
by, 
E' = E' + E" ( 12) 
The complex modulus can be explained using a forced 
damped harmonic oscillator model as shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Damped simple harmonic oscillator with 
applied force. 
The equation of motion for this system is 
where X is the displacement from equilibrium, M is the mass 
of the oscillator, R,. is the mechanical resistance, K is the 
spring constant , and F(t) is the applied force [ Ref . 11] . 
If the force applied and resulting motion is sinusoidal, 
then the expression, after appropriate differentiation, 
be written in complex variable form, [Ref. 5J 
F", _w 2MJ(' + jwRX' + XX' , (14) 
F '" -w2MX' + K(l + ¥lX' (15) 
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It can be seen from Equation (15), that the 
coefficient of the second term is the effective stiffness 
for the system. This effective stiffness is analogous to 
the complex modulus and can be expressed as follows, 
K' = K(l .. j¥) = K(l .. jtanoS) (16) 
When the driving frequency coincides with the 
mechanical resonance of the system (the frequency at which 
the mechanical reactance vanishes) then, w"'''v~7M. The 
storage and loss components of the effective stiffness are, 
(17) 
2. Quality Factor and Loss Tangent 
The Q, as seen in Figures 2.1 (a) and 2.2 (a), is an 
indicator of the sharpnes s of the system response at 
resonance. The Loss Tangent is the ratio of the energy 
dissipated (E" or Gil) to the average rate of energy stored 
eE' or G') per cycle of vibration, or the reciprocal of Q, 
~an~ = {; - ~= % (18) 
The quality factor for a system can be defined in a 
variety of ways , as follows: 
1 . The Q is the ratio of the reactance of the 
system to the resistance, 
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( 19) 
2. As seen in Figure 2.1 (a), Q is the ratio of 
the displacement amplitude at resonance to that at 
frequency, 
(20) 
Equation (20) is true for simple harmonic osci llators 
independent of the value for Q, including Q's less than I, 
assuming the stiffness of the system is frequency 
independent. For the case of a viscoelastic mater ial, a 
mult i plicative factor, E(w=O)/E(w"=Wo), is required to make 
Equation 18 valid for dynamic mechanical systems. Here, E 
is the modulus of elasticity corresponding with the mode of 
excitation. 
3. The Q is also proportional to the rate of 
change of the phase at resonance, and is determined by 
taking the der i vative of ¢ (Eq. 11) with respect to 
frequency: 
(21) 
The derivation [Ref. 11] of this definition is found in 
Appendix A. 
In terms of the relaxation time (f) of the 
system the Q is, 
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(22 ) 
where 'f=2m/R", or the time that it takes for the free decay 
amplitude to decrease to lie of its initial value, where 
In e=l [Ref. 10]. 
5. Q can also be approximated by, 
O=~ (23) 
where fQ is the resonant frequency and .:1f is the full 
bandwidth over which the displacement has dropped to V2 of 
its value at resonance (valid for Q>5). 
The Q can also be found from a pole and zero 
plot of the mechanica l admittance of the oscillator. If the 
characteristic roots (poles) of the complex admittance of 
the oscillator are expressed as "t =; a+jb and "t' = a-jb, 
from, 
Q = fbi + a 2 <= ~ 
-2a 2a 
(24) 
The details of this definition of Q are in Appendix B. 
7. The Q shown in terms of the critical damping 
is 
Q = -k ' (25) 
where r is the fraction of critical damping for the system. 
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Influence of Temperature ilnd Frequency on the 
Properties of Materials 
The mec hanical propert ies of visco elas tic materia l s 
are greatly inf l u e nced by temperature and frequency. In 
general, as the temperature of a material increases the 
s torage modulus decreases. 
The transition of a material between idea l elastic 
solid behavior to that o f a viscous liquid is typica lly 
designated by the glass transition temper ature (TEl. At 
temperatures we l l above T" the molecu l a r c ha i ns in a 
viscoe l ast i c materia l are able to sl i p pa s t one another and 
begin to flow due to their increase in energy. The 
increased temperature causes the materi a l to behave more 
like a viscous l iquid provid ed the molecular weight o f the 
materia l is low. For materials which have a high mo l ecular 
we ight or molecul es whi ch a r e s l ightly c r osslinked, the 
material wi ll behave in a rubber-lik e fashion. In general, 
the higher the molecular wei ght for a material the higher 
the degree of intermolecul ar bonding. Therefore , more 
energy wil l be needed to break t hose b onds resulting in a 
higher me l ting temperature and/or less abil i ty for the 
molecu l ar chains t o flow past one an other. [Ref. 8 ,9,12,13] 
The rubber -like behavior occurs because the 
mol ecular chains within t he material are extremely twisted 
in their natural (unstressed) state, and become u n twisted 
whenever a stress is app l ied to the mater i al. Th e chains 
revert back to their natural (twisted) state when the stress 
is removed. This process will continue whenever the stress 
is applied or removed. Therefore, the material is capable 
of highly elastic deformation when in this rubber-like 
state. [Ref. 8,9,~2,13J Below T, the elastomer is said to 
be in a glassy state. This glassy state of the material 
originates in the atomic structure of the material. At low 
temperatures, the thermal and free volume energy of the 
material is low and the molecular chains can no longer slip 
past one another. In other words, the molecular chain 
configurations within the material are frozen into place 
causing the material to behave more like an ideal solid. 
[Ref. 8,9,12,13) 
The temperature and frequency dependence of the 
material's properties may be significant in the rubber and 
glass regions. However, this dependence is most pronounced 
when the viscoelastic material is in transition between the 
glass-like (elastic solid) and rubber-like (viscous liquid) 
states. [Ref. 9,12,13] 
A viscoelastic material typically goes through four 
different regions or transitions of dynamic mechanical 
behavior as a function of temperatu re and frequency. These 
regions are defined as [Ref. 9,12]: 
1.) A glassy region 
2. ) A glass-rubber transition region 
3.) A rubbery region 
4. ) A flow region 
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These four regions are illustrated in Figure 2.6 below. 
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Figure 2.6 Temperature and frequency dependence of the 
storage modulus and loss tangent for 
viscoelastic materials. 
Figure 2.6 shows that in the glassy region, the 
storage modulus has a maximum value and is relatively 
constant. In the glass-rubber transition region, the 
storage modulus decreases rapidly and the loss tangent 
reaches a maximum value. In the rubbery region the loss 
tangent decreases rapidly and then levels off. The storage 
modulus stabilizes and is relatively independent of 
temperature and frequency. The storage modulus decreases 
rapidly in the flow region; however, only those materials 
which have low molecular weight and virtually no cross 
linking will actually begin to flow [Ref. 9,12]. 
MODES OF A "FREE-FREE" BAR 
A long, thin rod made of an isotropic, homogeneous solid 
with length (Ll and constant cross-sectional area will 
propagate vibrational waves in three independent modes, 
provided the wave l ength of vibration ()..) is much greater 
than the rod diameter. The boundary conditions existing on 
the rod, coupled with the physica l dimensions, mass, and the 
elastic moduli wil l determine the particular resonance 
(Ref. 4]. 
In this application, each end of the rod is "free", 
which corresponds to that of zero moment and zero stress at 
the boundaries (Ref. 10 ] . The physical dimensions of the 
rod are normally easy to measure. By measuring the 
resonance freguency, the elastic properties of the bar can 
easily be determined as wi ll be explained next. 
Longitudinal Mode 
The phase speed for l ongitud inal waves is (Ref. 8) 
(26) 
where () is the mass density of the material and E is the 
Young I s modulus of elasti city. 
The longitudinal resonances of a rod having free-
free bound ary conditions are easily found by noting that the 
speed (c) I wavelength ()..) and frequency (f) are related by, 
c =)..f and that the fundamental wavelength is egual to twice 
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the length of the rod. The higher order modes for a 
nondispersive material are harmonically related and can be 
expressed as integer multiples of the fundamental. Thus, 
the longitudinal resonances of a "free-free" rod are: 
(27) 
where n is the mode number which corresponds to the number 
of displacement nodes in the bar standing wave. The dynamic 
Young I S modulus (EL ) can be obtained from the previous two 
equations: 
(28) 
2. Torsional Mode 
The torsional resonances of a rod having free-free 
boundary conditions are similar to that of the longitudinal 
mode, in that both are nondispersive and higher order modes 
will also be integral numbers of the fundamental. The 
torsional resonance frequencies of a "free-free" rod are 
f~T .. ~i; n " 1,2,3,. (29) 
The phase speed for the torsional waves is 
(30) 
where G is the shear modulus for the material. 
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The dynamic shear modulus can be obtained from the 
previous two equations: 
(31) 
From equations 26 and 29 it can be seen that, for the 
longitudinal and the torsional modes, both the dynamic 
Young's and shear moduli are independent of the cross-
sectional shape of the rod. 
3. Flexural Mode 
The phase speed for the flexural wave (c f ) is 
dispersive and varies with the square root of the frequency. 
The phase speed for the flexural waves is [Ref. 10J 
cp ,, ~, ( 32) 
where the radius of gyration (It.) is given by [Ref. 101 
(33) 
where S is the cross-sectional area of the rod and z is the 
distance of an element above the neutral axis in the 
direction of flexure. For a circular rod of diameter d, It. 
is d/4. For a rectangular bar of thickness t, It. is t/V'i2 
[Ref. 10 J . For a hollow rod the radius of gyration is 
V(od l -id Z )/2, where od is the outer diameter and id is the 
inner diameter of the rod. 
The application of the free-free boundary condition 
for flexural vibrations leads to a series of resonances 
given by [Ref. 8 ] 
f: " 'II::~~":; n _ 3.0112,4.9994,7,9,11,. (34) 
where L is the length, c f is the flexura l wave speed, n is 
the mode number and " is the radius of gyration. This 
result is accurate at low frequencies where the effects of 
rotary inertia and shear deformations associated with the 
f l exure can be neglected. [Ref. 4,14,15J 
The dynamic Young's modulus can be obtained from 
Equations 32 and 34: 
(35) 
Both the longitudinal and flexural modes are 
proportiona l to the Young's modulus. Typically, the 
resonant frequencies corresponding to the longitudinal 
(compressional) modes are an order of magnitude higher than 
the resonant frequencies of the f l exural mode. Because the 
redundancy in the measurement technique is easily exploited, 
using both modes provides both an internal check of the data 
and/or an extended frequency range over which the Young's 
modulus can be determined. 
" 
... correction for Added End Masses 
The coils and the epoxy add additional mass and 
stiffness to the sample which is under investigation. The 
additional stiffness is usually small and can be neglected 
for those samples which are stiff enough to support their 
own weight and shape. The added mass of the transducer 
coils is generally only a few percent of the tota l mass of 
the rod, but causes slight changes in the resonance 
frequency. This change can, to first order, be accounted 
for by the SUbstitution of an effective length (L..,.) term 
into the equations for the dynamic modul i [Ref. 4]. 
The effective length term can be found from 
Rayleigh's method of equating the maximum kinetic and 
potentia l energies of a vibrating system to obtain the 
resonance frequencies of the rod [Ref. 16J. The rod is 
considered to be a simple harmonic oscillator with potential 
energy of 1/2Kx,,2 and with kinetic energy of 1/2mvu l • Noting 
v,,=wxo [Ref. 10J and eguating the potential and kinetic 
energies yields, 
(36) 
where K is the spring constant, M is the mass of the system 
and w is the angu l ar frequency. The change in resonance 
frequency i n terms of the change in the kinetic energy is 
expressed as [Ref ... J 
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!.f&~,,_ l:. 6KE 
f w 2 KE 
Garrett has shown (Ref. 4 ] that the relative 
shift in the kinetic energy is 
6KE" ~ 
KE M 
(37) 
(38) 
Thus, the effective length for the longitudinal mode 
of vibration having mass added to each end (1/2 m) is 
(39) 
and the Young's modulus is now expressed as, 
(40) 
The same procedure is used to find the effective 
length in the torsional case. The difference is that the 
v ibration in the torsional mode is generated by the 
restoring force within the material and the moment of 
inertia due to the mass of the rod. The kinetic energy 
related to the rotation of the rod is 
(41) 
It has also been shown [Ref. 16 J that the relative change in 
kinetic energy for the torsional mode is 
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(42) 
As was the case with the longitudinal mode, the length of 
the rod is inversely proportional to the torsional resonant 
frequency. The relative shift in the frequency and 
consequently the change in the relative length of the rod is 
l!:. • -H ~ .l. 6KE = l..!!! 
L f 2KE M (43) 
and the effective length for the torsional mode becomes, 
(44) 
The corrected shear modulus thus becomes, 
(45) 
The relative shift in the kinetic energy for the 
transverse (flexural) mode of vibration is [Ref. 4 ] 
(46) 
The fundamental resonant frequency for the flexural mode is 
proportional to the square root of the energy ratio and 
inversely proportional to the square of the l ength of the 
rod. The relative change in length is 
(47) 
This leads to an effective length correction term for the 
flexural mode which is identical to the longitudinal mode, 
L~f. L(l +~) (48) 
and the Young's modulus for the flexural mode becomes, 
The effective l ength correction accounts only for 
the added mass presented by the addition of the transducer 
coils. For compliant samples the additional stiffness added 
by the coils would need to be accounted for as well . 
However, to a first approximation, the argument could be 
made that the added stiffness would offset the correction 
for the added mass, making neither correction necessary. 
Details on how the transducer wire coils are attached to the 
rod in order to excite and detect the vibrations in the 
sample will be presented in Chapter III. 
D. MASTER CURVES: PRESENTATION OF DATA AS A FUNCTION OF 
REDUCED FREQUENCY 
Introduction 
When a sinusoidal stress is applied to a material, 
the frequency and temperature dependence of both the storage 
moduli and loss tangent are related. This relationship is 
known as the time-temperature superposition principle, and 
is illustrated by the fact that the same effect upon the 
dynamic material properties can be generated either by 
varying the temperature and holding the frequency constant 
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or by varying the frequency in an opposing manner while 
maintaining constant temperature. 
It is difficult to distinguish between the frequency 
and the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic 
properties of the material. As was seen earlier in Figure 
2.6, the dependence of the material properties upon 
temperature and frequency changes dramatically in the glass 
transition zone. This shows that the relationship between 
frequency and temperature is even more dramatic in this 
region. A method of reducing the variables (frequency and 
temperature) was developed to simplify the separation of the 
frequency and temperature dependence of the material 
properties to a dependence upon a single var i able. This 
dependency is normally expressed in terms of a shift factor, 
aT' which combines the temperature and frequency into one 
variable. The shift factor is a monotonically decreasing 
function of temperature. [Ref. 8] 
2. williams-Landel-Ferry Equation 
For many viscoelastic materials, the general form 
for the shift factor (aT) is expressed by the Wi l liams-
Lande l -Ferry (WLF) equation [ Ref. 8] as, 
1 c~(T-TJ 
aga,,= -.---
c2 + T - T" 
(50) 
where c[" and C2° are empirically determined constants, T is 
the measured absolute temperature in kelvin (K), To is a 
chosen reference temperature also given in K. 
The constants c[o and ~" have been determined 
previously for Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) by Ferry 
[Ref. 8 ] and for PR-1592 by Capps [Ref. 9]. The equation 
for the corresponding shift factor, as given by Ferry, for 
PMMA is 
(51) 
and as given by Capps for PR-1592 is 
{52} 
The approximation represented by the WLF equation 
works well for materials whose glass transition temperature 
happens to fall within the frequency range of interest such 
as, PR1592. For other materials such as, PMMA and 
polycarhonate, this is not the case. without T" the 
reference temperat.ure becomes somewhat arbitrary and leads 
to confusion when analyzing data. The other problem with 
the WLF equation can be seen in Equations 51 and 52 above. 
That is the reference temperatures used in the two equations 
are different. Even if the materials had been the same, the 
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data presented by each could not be readily compared . The 
data are presented here for all three materials tested in 
both raw form and in terms of the shift factor for the 
broadest possible comparison. 
There are alternative methods for approximating a 
material's dependence upon temperature and frequency. One 
such method is that of a fractional calculus model as 
described by Bagley in [Ref 17]. However, until an 
approximation is demonstrated to be suitable for the 
majority of viscoelastic materials, it may be better to 
simply present the raw data. 
III. EXPERIMEN'l'AL METHOD 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In the follo .... ing sections the technique for measuring 
the dynamic properties of materials will be outlined. It 
should be noted that the sample rod is assumed to be a 
lumped acoustical system, and all the equations for the 
resonance and Q described in Chapter II pertain to the 
follo .... ing discussion. 
This measurement technique is both precise and 
relatively inexpensive to perform, and since it is resonant-
based, improves the signal-to-noise ratio. The resonant 
frequency, combined .... ith knowledge of the dimensions and 
mass of a homogeneous and isotropic sample, allow 
computation of the material's dynamic moduli . 
The resonant frequencies of the longitudinal, torsional 
and flexural modes of vibration are measured independently 
using a single sample. Thus, both the dynamic shear and 
Young's modulus can be obtained. This is quite convenient, 
since only two independent moduli are needed to completely 
define the entire set of the mechanical properties of an 
isotropic, homogeneous elastomeric material (Ref. 11]. 
The basic experimental instrumentation consists of the 
following components: 
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1. A test sample made from material of interest. 
A transducer coil mounted on each ends of the 
test sample. 
3. A suspension apparatus used to support the test 
sample in magnetic fields produced by a 
pair of permanent magnets. 
Electronic instrumentation used to excite and 
detect acoustic vibration of the sample. 
TEST SAKPLES 
1. Sample preparation 
Any nonferrous material whi ch can be cast, drawn, or 
machined into the shape of along, thin rod wi tb constant 
cross section can be investigated . This is true regardless 
of what that cross section is. 
Transducer Coils 
The transducer coils mounted on either end of the 
sample are identical. Reciprocity dictates that either end 
of the rod can be used as the driver or the receiver . The 
coils are comprised of No. 32 gauge insulated copper wire 
which is tightly wound into a 4 turn coil. Each 4 turn coil 
weighS approximately 0.3 g. While the actual coil 
parameters are not of particular importance, the wire used 
should be small to reduce mass loading effects on the end of 
the sample but have sufficient current capacity (typically 
50-200 Ma"",, ) (Ref. 4]. 
The coils are shaped to fit the sample and aligned 
in a similar orientation on each end of the sample . The 
coils are then attached using a general purpose five-minute 
epoxy. The ends of the insulated coil are stripped of their 
insulation and solder is applied to ensure good 
conductivity, and a simple continuity check is performed. 
The 4 turn coils typically have a resistance of 1.1 n. 
It should be noted that there are compromises 
associated .... ith the size and number of turns used in the 
transducer coils. For example, if the tUrns ratio is 
increased by a factor of N, the received signal .... ill be 
increased by a factor of N2 • This results from a factor of 
N more force delivered to the sample and a factor of N 
higher receive sensitivity. This .... ill be accomplished, 
ho .... ever, at the expense of added mass to the ends of the 
sample. The larger the mass of the coil, the greater the 
end mass correction. (Ref . 5 ] 
3. Physicill Properties of Test Samples 
The physical properties for each of the finished 
test samples are listed in Table 3.1. 
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TABLE 3.1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TEST SAMPLE 
MATERIAL LENGTH DIAMETER RODMASS DENSITY TOTALMASS 
L (m) d (m) M (g) P (kg/m') 'M'!" (g) 
POLY CARBONATE 0.3604 0.0127 54.72 1192.9 55.33 
PMMA 1 0.3305 0.0124 49.41 1237.9 50.05 
PMMA 2 0.3000 0.0125 1186.4 44.05 
PR-1592 0.3602 0.0123 49.5 1154.9 50.60 
±.OOO5m ±.OO05m ±.05g ±.5 ±.05g 
* MT "" M (rod) + m (co~ls) 
SUSPENSION APPARATUS 
The test apparatus used in this research is a 
modification of one used previously [Ref . 6,7 J, and is shown 
in Figure 3.1. It provides for sample excitation, position 
adjustment, and suspension. The excitation system is 
comprised of one set of permanent U-shaped magnets located 
at each end of the apparatus, between which the driving and 
receiving coils are placed. The gap between the magnet 
pairs is adjustable from 0 to approximately 3 om. The 
magnetic field strength within the gap is approximately 2.4 
± 0.1 ROe (0.24 ± 0.002 Tesla) over a temperature range of -
17°C to 85°C [Ref. 5J. The magnetic remanence for these 
magnets increases at lower temperatures [Ref. 18]. 
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Figure 3.~ Resonance based dynamic moduli measurement 
apparatus. 
D . ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
An environmental chamber is used to house the samples. 
thereby permitting temperature control. The BHD-408 Bench 
Top Temperature and Humidity Test Chamber (Associated 
Environmental Systems) used (Appendix C] has been modified 
to accept an external C01 canister used to lower the minimum 
temperature t o approximately -65"C. The upper limit o f this 
system is 145~C . The temperature control stability of this 
system is specified at ±O.5°F (~O.3°C). The internal 
dimensions of the chamber are 24"x 24"x 24". The 
environmental chamber is capable of either manual or 
automated operation us ing an IEEE 4 88 interface . 
B . SELBCTIVE BXCJ:TATJ:Oli AliI) DETECTJ:Oli OF DESJ:RED RBSOliJUfT 
One of the most important features of the free-free bar 
method of measuring the dynamic modulus is the ability to 
excite the longitudinal, torsional and flexural modes of 
resonance independently using the same inexpensive 
transducer. The sample rod of the material is positioned in 
the measurement apparatus such that the transducers mounted 
on the ends of the rod lie within the gap created between 
the permanent magnet poles. This places the transducers in 
the vicinity of the maximum magnetic field strength during 
measurements. The orientation of the transducer coils 
within the magnetic field determines which resonance mode is 
excited. The induced voltage which results from the 
movement of the coils within the magnetic field can be 
expressed mathematically as follows [Ref. 4] 
v .. --ttf. ff-iIdA • (53) 
where Da is in an incremental area subtended by the 
transducer wire and H, the magnetic field. The induced emf 
for a small segment of wire, length 1, moving with velocity 
u, in B is 
Bmf = jj-fxii (54) 
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1. 'l'orsional Mode 
The torsional mode of vibration is excited when the 
transducer coil lies within the magnet pair as shown in 
Figure 3.2, and the coil driven sinUsoidally. This creates 
a force which produces a torque on the rod, thus generating 
torsional waves which propagate within the rod. 
A similarly placed transducer at the opposite end of 
the sample responds to the torsional vibration and generates 
an electro-motive force (emf) within the magnetic field 
created by the permanent magnet. The flux within the coil 
will vary as a result of the change in the angle of the coil 
relative to the magnetic field. 
Fiqure 3.2 orientation of the transducer coil within 
gap of the magnet for excitation and 
detection of the torsional mode. The arrows 
indicate the direction of motion created by 
the electromagnetic force on the coil. 
2. Flexural mode 
The flexural mode is excited by rotating the sample 
by 90° and translating the rod up or down approximately a 
distance equal to one half of the bar diameter such that one 
section of the long transducer coil sections lies in a 
stronger magnetic field as shown in Figure 3.3. The forces 
generated by the two transducer coil sections will be in 
opposite directions; however, the positions of the coil 
sections within the magnetic field gradient are such that 
the forces will not be equal. The two oPPosing forces will 
cause flexural vibrations to propagate along the axis of the 
rod. The flexural mot i on of the vibration will cause the 
simi l arly-oriented receiving transducer coil at the opposite 
end of the sample rod to move up and down within the field. 
The change in flux through the transducer coil, induced by 
this movement, generates an emf. 
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Figure 3.3 orientation of the transducer coil within 
gap of the magnet for excitation and 
detection of the flexural mode. The arrows 
indicate the direction of motion created by 
the electromagnetic force on the coil. 
3. Longitudinal Mode 
The longitudinal mode of vibration is excited by 
increasing the distance between the magnets so that the 
magnetic field is concentrated on the small, vertical, 
section of coil that spans the diameter of the rod at the 
end of the sample as shown in Figure 3.4. The currents 
within this small section of the transducer coil generate a 
longitudinal force on the end which will propagate as 
longitudinal vibration along the length of the rod. 
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Figure 3.4 orientation of the transducer coil within 
gap of the magnets for excitation and 
detection of the longitudinal mode. The 
arrows indicate the direction of motion 
created by the electromagnetic force on the 
coil. 
The longitudinal motion of the vibration will cause 
the receiving transducer coil at the opposite end of the 
sample rod to move in and out of the magnetic field. The 
change ir. flux through the transducer coil, induced by this 
movement, generates an emf. 
KA'I'ERrAL PROPER'I'rES A'l' ROOM 'l'EMPERA'I'URE 
rntroduction 
The electronic instrumentation used to detect the 
induced emf can range in sophistication from an ordinary 
oscillator and voltmeter to a computer-controlled logging 
and analysis system. There are advantages and disadvantages 
associated with the chosen instrumentation. The basic 
components needed are: 
A suspension apparatus 
2. A driver 
3. A receiver 
Magnets 
Electronic Instrumentation 
Fundamen"ta~ Instrwaenta"tion 
The fundamental instrumentation scheme needed for 
taking measurements consists of an audio oscillator or 
function generator to drive the sample rod and a voltmeter, 
frequency counter, and/or an oscilloscope to measure the 
received signal. The advantages of using these instruments 
are the relatively low cost, availability, and simplicity of 
use. The disadvantages for using only these instruments are 
the limited capabilities, and the time involved in taking 
point-by-point measurements. The schematic representations 
for the various configurations of these components are shown 
in Figure 3.5. 
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·Volt"",t., 
: ~~III,,~eope 
Figure 3.5 Block diagram of a simple instrumentation 
setup for room temperature measurements. 
Here, this simple instrumentation scheme is further enhanced 
by adding additional electronic equipment. An Ithaca 1201 
pre - amplifier (with filter) is used to amplify the signal 
from the receiver coil. A high pass-filter with a 10 Hz 
rolloff connected to the preamplifier effective;t.y removes 
the f l uctuations on the oscilloscope caused by the soft 
suspension system or by external environmental vibration. 
On the driving side, an HP492A power amplifier improves the 
coupling of the driver's output impedance to the low-
impedance transducer. 
b. Instrumentation Used 
More sophisticated equipment 1s available which 
will enhance the capabili ties and d~,crease the time needed 
to make these measurements. An HP3562A spectrum analyzer is 
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used for this purpose. The spectrum analyzer is used as 
both the signal source and the receiver, so that the 
frequency response of the material sample is readily 
displayed on the CRT. The HP3562A also has many other 
useful features, such as pole-zero curve fit capabilities 
and the ability to measure the frequency response (magnitude 
and the phase change) with respect to a reference input. 
With the HP3562A, one can manipulate the data with simple 
math calculations such as multiplying by itjw to produce the 
displacement response of the system. The spectrum analyzer 
also makes it very simple to identify the various resonant 
modes. A schematic representation of the instrumentation 
actually used for the room temperature evaluation is shown 
in Figure 3.6. 
Figure 3.6 Block diagram of the FFT based 
instrumentation used for room temperature 
measurements. 
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c. Lock-in Amplifier 
The lock-in amplifier is a phase sensitive 
detector and low pass filter which is capable of detecting 
small signals in the presence of noise. The lock-in 
amplifier is an essential part of the Phase Locked Loop 
(PLL) and is described in detail in section G of this 
chapter. The lock-in amplifier is also an excellent 
instrument for taking room temperature measurements. 
3. Determination ot Resonance Prequency 
As shown in Figure 2.5(a) the maximum velocity 
response can always be used to find the resonance frequency. 
Another useful method for determining the resonance 
frequency is to determine where the phase crosses 0 0 (for 
velocity measurements) using the HP3562A spectrum analyzer 
as described in Figures 2.4(b) and 2.5(b). Probably the 
most accurate method for measuring the resonance frequency 
is to use the pole-zero curve fit from the HP3562A as 
descr ibed in Appendix B. 
Measurement ot tbe Quality Factor (Q) 
'rhe main method used for determining the quality 
factor (Q) here is that of using the pole zero capabilities 
of the HP3562A dynamic signal analyzer. The HP3562A dynamic 
signal analyzer has an internal curve fitting algorithm 
which provides a synthesized curve fit of poles and zeroes. 
The Q and resonance frequency for the fundamental resonance 
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and its overtones are easily ol:ltained from these poles and 
zeroes. This technique has heen described by Brown [Ref. 
~9] and is presented in further detail in Appendix B. As 
further verification of the Q for the system was also found 
l:Iy measuring the resonance frequency and the frequencies 
where the amplitude is V2 (3dB) down from the resonance 
value. This is a valid approximation when the Q is greater 
than S. 
G. RESONANCE TRACKING 
Introduction 
When the temperature of the sample material is 
varied, the resonance frequency and the Q of the material 
also vary. The resonant free-free bar technique described 
earlier in section D, can be used to measure the storage 
modulus and the loss modulus components as function of 
temperature and frequency [Ref. 4,7]. since this is a 
resonant l:Iased method, the sample must l:Ie kept on resonance 
while the temperature is changing. This can be accomplished 
manually l:Iy readjustinq the drive frequency to coincide with 
resonance every time the temperature changes. Here, a two 
channel phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to continuously 
track the resonant frequency as a function of temperature. 
As will be shown later in this chapter, the quadrature 
signal from the PLL is used to control the frequency of a 
voltage Controlled Oscillator (veo) and to maintain the 
sample at resonance. The in-phase amplitude of the PLL is 
shown in Chapter III, Section G, Subsection 2 to be 
proportional to Q and is used to determine the change in the 
damping properties of the material as the temperature and 
frequency are varied. 
2. Pbase Locked Loop 
The phase locked loop (PLL) is used to ensure that 
the sample will remain at resonance while the temperature is 
varied. 
Introduction to PLL circuits 
A PLL consists of three main components, a phase 
sensitive detector (a mixer or multiplier), a low pass 
filter, and a voltage controlled oscillator as shown in 
Figure 3.7. 
Figure 3.7 Block diagram of a basic PLL circuit. 
A mixer is a circuit element whose output is the 
product of its two inputs. Typically, one input is the 
signal of interest and the other is a reference signal. 
When the two inputs are sinusoidal, the output from the 
mixer is two sinusoids having frequencies equal to the sum 
and difference frequencies of the two inputs. [Ref. 20] 
where e(t)=e)+e1 , e)"'sin(w)t+¢) and e2=sin«(I)2t+Q'>.z). When the 
two input signals are identical in frequency, the difference 
frequency will be zero; however, there could still be a 
phase difference between the two signals . 
The output signal from the mixer is delivered to 
a low pass filter (LPF). The low pass filter removes the 
sum component from the mixer output signal leaving only the 
difference component. The output from the LPF is a dc 
voltage whose amplitude is proportional to the difference in 
phase between the two signals . A secondary effect of the 
low pass filter is to allow low frequency components of the 
mixer output signal to pass through while the higher 
frequency components are attenuated. This has the effect of 
reducing the noise associated with the mixer output signal. 
The amount of attenuation depends upon the Re time constant 
and the equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) of the low pass 
filter. 
Often, the reference signal used with a lock-in 
amplifier is a square wave. In this case, the output from 
the mixer will be composed of a large number of sum and 
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difference frequencies. In this case, the mixer will again 
produce a phase sensitive de output when the signal 
frequency is equal to the fundamental or odd-ha rmonic of the 
reference. 
The voltage controlled oscillator (veO) has a 
free-running frequency which may be modified by t he 
application of an external control voltage [Ref. 20J. The 
change in frequency is proportional to this control voltage. 
In other words, the veo adjusts its output frequency 
according to this feedback voltage. 
The output signal from the veo is used as the 
input reference signal to the mixer. The circuit is 
"locked" if the frequency of the reference signal (veo) 
equals the signal of interest and a fixed phase difference 
(0 degrees in our case) between the two signals is 
maintained. 
b. PLL ut:ilizing a 1:wo channel lock-in analyzer 
Figure 3.8 shows a schematic diagram of a basic 
PLL c ircuit utilizing a two channel lock-in analyzer for the 
phase-sensiti ve detection. A two channel lock-in amplifier 
contains two individual phase-sensi ti ve detector (PSD) 
circuits. Both PSD circuits use the signal driving the 
exci tat ion coil as the reference and the received signal as 
the input. One of the channels uses a reference circuit 
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phase shifter to change the phase of the signal by 90 0 in 
orde r to produce a quadrature output. 
INPUT SIGNAL 
2 CHANNEL 
LOCKIN 
AMPLIFIEA 
Figure 3.8 Block diagram of the basic instrumentation 
used to track the resonance of the rod as a 
function of temperature. 
Accordingly, two dc output signals are provided, one of 
which is in phase with the signal of interest and the other 
in quadrature. 
By utilizing a feedback loop between the 
quadrature output and the reference circuit phase shifter, 
an operational integrator can be formed. The output from 
this integrator can then be used to correct any phase shift 
between the reference circuit in the veo and the input 
signal. Whenever a pbase shift is detected between the 
quadrature input signal and the reference signal, the 
integrator feedback loop will produce a de error signal 
proportional to the phase difference between the two 
signals. The effect of the feedback. loop is to continually 
force the output from the quadrature mixer to be zero. 
c. Application of PLL to track resonance of sample 
An HP3314A Function Generator is used to drive 
the sample rod at a predetermined resonance frequency which 
corresponds to a certain temperature. The HP3314A function 
generator also has the capability of providing the reference 
circuit discUssed earlier via an internal veo. The veo has 
a control range of +~O% to -~OO% of the free-running 
frequency. However, the linear operating range for the veo 
fUnction appears to be only +~O% to -80% of the preset 
output frequency (used to drive the sample rod). Since the 
resonance frequency of the same material increases as the 
temperature decreases, the system is usually locked at a low 
temperature . 
The velocity of the motion of the receiving 
transducer coil within the magnetic field at the opposite 
end of the sample rod induces an emf voltage wi thin the 
coil. Due to the type of rocking motion generated, the 
output signal will have a frequency and a phase related to 
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temperature and the stiffness of the sample rod. This 
voltage signal is filtered and used as the input to the two 
channel lack-in amplifier. A square wave trigger output 
from the frequency generator is used as the reference signal 
in the lock-in amplifier. The quadrature output signal of 
the lack-in is used as the feedback loop to the veo via an 
external low pass filter. When the system is lacked, the 
temperature of the sample rod can be varied and the 
resulting change in its resonance frequency will produce a 
phase error at the quadrature mixer. The feedback loop will 
farce the reference frequency to change to that of the input 
signal. The quadrature signal will be forced back to zero 
and the in-phase signal will be a maximum. 
The new reference frequency, maximized in-phase 
vol tage, and the temperature of the sample rod can be 
recorded. Knowing these three parameters and the physical 
dimensions of the sample rod, the dynamic modulus and the 
loss properties of the sample rod material can be determined 
as a fUnction of both temperature and frequency. 
3. Electronic Instrumentation 
The components which were used for the resonant 
tracking measurement include: 
1. Suspension apparatus (wI sample and attached 
transducers) 
2. Phase-lacked loop consisting of 
voltage controlled oscillator 
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b . integrating circuit 
c . two channel lock-in analyzer 
c ontrollable temperature chamber 
4. Temperature gage 
Frequency coun ter 
6 . Voltmeter 
Figure 3.9 is a block diagram of the system of the 
instrumentation u s ed for the resonance tracking measurement. 
The -temperature control chamber stabilizes the test sample 
at the selected temperatures so the measurements can be 
taken while the sample rod is in thermal equilibrium. A 
thermistor and a voltmeter are used to record the actual 
temperature on the sample rod. The frequency counter is 
used to record the resonance frequency of the sample rod at 
various temperatures. The voltmeter is used to record the 
in-phase output voltage which is proportional to the Q . A 
power amplifier and a pre-amp were added to improve 
performance. To facilitate the data collection process, the 
entire measurement system was automated using an HP9836 
computer. Each voltmeter and the frequency counter are 
equipped with an IEEE488 bus interface. 
Figure 3.9 Block diagram of the instrumentation used to 
track the dynamic moduli as a function of 
temper ature and f r equency. 
". Measurement of the Dynamic Moduli using a PLL 
A sample is first driven at a se l ected resonant mode 
by adjusting the vee manually with the integr a t or shorted 
and the error signal feedback path open (quadrature output 
from the lock-in) so that no error signal is present at the 
input to the vee. The resonance frequency of the sample r od 
is determined by either the maximum velocity amplitude or 
the zero crossing of the phase between the driving frequency 
and recei ved signal. When the drive frequency from the vee 
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and the resonant frequency of the sample rod are 
synchronized, the quadrature error signal will be a phase 
sensitive de voltage as described earlier. The output from 
the quadrature signal channel of the lock-in amplifier is 
set to zero by adjusting an internal phase shifter. The 
integrator is then opened and the feedback loop reconnected. 
Once the control loop becomes locked and stable, the 
temperature of the sample rod can be altered. As the 
tempE''l:"ature changes, the natural resonance frequency of the 
rod shifts. The lock-in detects the frequency shift and 
alters the quadrature output voltage. This voltage is then 
used as a feedback signal to "control" the veo output 
frequency so that it continually matches the resonant 
frequency of the sample rod. The resonance frequency can 
either be recorded directly from the veo or from an external 
frequency counter. (A thermistor connected to a digital 
multimeter is used to record the sample rod temperature.) 
An HP9000 series computer is used to record the resonant 
frequency, the sample rod temperature and the in-phase 
voltage. The control program was originally written by 
Beaton ( Ref. 6], modified by Tan [Ref. 7], and modified 
again by this author [Appendix OJ. 
5. Measurement of the Q (and Loss Tangent) using ill PLL 
The in-phase voltage from the lock-in amplifier i s 
proportional to the Q of the system when the system is 
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locked onto resonance . The Q can, therefore, he obtained as 
a function of temperature by recording the in-phase voltage 
from the lock-in amplifier. The relationship between the 
in-phase voltage and the loss tangent can be derived from 
the model of a damped simple harmonic oscillator driven at 
(Shown previously by Brown and Garrett in 
Ref erence 5.) 
Resonance of a mechanical system is defined as the 
frequency at which the input mechanical reactance goes to 
zero (Ref. 10]. Therefore, the impedance of the mechanical 
system at resonance is the resistance of the system. Noting 
the following definition of the quality factor, (Ref. 12] 
Q "" ~ , (56) 
R. 
where w~ is the angular resonance frequency, m is the mass, 
R is the resistance of the system (at resonance is equal to 
the applied force over velocity, R=F/u), the Q then equals, 
Q = t.),,: u (57) 
Rearranging Equation 55 yields the following expression, 
If the reasonable assumption is made that the 
driving force can be held constant (independent of both 
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(58) 
temperature and frequency) and that the mass of the sample 
does not chang e, then Equation 58 is also constant. 
The velocity of the system is proportional to the 
emf generated in the coils of wire. The velocity in the 
above equation for Q can, therefore, be replaced by the in-
phase voltage (V .. ) from the l ock-in amplifier for a 
particular temperature and frequency. This results in a 
proportionality constant (Al which is derived as follows, 
(59) 
The refore, the l oss tangent as a function of temperature and 
frequency is, 
(60) 
A disadvantage of this system, as can be seen in 
Equation 59, is that an independent measurement of the Q for 
the system must be taken in order to determine the 
proportionality constant, A. The accuracy of this 
calibration is directly dependent upon maintaining the exact 
temperature and frequency between the two measurements. 
Even so, this measurement is easily a c complished by using 
the room temperature method discussed in Section F of this 
chapter. 
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IV. MATERIAL INVESTIGATIONS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Data was collected for Polyurethane PR-1592, Polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA), and Polycarbonate. of these materials, 
PR-1592 is the only one which has a glass transition 
temperature within the normal operating range of this 
system. Both the PMMA and the polycarbonate are relatively 
stable materials over the temperature range tested. For 
each material tested, the following sections provide 
discussion and selected data for both samples at room 
temperature and resonant tracking. 
B. POLYURETHANE PR-1S92 
The PR-1592 was included in this report in order to 
demonstrate the effect of the glass transition temperature 
upon the complex elastic moduli and loss tangent of a 
material. PR-1592 is a commonly used sonar transducer 
encapsulant. An accurate characterization of its properties 
is a matter of importance. This material was discussed in 
further detail by Tan [Ref. 7]. 
1. Material Properties at Roo. Temperature 
Table 4.1 presents the results of the torsional mode 
(shear modulus) for the PR-1592 test sample at room 
temperature. Figure 4.1 clearly shows the first 3 
resonances and their corresponding pole-zero data for each. 
TABLB 4.1 PR-1592 SHEAR MODULUS RESULTS ('1'=25.4°Cl. 
f fIn Q Q G (Left) 
(Hz) (Hz) (3dB) (CURVE) (GPa) 
0.043 I 
266.1 0.046 I 
270.5 3.06 0.048 I 
2. Resonant Tracking Evaluation of PR-1592 
The in-phase VOltage from the resonance tracking of 
the PMMA sample was calibrated by directly obtaining the Q 
at several different temperatures using the HP3562A Spectrum 
Analyzer. The proportionality constant (A) obtained from 
this calibration was then used to derive the Loss tangent as 
a function of frequency and temperature. The results of 
these measurements for tbe first two torsional resonances 
are shown in Tables ".2 and 4.3. separate plots of this 
data as a master curve for both of the first two torsional 
modes are presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 directly 
following the master curves plotted from the actual 
resonance tracking data as further verification of this 
measurement techniqUe. 
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Figure 4.1 PR-1592 frequency response curves and pole 
zero inform.ation for the torsional modes at 
T=25.4°C. 
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TABLE ... 2 IN-PHASE VOLTAGE/QUALITY FACTOR CALIBRATION 
FOR THE FIRST TORSIONAL MODE OF PR-l592. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY QUALITY IN-PHASE "A" 
T f FACTOR VOLTAGE Q/ (fV) 
(GC) (Hz) Q V (OCV) (rnsec/V) 
- 1 6.75 NfA NfA 
74l. 5 3.05 -0.2006 -19.31 
-5.67 579.3 -28.85 
4.50 427.0 2.87 -0.2288 -29.38 
329.9 2.40 
25.40 256.7 2.95 -0.3879 -29.63 
37.02 222.1 3.54 -0.5149 -30.95 
4.17 -31.40 
55.85 187.0 4.82 
177.2 -1.0734 -3l. 97 
175.8 
84 17l.2 7.40 NfA NfA I 
AVERAGE (A) : -28.58 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are two of the actual data 
curves taken at the opposite extremes of the temperature 
ranges. These two figures are shown to demonstrate the 
effect of the glass transition temperature upon the dynamic 
material properties of viscoelastic materials. All of the 
curves with the data used to determine the proportionality 
constant for PR-1592 can be found in Appendix E. 
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TABLE 4.3 IN-PHASE VOLTAGE/QUALITY FACTOR CALIBRATION 
FOR THE SECOND TORSIONAL MODE OF PR-1592. 
I TEMPE~TURE FREQUENCY QUALITY IN-PHASE "A" 
f FACTOR VOLTAGE Q/ (Fv) 
(GC) (Hz) Q V (OCV) (msec/V) 
-16.75 1636.9 5.25 N/A N/A 
1322.9 2.93 -0.1935 
-5.67 1216.4 3.49 -0.1874 -15.31 
4.50 898.7 2.99 -0.1962 -16.96 
14.23 -20.16 
4.06 -21.66 
37.02 495.5 4.61 -0.4846 -19.20 
46.42 423.6 -0.6205 -18.41 
55.85 394.9 5.88 -0.8041 -18.52 
67.01 374.8 6.47 -1. 0487 -16.46 
74.60 -23.17 
I N/A N/A 
I AVERAGE (A) : -18.13 
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Figure 4.2 PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=-16.75°C. 
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Figure 4.3 PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=84.6°C. 
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Figure 4.4 Master curve for the first torsional mode of 
PR-1S92. 
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Figure 4.5 Master curve for the second torsional mode 
of PR-1592. 
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Figure 4.6 Master curve for the first torsional mode of 
PR-1592 using data obtained from direct 
measurement of Q at various temperature . 
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F.1gure 4.7 Master curve for the second torsional mode 
of PR-l.592 data obtained from direct 
measurement of Q at various temperature. 
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The glass transition of viscoelastic materials 
explained earlier is clearly seen in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 for 
the first and second torsional modes of the PR-1592 sample. 
Figures 4.6 and 4.7, which are plotted from the data taken 
in the independent measurements for Q. provide further 
verification of this phenomena. During the transition 
between glass-like to rubber-like states the Q reaches its 
minimum value (thus, the loss tangent has its maximum). The 
plots also show that the resonance frequency has higher 
values at the lower temperatures and a lower value at the 
higher temperatures. In these four figures the shear 
modulus and loss tangent are plotted verses reduced 
frequency. The reference temperature used to derive the 
reduced frequency is 283.15 K. 
While Figures 4.6 and 4.7 essentially verify the 
measurements taken using the PLL, they are also an excellent 
example of the of the unique differences in the measurement 
techniques used to obtain the data. The data taken using 
the resonance tracking technique involving the PLL is 
continuous; providing a complete analysis of the material 
for the single resonance over a wide range of temperatures. 
The spectrum analyzer data synthesis provides complete 
information about all of the harmonic resonances for a 
particular vibrational mode at a single temperature. 
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The frequency and temperature dependence of the 
shear modulus for PR-1592 is plotted three dimensionally in 
Figure 4.8. 
RESONANT FRE'OUE'NCV (I-I~) 
Figure 4 .8 shear modulus as a function of frequency and 
temperature for the 1- and 20<1 torsional 
modes of PR-1592. 
It should be noted that the dependence of the 
frequency on the temperature is somewhat exaggerated for the 
second mode. A plot of f . /n might be more appropriate; 
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however, it then hecomes very difficult to dist i ngui s h 
between the first and second modes. 
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are a summary of data collected 
for the first and second torsional modes of the PR-1592 
sample. The actual and complet e data for both modes can be 
found in Appendix E. 
TABLE 4.4 PR-1592 RESONANT TRACKING DATA FOR THE 
FIRST TORSIONAL MODE. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY SHEAR MODULUS IN-PHASE VOLTAGE 
T ( GC) f (Hz) G (HPa) V (DCV) 
-14.57 733.56 -0 . 2046 
15.35 338.70 8.43 -0.2951 
278.03 -0.3870 
35.19 237.21 -0.4877 
45 . 24 
55.28 203.17 
65 . 12 
73.68 
'l'ABLE 4.' PR-1592 RESONANT TRACKING DATA FOR THE 
SECOND TORSIONAL MODE. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY SHEAR MODULUS IN-PHASE VOLTAGE 
T ( Oe) f (Hz) G (Mpa) V (DCV) 
-13.77 1479.76 1447.1 -0.2046 
- 5.24 927.0 -0.1872 
5.34 877.51 509.1 -0.2001 
15.26 678.94 304.8 -0.2552 
25.17 553.51 202.6 -0.3495 
35.14 150.9 -0.4544 
45.04 429.38 121.8 -0.5984 
54.97 396.75 104.1 -0.7859 
65.42 376.62 93.8 -1. 0044 
75.19 363.87 87.2 -1. 2205 
C. POLYME'l'BYL ME'l'HACRYLA'l'E (PMKA) 
Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) is a viscoelastic 
materia l of moderate to low molecular weight. The PMMA 
proved to be relatively stable within the normal operating 
temperatures (-15°C to 85°C) of the unmodified test chamber. 
The original PMMA rod, however, melted and the transducer 
coils drooped out of the magnetic field during a high 
temperature test at about 90 G e. This is clearly an 
indication that the PMMA has a relatively rapid g l ass to 
viscous liquid transition, probably associated with the 
material's low molecular weight, as explained earlier in 
Chapter II, section A. A second sample was then made wh ich 
was used for the remainder of the test. 
1. Katerial properties at RooD. Temperllture 
Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the results for the room 
temperature evaluation of the torsional and flexural modes 
of the PMMA sample. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are the 
corresponding plots of the frequency response for the 
torsional and flexural modes, respectively. Figure 4.9 
shows the first four harmonically-related resonances and the 
corresponding pole zero data for each resonance of the 
torsional mode. Figure 4.10 shows the first three 
dispersive resonances of the flexural mode for the same 
sample. 
TABLE 4.6 PMMA SHEAR MODULUS RESULTS (T=23.3°C). 
f fin Q Q E{Leff) 
(Hz) (Hz) (M£AS) (CURVE) (Gpa) 
2027.0 2027.0 1 7.29 1.862 
4093.3 2046.6 20.71 
6298.4 2099.5 21. 66 22.24 1.997 
8378.9 22.53 23.24 1.988 
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TABLE 4.7 PMHA YOUNG'S MODULUS RESULTS (T=21.4°C). 
f fIn' Q Q E(Leff I (Hz) (Hz) (3db) (CURVE) (Gpa) 
241. 4 26.623 11. 28 9.27 4.824 I 
672 . 6 26 . 910 18.23 13 . 80 4.928 I 
1321.9 26.978 1 2 .72 11. 01 4.953 I 
The density for the PMHA sample was 1186.43 kg/m;. 
The effective length for the tor sional mode was 0.309 m and 
for the flex ura l mode was 0.305 m. The dynamic Po isson's 
ratio (v) was approximated for the PMHA sample to be .330 
(v=E/2G - 1) by using the shear modulus for the f i rst 
torsional mode and the Young's modulus for the third 
flexural mode. This is onl y an approximation because the 
measurement temperatures differ sl i ghtly. 
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2. Rasonanca Tracking Evaluation of PMMA 
The PMMA sample showed no g l ass transition within 
the temperature range tested as can be seen in Figures 4.11 
and 4.12 for the first torsional and the first flexural 
modes of the PMMA sample. The reference temperature used to 
derive the reduced frequency is 21 1 K as shown previous l y in 
Equation 51. The in-phase voltage for the PMMA sample was 
ca l ibrated by using the value for the Q obtained at room 
temperature for the first torsiona l and flexural modes. The 
proportionality constant CA) obtained from these 
calibrations were A= -O.0743 and A=-O.1759, respe c tively. 
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Figure ... 11 Master curve for the first torsional mode 
of PMMA. 
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Figure •• 12 Master curve for the first flexural mode 
of PMMA. 
The frequency and temperature dependence of the 
shear and Young's moduli are plotted three dimensiona lly in 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 , respectively. 
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Figure of, .13 Shear modulus as a fUnction of frequency 
and temperature for PMMA. 
Figure 4.14 Young's modulus as a function of frequency 
and temperature for PMMl\.. 
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Tables 4.8 and 4.9 are a summary of the data 
collected for the first torsional and flexural modes of the 
PMMA sample. The actual and complete data col lected for the 
PMMA sample is found in Appendix F. 
TABLE .... 8 PMMA RESONANT TRACKING DATA FOR THE FIRST 
TORSIONAL MODE. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY SHEAR MODULUS IN-PHASE VOLTAGE 
T (DC) f (Hz) G (GPa) V (DCV) 
-13 .58 2170.23 2.13 -0.1862 
- 5.36 2141.82 2.08 -0.1777 
5 .39 2101.45 2.00 -0.1562 
15.30 2031. 55 1.92 -0.1328 
25.10 2019.47 1. 84 -0.1120 
35.67 1972.06 1. 76 -0.0878 
44.95 1911. 01 1.65 -0.0757 
54.98 1848.78 1.55 -0.0572 
65.31 1804.99 1.47 
TABLB 4.9 PMMA RESONANT TRACKING DATA FOR THE FIRST 
FLEXURAL MODE. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY YOUNG'S MODULUS IN-PHASE VOLTAGE 
T (OC) f (Hz) E (GPal V (DCV) 
-14.52 271.50 6.09 
- 5.00 266.72 5.88 
260.86 5.62 
15.40 254.96 5.37 
25.36 
35.35 241..26 4.81 
45.35 233.92 4.52 
65 . 25 226.86 4.25 -0.0612 
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POLYCARBONATE 
Polycarbonate is a material which had not previously 
been tested with free-free bar technique used in this 
thesis. Polycarbonate is a candidate material for use in 
hydrophone applications, thus the complex moduli and loss 
properties of this material are of significance. 
1. Material Properties at RoolD. Temperature 
Tables 4.10 through 4.12 show the room temperature 
material properties for the three vibrational modes of the 
polycarbonate sample. Figures 4.15 through 4.17 are the 
corresponding plots of the frequency response and pole-Zero 
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information. The results of a hollow polycarbonate sample 
rod tested at room temperature are in Appendix G. 
TABLE 4.10 POLYCARBONATE SHEAR MODULUS RESULTS FOR 
TORSIONAL MODES AT T=23.0°C. 
, 
(Hz) 
1180 
2377 
3560 
5983 
7215 
8416 
TABLE 4.11 
, 
(Hz) 
123.5 
'44 
669.5 
, 
(Hz) 
2000 
4010 
6000 
'In Q Q G (Leff) 
(Hz) (3dB) (CURVE) (GPa) 
1180 0.908 
1186.7 0.913 
1198 94.96 77.88 0.929 
1196.6 67.22 0.927 
1202.5 0.936 
POLYCARBONATE YOUNG'S MODULUS RESULTS FOR 
THE FLEXURAL MODES AT T=23. 0 0 C. 
f/n2 Q Q EILaff) 
(Hz) (3dB) (CURVE) (GPa) 
13.62 47.23 40.84 2.498 
13.763 63.59 2.551 
13.663 2.514 
POLYCARBONATE YOUNG'S MODULUS RESULTS FOR 
THE LONGITUDINAL MODES AT T=Z3.5°C. 
'In Q Q E (Leff) I 
(Hz) (3dB) (CURVE) (GPa) 
2000 I 5. 38.15 2.534 I 
2005 I 12.94 53.47 2.547 
2000 I 32.96 81.96 2.534 I 
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The density (p) of the polycarbonate sample was 
1192.93 kg/m3• The effective length for the torsional mode 
was 0.3684 m and for the flexural mode was 0.3644 m. 
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Figure ... 15 Polycarbonate frequency response curves and 
pole zero inforroation for the torsional 
modes at T=23.0"C. 
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The dynamic Poisson's ratio (II) was approximated for 
the polycarbonate sample to be .366 (I'=E/2G-l) by using the 
shear modulus for the first torsional mode and the Young's 
modulus for the third flexural mode. This is only an 
approximation due to the fact that the resonance frequencies 
involved differ slightly. 
2. Resonance Tracking Evaluation of Polycarbonate 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 are plots of the shear moduli 
of the first torsional and Young's first flexural modes of 
the polycarbonate sample verses reduced frequency. At the 
time the data was taken, a WLF equation for the 
polycarbonate sample could not be found. The closest match 
available was that which was used for the PMMA sample. 
Accordingly, the same WLf equation was used for the 
polycarbonate sample. The reference temperature used to 
derive the reduced frequency is 211 K. 
The in-phase voltage for the polycarbonate sample was 
calibrated by using the value for the Q obtained at room 
temperature for the first torsional and flexural modes. The 
proportionality constant (A) obtained from the room 
temperature evaluations of the polycarbonate sample were 
A--O.2S11 and A=-O.7532, respectively. The in-phase voltage 
data for both figures 4.1S and 4.19 has only been verified 
at one temperature. While this data is thought to be 
correct there is at this time no verification of the data. 
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Figure 4 . 19 Master curve for the first flexural mode 
of polycarbonate . 
The frequency and temperature dependence of the 
shear and Young's moduli are plotted three dimensionally in 
Figures 4.20 and 4.21, respectively. 
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Figure 4. 2 0 Shear modulus as a function of f requency 
and temperature polycarbonate. 
Figure 4 . 21 Young's modu lus as a fUnction of frequency 
and temperature polycarhonate. 
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Tables 4.13 through 4.14 are a summary of the data 
collected for the first torsional and flexural modes of the 
Polycarbonate sample. The actual data recorded for the 
polycarbonate sample can be found in Appendix G. 
tABLE ".13 POLYCARBONATE RESONANT TRACKING DATA FOR THE 
FIRST TORSIONAL MODE. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY SHEAR MODULUS IN-PHASE VOLTAGE 
T (GC) f (Hz) G (GPa) V (DCV) 
-14.32 1225.38 0.972 -0.1338 
-
5.21 1208.87 0.964 -0.1237 
5.30 1195.48 0.926 -0.1670 
15.30 1186.29 0.911 -0.1793 
25.23 1177.01 0.897 -0 .2325 
35 .29 1167.37 
45.32 1157.42 -0 .3185 
55.33 1150.67 0.858 -0.3588 
65.04 1138 .74 -0.3769 
74.84 1126.85 0.822 -0.3784 
83.39 1120.66 0.813 -0.3867 
I 
TABLE ".1.4 POLYCARBONATE RESONANT TRACKING DATA FOR THE 
FIRST FLEXURAL MODE. 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY YOUNGS MODULUS IN-PHASE VOLTAGE 
T ("C) f (Hz) E (GPa) V (DCV) 
2.64 
-
5.17 -0.2572 
5.03 2.54 
14. B6 123.46 2.50 -0.3B07 
25.47 122.60 -0.4606 
35.45 121.7B 2.44 -0.4874 
45.41 2.39 
55. ]7 120.52 2.38 -0.4647 
65.09 2.35 -0.4574 
74.96 118.9] 2.32 -0.4740 
E. tRANSFER FUNCTION OF A HIGHLY DAMPED RLC CIRCUIT 
The measurement of very compliant and lossy materials 
(very low Q) poses special problems for this measurement 
method. The frequency response for this material at room 
temperature proved to be virtually flat. This is an 
interesting problem from a resonance-based measurement 
technique perspective. What is and how can the Q actually 
be measured if the frequency response at room temperature is 
essentially flat? How can the resonance be tracked if it 
can't first be detected? These are just two of the 
questions which had to be answered. 
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The investigation of these types of materials began by 
returning to the basics. From the previous discussions in 
Chapter II, there are several ways to approach these 
problems. The first problem to be resolved was whether or 
not the resonance and the quality factor for a material with 
low Q could actually be measured accurately with the 
equipment available. This was accomplished by simulating the 
mechanical system with a simple RLC circuit. The inductance 
(L) and the capacitance (C) of the circuit are analogous to 
the compliance and inertiance of the system. The resistance 
is analogou s to the resistance or real part of the 
impedance. The resonant frequency can be obtained from the 
impedance 
(U) 
The resonant frequency occurs when the impedance reaches its 
lowest value 
(62) 
The Q can be expressed as, 
(63) 
The results of tbis experiment are summarized in Table 
4. ~5 below. The curves for both the phase and pole zero 
methods are included in Appendix H. 
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(63) 
The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 
4.15 below. The curves for both the phase and pole zero 
methods are included in Appendix H. 
TABLE ... 15 RLC EXPERIMENT RESULTS. 
RES* Fo(THEORY) Fo(CURVE} Fo(PHASE) Q(THEORY) Q(CURVE) 
(11) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
21 4654.9 4097 4072 13.97 
70 4194 4147 4.22 2.48 
120 4299 4233 2.46 1. 71 
170 4381 4307 1. 74 1. 82 
220 4439 4357 1. 48 1.104 
260 4394 0.97 
4590 4456 0.80 0.70 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECc»DmNDATIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main focus of this effort was to define in detail 
the nfree - free n bar technique as it pertains to the 
measurement of the dynamic moduli and loss properties. This 
research encompasses the theory, accuracy, limi tations, and 
applications of the "free-free" bar measurement technique. 
This research addressed the inherent advantages and 
limitations associated with using the PLL resonance tracking 
method and the transfer function method. In the transfer 
function method, the parameters of a computer generated 
curve fi t was used to determine the resonance frequency and 
Q of the sample. It was pointed out in this research that 
because the receive transducer's output is proportional to 
velocity as opposed to displacement, the maximum amplitude 
could be used to deter:mine the resonance frequency of the 
the system. This is especially critical in the application 
of t he PLL resonance tracking in that the maximized in-phase 
voltage is related to the maximum velocity of the sample rod 
and is used to deter:mine the loss properties of the material 
as a function of frequency and temperature. An 
investigation into the ability of this technique to measure 
materials with very low Q was also initiated. 
An advantage of the transfer function technique is that 
the data synthesis performed by the curve fit actually takes 
into account the effects of overlapping modes for any given 
resonance. Therefore, the pole :zero curve fit appears to be 
the more accurate way of determining the actual Q and the 
resonant frequency of a given material. In addition, the 
spectrum analyzer is capable of providing information on as 
many resonances as can be excited for each mode at the same 
time in contrast to the frequency tracking in the PLL 
method. The disadvantage of using the spectrum analyzer is 
that the data acquisition was time consuming since an 
automated data acquisition system has yet to be developed. 
The two channel PLL provides continuous tracking of the 
re:sonance frequency of any given mode continuously in time . 
The in-phase output is proportional to the maximum velocity 
response of the system. This ensures that the damping 
properties can also be measured . Therefore, since the 
resonance of the system occurs at the maximum amplitude of 
the velocity response, the PLL provides an accurate method 
for determining the actual temperature and frequency 
dependance of both the dynamic moduli and the loss tangent. 
Another advantage of using the resonant tracking technique 
is the data acquired using this system is easily manipulated 
by out.put.t.ing the data into a tab deliminated format and 
transferring to a Macintosh computer . 
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One disadvantage with this technique is that at present 
the system is only capable of tracking one resonance at a 
time. The in-phase Voltage still has to be calibrated by 
direct measurement of the Q. The set up and operation time 
required to track the resonance over a temperature range of 
-J.S"C to 8S"C for a particular mode in this research was 
approximately six hours. 
The PRJ.S92 sample showed a definite glass to rubber 
transition within the -l.SOC to 85°C temperature range of 
this test. The independent measurement of the Q at various 
temperature utilizing the data synthesis technique involving 
the spectrum analyzer provided verification of the PLL data 
and important insights into the differences between the two 
measurement techniques. Nei ther the PMMA nor the 
polycarbonate samples showed any visible transitions within 
temperature range of the apparatus. compliant materials 
that show little temperature and frequency dependence are 
candidates for hydrophone applications. 
The author was responsible for modifications to the 
environmental chamber encorporating the use of CO2 as a 
coolant to decrease the low temperature capal::lilities down to 
-8S"C. The increased temperature range will allow 
determination of the glass transition temperatures of highly 
damped materials and in tracking the resonance of materials 
through the glass transition region. 
The results of the RLC circuit simulation of highly 
damped (low Q) systems prove that it is possible to 
electronically measure both tbe Q and the resonance of such 
materials with the existing equipment. The apparent 
differences between the theoretical values and the measured 
values is a direct result of the influence of tbe impedance 
associated with the inductor. As can be readily seen from 
Table 4.15, the theoretical values and the measured values 
match more closely as the resistance is increased and the 
importance of the inductor's impedance decreases. In spite 
of this flaw, the LCR circuit did prove the basic point that 
the spectrum analyzer is capable of measuring very low 
values for Q at least for a single degree of freedom system. 
These facts coupled with the new low temperature 
capabilities provide the basics needed to enable the highly 
damped materials to be cooled and characterized below their 
glass transition temperatures in the region where the 
dynamic moduli is at a maximum for that material. This is 
significant in that in tbis region the resonance frequency 
for that material is also a maximum. Therefore; the 
resonance frequency should be readily apparent and capable 
of b~ing both detected and either locked onto using the 
phase locked loop technique or monitored using the spectrum 
anal.yzer. 
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Questions surrounding the actual ability to perform 
resonance-based measurements upon low Q materials still 
remain unanswered. Investigations into automating the 
acquisition of data using the spectrum analyzer would be a 
very worthwhile endeavor. using several PLL circuits in 
parallel to measure more than one mode at a time may also 
worth investigating but may prove to be cost prohibitive. 
Another possibility is using the spectrum analyzer in 
conjunction with the PLL in order to quantity the 
relationship between the Q and the in-phase voltage. 
The mechanical side of the resonant based measurements 
for compliant materials is still very much a challenge. 
certainly, the question of how to support these soft 
rna terials is a problem to be investigated as was evidenced 
by the tirst PKMA rod which melted causing the coils to 
droop out ot the magnetic tield. Balancing this problem 
while maintaining the freely suspended condition which now 
exists could prove somewhat tricky. There are several 
possible solutions to this problem including additional 
mechanical supports. Freely and vertically suspending the 
rod vertically using a fine wire in order to retain the 
"tree-free" boundary conditions is another method to be 
considered. Rigidly mounting the sample on one end and 
mounting both the transmitting and receiving coils to the 
other end of the bar is another viable alternative. with 
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this alternative, however, cross talk created by the induced 
current in the transmitter and the close proximity of the 
receiver coil will have to be addressed. This effect could, 
however, probably be eliminated by using a third subtraction 
coil outside of the magnetic field. Another alternative 
worth investigating is to use a host bar with known 
properties to support the s ofter sample. 
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION POR DBTHlUUlDt.TION OP Q FROlI SLOPB 
OP PllASB CllAlfGB 
The phase relationship between applied force and the 
resulting displacement of a damped harmonic oscillator is 
+=tan-l[~ 
Q(l-W;,,j) 
where w«l=w/w., Noting that the derivative of arctan is 
The derivative of equation A1 is 
~ = (,)u~ (2Qc.>.r.) ] 
aWnl 1+[~3 Q(l-W;. l) Q3(1-w;d)1 
Q(l-W;d) 
~ .. Q1 (1-w;.1) 1 [Q(1 - W;. 1) +Wr _1 (2Qc.>r. l) ] 
aWr• 1 Q2(1-w~1) +W~.l Q3(1 - W;'1) 3 
Simplification of this equation yields I 
BIll _ Q(l-W;.l) +2Qf.);.1 
cX"r.l - Q3 (1-W;. 1)3+W; . 1 
When w=w.' (i.e. resonance) equation AS reduces to 
Thus, 
where q, is in radians. This is an exact result. [Ref. 11] 
APPENDIX B. DERrvATION OF THE POLE ZERO CtJRVE FIT TECHNIQUE 
FOR DB"l'ERHINING THE RESONANCE FllBOUENCY AND Q 
OF A SYSTBII 
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The resonance frequency and Q of the modes of a 
free-free bar can be found from a pole-zero plot of the 
mechanical admittance of the oscillator as has been 
described by Brown [Ref. ~9]. The theory behind this 
concept is derived. based on approximating the sample rod as 
a damped driven harmonic oscillator. The complex admittance 
for the oscillator is [Ref. 12] 
y' (jw) = jw 
[M(jw) 2 + ~(jW) + ~l ' 64 
where M is the mass of the oscillator, R is the mechanical 
resistance, and K is the stiffness. By substituting s=jw 
into the equation, the admittance can be manipulated into 
pOle_zero format as follows [Ref. 19] 
Y'{s) '" S _ 1{ S ) 
M(S2 + ~s +~) - M (8-Y) (8-Y') , 63 
where 'Y and 'Y' are complex conjugates. The characteristic 
roots for the above equation are [Ref. ~O, 19] 
Therefore, the transfer admittance function has a pole 
at 'Y and 'Y' and a single zero at w-o. The pole -zero plot 
is illustrated in Figure B.~. The poles are located on a 
circle of radius w .. 
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Figure B.1 Pole zero plot of co"mplex admittance 
function [Ref 19]. 
The quality factor can be found, if the poles are expressed 
as 'Y = a+jb and 'Y. = a-jb, as follows 
Q;~ 
- 2a 
B4 
The resonance frequency for the oscil l ator is found by 
B5 
where the second approximation is only valid for low or 
moderate damping. (Ref 19) 
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APPENDIX C. ENVIRONKENTAL CONTROL CHAMBER SPECIFICATIONS 
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APPEJfDIX D. RESONANT '1'1lACIUNG COMPUTER PROGRAM 
1O! RT20DLB : Resonance Tracking System 
201 Written by : Brian Beaton, B .. .,s HH k: T o.n J 1>" VIc! A, '13 rc.....,n~ 
30! Dale : 18 Mar 90 
40! Last modified : 21 FEB 92 
50! Features added: J. End mass correction using effective 
601 length. In order to calcuiate 
70! correeted moduli. D. Bmlet!, 
80! 21 Feb 92 
90' 
lOOt 2. Input and displo.y total mass. 
l!o! D. Bartiett, 21 Feb 92 
120! 
130! oJ. Cmnge ruuning time for program 
140! to 5 hours with measurements taken 
150t every 2 minutes. D. Bartlett, 
16O! 21 Feb 92 
170! 
180! 
190! 
200!*****"'**~***"'****"'**"*"'**"'*"'*"********"****"*"***"*********** .... ***** 
210! Program initialization 
220!"**"'*"**"***""'*~·"'***"'*~"'*"*"'~~~"*"""'*""'*"**"'~*"~*~*"**~""'*"**~*"*** 
230! 
240 MASS STORAGE IS ~:INTERNAL,4,O " 
250 RE-STORE "RT20B:Il';JERNAL,4,I" 
260! 
270 OPTION BASE 0 
280 DIM Thermistor(0:240), Resfreq(0:240), Time(0:240), 
Inphmag(0 :240) 
290 DIM Mod(0,240), X(0,240), Y(0,240), AJph,,(0240), 
Redfreq(0:240) 
300 DIM Temp(0:240) 
310 DIM Glor(O:240),Elong(0:240),Eflex(0:240) 
320 DIM LabelS(0:25)[50] 
330 DIM Main_titleS[50J,Sub_titleS[50] 
340 DIM X_axis_nameS[50],Y _axis_nameS[50j 
350 DIM Block iS(50],Block2S[50],Block3S(50],Biock4S[50] 
360 DlM CJI[25] ,C2S[25],OI[25],C4a$[25],C'bl[25],C51[25] 
370 DJM C6$[25],C7l[25],C81[25],C91[25],ClOl[25 ] 
107 
380 DIM U$[50],L2l[50[,L3S[50[,L4$[SO] 
390 ! 
4()() Cl",S=CHRS(255)&CHRS(15) 
410 Home$=CHR$(255)&CHRS(75) 
! CLEAR SCRN key 
! HOME key 
420 ! 
430 
440 
450 
460 
Flag=O 
Tmode=l 
Lmode::! 
!F1ag= 1 to indicate editing data 
! FIRST torsional mode 
! FIRST longitudinal mode 
Fmode=3.0112 
470 : 
480 Sarnple_rate=2 
490 Argl=60/SampleJate 
500 Pi=PI 
510 Default-o"TidS="Panial" 
520 ! 
! FIRST flexural mode 
! 1 sample every 2 minutes 
! samples per hour 
! 3.14159265 
! Full, Panial or No 
530 Label$(l}="Resonance Frequency vs Time"! Graph Main Titles 
540 LabelS(2)="Temperature was varied"! Sub Tides, Axes names 
550 LabeiS(3)="Time, hours" 
560 LabelS(4)="Resonance frequency, Hz" 
570 LabelS(S)=HTemperature, C" 
580 LabelS(6) ="Resonance Frequency vs Temperature" 
590 LabelS(7)="Temperature vs Time" 
600 Labe!$(8)="Frequency variation was ooserved" 
610 Labe!S(9)="Young's Modulus vs Temperature" 
620 Labe]S(10)="Shear Modulus vs Temperature" 
630 LabeIS(l1)="Shear modulus, Pa, xl()11" 
640 LabeIS(12)="Young's modulus, Pa, xJ()II" 
650 Label$(l 3)="In Phase Magnirude, Dey" 
660 LabelS(l4)="ln Phase Mag vs Time" 
670 LabelS(J5)="ln Phase Mag vs Temp" 
680 LabeIS(!6)="ln Phase Mag vs Freq" 
690! 
1()() 
110 
7W 
130 
740 
150 
760! 
Pen!=! 
Pen2=2 
Pen3=3 
Pen4=4 
Pen5=5 
Pen6=5 
! 
, 
! 
, 
, 
White Default colors 
Rod 
Yellow 
Green 
! Cym (greenish blue) 
Blue 
l08 
780 Options: ! Allow user to process existing data or coHec! new data 
800! 
OUTPlIT KBD;OearS; 
OUTPlIT KBD;HomeS; 
ST A rus L9;Screen 
Center=(Screen-2Sl/2 
GCLEAR 
! Clear the CRT 
! Home display 
! Get screen width 
! Leading spaces for centering 
8W 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
PRINTER IS CRT ! Use CRT for displaying menu 
PR!J\T TABXY(l,1) ! Start at top with blwk: Ime 
PRli\! TAB(Centerl;"K~y P'.IrpOse" 
PRINT T AB(Cer.ter);"----------------------------· 
PRINT T AB(Center);" 0 Process existing da,a" 
PRINT TAB(Cemer);"' 4 Collect new data" 
PRINT T AB(Center);" 5 Editing existing data" 
FOR Keynumber=O TO 9 ! Orf al l keys 
ON KEY Keynumber LABEL ,," GOSUB COlIilllemi 
950 NEXT KeY:lUIDoer 
960 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Existing Data" GOTO Existing_data! Key 0 
970 ON KEY 4 LABEL "New Data" GOTO New_data ! Turn on Key 4 
980 ON KEY 5 L\BEL "Edit Dara" GOTO Editin~data !Turn on Key 5 
990 BiinkO: WAIT 1 
1000 DiSP "Select a."'l option" 
1010 WAlT 1 
1020 D1SP 
10}O GOTO BlinkO 
1040 RETURN 
1060 New_data:! Mai."-l program driver for collecting new data 
10701****><***"****************"******""********.******'* ..... u*,,********** 
1080 GOSUB Clearjeys 
1090 GOSUB Init_param 
1100 GOSUB Inicperiph 
1110 GOSUB Inpuuun_data 
1120 GOSUB Create_new _file 
11301 GOSUB Draw_:req_"ime 
1140 GOSUB Draw_mag_time 
i1 S0 GOSUB Take_plot_data 
1150 GOSUB Close_fil e 
l09 
1170 GOSUB Free_periph 
1180 GOSUB Post_process 
1190 STOP 
1200!**************************** .. ** .... *********** .. * .... ** .. *** .... * .... ******** 
1210 Existing_data: ! Main program driver for process existing data 
1220!************"*****"**"***"***********"****************** .. ********** 
1230 GOSUB Clear_keys 
1240 GOSUB Open_old_file 
1250 GOSUB Post_process 
1260 STOP 
1270!** .. ** .... **** .. ** .. **************************************************** 
1280 Editing_data: '. Main program driver to compute Redfreq for old data 
\290!***"***********************************"*************** .. ****** .... *** 
1300 Flag=\ 
1310 GOSUB Clear_keys 
1320 GOSUB OpeD_old_file 
1330 GOSUB Calc_redfreq 
1340 GOSUB Create_uew_file 
1350 GOSUB Close_file 
\360 STOP 
1370!** .......... ,.*** .. *************************************************~***** 
1380 Clear_keys: 1 "Tums off' all softkeys and clears the screen 
1390!*****************"******"*"**************************************** 
\400 FOR Keynumber=O TO 9 
1410 ON KEY Keynumber LABEL "" GOSUB Commentl 
\420 i\T£XT Keynumber 
1430 OUTPUT KBD;ClearS; 
1440 RETURN 
1450!****** .... **** .... ** .. ************************************;.************* 
\460 Init_param: ! User sets the minimum and maximum values for initial plot 
1470l********** .. * .. *** .... ***;.********************************************* 
1480 
1490 
1500 
1510 
1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
Center=(Screen-46)!2 
PRINT TABXY( I,I) 
PRI;-.JT TAB(Center);"Key 
! Leading spaces for centering 
! Stan at top with blank line 
Purpose" 
PRINT T AB(Center): --------------------------------------
PRINT T AB(Center);" 0 
PRINT TAB(Center):" 1 
PRINT TAB(Center);" 2 
PRINT TAB(Center);" 3 
Set minimum resonance frequency" 
Set maximum resonance frequency" 
Set minimu.l1 in phase magnitude" 
Set maximum in phase magnitude" 
110 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610! 
PRI},'T TAB(Center);" 5 
PRINT T AB(Center);" 6 
PRINT TAB (Center);" 7 
PRINT TAB (Center);" 8 
PRINT TAB(Center);" 9 
Set minimum temperature in , C" 
Set maximum lemperature in , C" 
Set the default values" 
Review the assigned values" 
To proceed" 
1620 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Min Freq, Hz" GOSUB Min_frequency 
16}0 ON KEY 1 LABEL "Max Freq, Hz" GOSUB Max_frequency 
1640 ON KEY 2 LABEL "Min Mag, DCV" GOSUB Min_mag 
1650 ON KEY 3 LABEL "Max Mag, DCV" GOSUB ~ax_mag 
1660 ON KEY 4 LABEL "" GOSUB Comment1 
1670 ON KEY 5 LABEL "Min Temp, C" GOSUB Min_lemp~rature 
1680 ON KEY 6 LABEL "Max Temp, C" GOSUB Max_temperature 
1690 ON KEY 7 LABEL ffDefault Values" GOSUB Default_values 
1700 ON KEY S LABEL "Review values" GOSUB Review_values 
1710 ON KEY 9 LABEL "Proceed" GOIO Moveon 
1720! 
1730 Blink!: WAIT 1 ! Wail for user selection and 
1740 DISP "Select an option" ! then take appropriate action 
1750 WAlT I 
1760 DISP 
1770 GOTO i3link l 
1780 Moveon: GO$Ui3 Clearjeys 
1790 DISP "Proc~ding " 
1800 WAIT 1 
1810 DISP 
1820 RETURl'l 
1830!********·*·,,*··***** ... **** ... ************· ... ********* .... ******* •• ******* 
1840 Comment1: ! Alerts user when an unassigned soft key is selected 
18501 * ... **** ... *** ........ * ...... *"'** ... "'* ... ** ...... "''''* .. ''' .... ** ... * ........ *'''*.** ... *'''**~ ... ** .. ~*.*.** 
1860 BEEP 300,.1 
1870 DISP Tnis soft key is unassigned" 
1880 WAIT 1 
1890 DISP 
1900 RETIJR..'1 
19 10!·**,.~··**,.,.·*,.* ... ,.*******··,.·····"'·*******·**,.·*****.*** ... ********.** 
1920 Default_values:~ Assigns default values for minimum and maximum T,F 
1930t,.** ... * .. "',."',.,. .. ** .. ·** ... *·* ... *****'**··* ........... * ...... * .. ******** ........... ** ... *** .... .. 
1940 User_freq_min=1650 
1950 Use~_freq_max=!900 
1960 User_temp_min:O 
1970 Useuemp_max=25 
1980 DISP "The Default Values are Set" 
1990 WAIT 1 
2000 GOSUB Review_values 
2010 RETURN 
2020!****'''*********'''**************************************************** 
2030 Min_frequency: 1 Accepts user input for minimum frequency 
20401******************************************************************* 
2050 INPUT "The min freq for the plot, in Hz T, Userjreq_min 
2060 DI$P "The min frequency is set at: ";User_freq_min;" Hz" 
2070 WAIT 1 
2080 D1SP 
2090 RETIJRN 
2100!*****************"''''********'''*************************************** 
2110 Max_frequency: ! Accepts user input for maximum frequency 
2120!******************************************************************* 
2130 INPUT ''The max freq for the plot, in Hz ?",Userjreq_max 
2140 DISP "The max freq is set at: ";User_freq_max;"Hz" 
2150 WAIT 1 
2160 DISP 
2170 RTIUR.I~ 
2180!******************************************************************* 
2190 Min_mag: ! Accepts user input for minimum magnitude 
22oo!******************************************************************* 
2210 ~'PUT "The min mag for the plot, in DCV ?",Usecmag_min 
2220 DISP "The minimum magnjtude is set at: ";Usecmag_min 
2230 WAIT 1 
2240 D1SP 
2250 RETURN 
226O!******************************************************************* 
2270 Max_mag· ! Accepts user input for maximum magnitude 
22801**************************'"**************************************** 
2290 INPUT "The max mag for the plot, in DeV ?",Us er_mag_max 
2300 DISP "The maximum magnitude is set at: ";Usecnag_max 
2310 WAIT 1 
2320 D1SP 
2330 RETURN 
234D'***h***********************************************"************** 
ll2 
2350 Review_values: ! Presents currently assigned values for review 
23601*******"*"'''''''-''''''***-**·*·****·**''*''**''''*·**''''''''''-*'''-*",,,,,,******.***** 
2370 DISP "Minimum frequency: ":User_freq_min;" Hz" 
2380 WAlT 1 
2390 DlSP " Maximum frequency: ";User_freq_max;" Hz." 
24()() WAlT I 
2410 DISP "Minimum magnitude: ";User_maLmin;" DCV" 
2420 WAIT 1 
2430 DlSP " Maximum magnirude: ";User_ma~max;" Dev" 
2440 WAIT 1 
2450 DISP "Minimum temperature: ";User_temp_min;" e" 
2460 WAIT 1 
2470 DISP " MaXimum temperature: ";User_temp_max;" C" 
2480 WAIT 1 
2490 DISP 
2500 RETURN 
2510~****·******",**"'h**U •• "' ••• * •• **"*** •• * •••• *.*"'* •• *.* •• *.*".** •• *. 
2520 Min_temperature' ! Accepts user input of minimum temperature 
25301·********···***·****·· .. ·***··*···*··*···*··***·****.********.* •• *.* 
2540 INPUT "Minimum temperature, degrees C ?" ,User_temp_min 
2550 DISP "The min temp is set at: ";Useuemp_min:"Deg e" 
2560 WAIT j 
2570 DISP 
2580 RETURN 
25901*******·**·*'**'**'*"*****"'·"'*·"'*"'·"'·""'****"****"*,,*** •••• **** •• ** 
2600 Max_temperature: ! Accepts user input of maximum temperature 
2610:··*"**·****·****'·*'·******"'··"'··******·*****·****·***.* ••• ** •• ***. 
2620 INPUT "Maximum temperature, degrees C ?" ,User_temp_max 
2630 DISP "The max temp is sel at: ";Useuemp_max;"Deg C" 
2640 WAIT 1 
2650 DISP 
2660 Rr.jURN 
2670!·****·********·***··***····*··***··· .. **"'*** .. ·****.* ••• * ••• * •• *****. 
2680 Init_periph: ! Initializes the voltmeter and the frequency counter 
2690!***'***·''1'*'''*''·'1'*****··'***···'·*'1'··**'·'1'*'1'*·'1'*"'*** •• * •••• *."''''** 
2700! 720 • HP5316A Universal Counter 
27101 722 ~ HP3456A Digital Voltmeter 
2720! 724 - HP3478A Digital Multimeter (added on 23 Jan 91) 
2730! 
2740 OUTPUT nO:"IN" ! Default state 
H3 
2750 OUTPUT 722;"HF4RIM66STGlOOSTI" ! 2 wire ohms, THMS deg C 
2760 ! 100 line cycles int~gration 
2770 OUTPUT 724;"F1RAK5T1Z1Dl" 
2780 RETURN 
279O!*************"*****"***"**"***"****"***""***"***"****************** 
2800 Free_periph:! Frees the voltmeter and the counter from the HPIB bus 
28101***********"'***********"'***********************************"'******* 
2820 LOCAL 720 
2830 LOCAL 722 
2840 LOCAL 724 
2850 RETURN 
28ffi!***';'*****************:****************************'"*************'"*** 
2870 Input_ron_data: ! Accepts user input of selected run data 
2880:**************************************"******"'******"'************** 
2890 Center=(Screen-42)!2 ! Leading spaces for centering 
2900 PRINT TABXY(1,I) ! Start at top with blank line 
2910 PRmT TAB(Center) ;"Key Purpose" 
2920 PRINT T AB(Center);" - ~ ~-- --- -----~----------.--
2930 PRINT TAB(Center); " 0 Enter rod identification" 
2940 PRINT TAB(Cemer);" 1 Enter the run number for this mode" 
2950 PRINT TAB(Center);" 2 Enter the mode for this run" 
2960 PR~T T AB(Center);" 3 Enter the date for this run" 
2961 PRINT TA.B(Center);" 4- Enter the total mass of rod & coils" 
2970 PRINT TAB (Center);" 5 Enter the mass of the rod only" 
2980 PRINT TAB(Center);" 6 Enter the length for this rod" 
2990 PRINT TAB(Center);" 7 Enter the diameter for this rod" 
3000 PRINT TAB(Center);" 8 Review the information entered" 
3010 PRI},l TAB(Center);" 9 To procem" 
3020! 
3030 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Filename (Rod ill)" GOSUB Rodjd 
3040 ON KEY 1 LABEL "Run No." GOSUB Run_number 
3050 0::-.1 KEY 2 LABEL "Mooe" GOSUB Mode 
3060 ON KEY 3 LABEL "Date" GOSUB Date 
3070 ON KEY 4- LABEL "Total mass" GOSUB Total_mass 
3080 ON KEY 5 LABEL "Rod Mass" GOSl:B Roo_mass 
3090 ON KEY 6 LABEL "Rod Length" GOSUB RodJength 
3100 ON KEY 7 LABEL "Rod Diameter"' GOSUB Rod_diameter 
3110 ON KEY 8 LABEL "Review ~ntri es" GOSUB Review_enrrys 
3120 OK KEY 9 :"'ABEL "Proceed" GOTO Onward 
3130 Blink2: WAIT 1 
3140 DIS? "Select an option or proceed" 
3150 WAIT 1 
3160 DIS? 
3170 GOTO Blink2 
3180 Onward: Volume=(LengthIl OO.O)*Pi* .25*(Diameter/l OO .O)"2 
3190 Density=(Mass/lOOO)/Volurne 
3191 M=Totalrnass-Mass 
3200 GOSUB Clear_keys 
3210 DIS? "Proceeding .. . " 
3220 WAIT I 
3230 DIS? 
3240 RETURN 
32501"""·"*****··"-·*-···*·**·-·*"···**"··-·*"'·-·*""**.***.** ...... "' •• * .... 
3260 Rodjd: ! Accepts am input of filename & rod identification 
3270!"······** .. ·****·· .. •••••••••• .. • .... ····***"'***··· .. ***** ...... * ...... **** 
3280 l~-PUT "Filename (Rod ID) block label (i.e. ECP4) ?",BlocklS 
3290 \VHlLE LEN(Block lS»12 
3300 DIS? "Limit Rod Identification to 12 characters" 
3310 BEEP 300,. 1 
3320 WAIT 1 
3330 DISP 
3340 INPUT "Rod identification block label (i.e. ECP4) 
?",Block l S 
3350 END WHILE 
3360 DISP "The Rod ID is set at: ";Block lS 
3370 WAIT 1 
3380 DlSP 
3390 RETURN 
3400!*****~**,,~**·****~******·****··********************* .. ***.* .. ,,******* 
3410 Run_Dumber: 1 Accepts user input of run number 
34201*", .. "***",******,,,****;0**************************************** .. **** .... 
3430 INPUT "Run number for this mode (Le. 4) ?",B lock2$ 
3440 DISP "The Run number is set at: ";B lock2S 
3450 WAlt 1 
3460 DISP 
3470 RETURN 
34801****h*"'.~***.*** •• "**.****"'*~* .. ****,,*.*~****"' ... ,,~***"*.***"*****"'" 
3490 Mode: ! Accepts user input of the mode 
H5 
35001 .. * .......... * .. * .................... ** ...... "' ........ " .... "''''''''''''' .. *''''''''''''''''''''''''''' .. "''''''''''''''''***'''''''''''''''''''''''' 
3510 INPUT "Mode (Torsional,Longitudinal,Flexurall ?" ,Blod:3S 
3520 SELECf UPCS(Block3S) 
3530 CASE "FLEXURAL",'TORSIONAL","LONGITUDINAL" 
3540 DlSP "The mode is set as: ";Block3S 
3550 WAIT 1 
3560 DISP 
3570 CASE ELSE 
3580 BEEP 300,.1 
3590 DlSP "Choices are: Torsional.Longitudinal, Flexural" 
3600 W.AJT 1 
3610 DISP 
3620 GOTO Mode 
3630 END SElEer 
3640 RETURN 
3650!"''''*''' .... ''' .. * .. '''*'''''' ...... ''''''''''''''' .. '''·'''''''''''''''**'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''**'''''''''''''''****** 
3660 Date: ! Accepts user :nput of run date 
3670!"'************* .. **** .. ****************** .... ·"'··***·"'*"''''*'''* •••••••• **** 
3680 JNPUT "The date for this sample (i.e. 10 SEP 89) ?",Block4S 
3690 WIDLE LEN(Block4S»9 
3700 DISP "Limit date entry to 9 characters ~ 
3710 BEEP 300,.1 
3720 WAIT 1 
3730 DISP 
3740 ll'.'PUT "Enter the date (i.e.IO SEP 89) ?ft,Block4S 
3750 END \V1--:::ILE 
3760 DISP ''The Date is set at: ft;Block4S 
3770 WAlT 1 
3780 D1SP 
3790 RETURN 
37911*"**** ** ........ * ............. *** .. ** .... * .. **************** ** ......... * ............ * .. 
3792 Total_mass: ! Accepts user input of total sampie mass 
3793!"'**********************~~* .. *~ .. ** .. **·****·**·u •• ** •• ~*~ •• *.**** •• ** 
3794 INPUT "The IOtt! mass for sample rod (grams) ?",Totalmass 
3795 DlSP "The total mass is set at: ";TOlalmass;" grams" 
3796 WAlT I 
3797 DIS? 
3798 RETURN 
38!O Kod_mlss' I Accepts user input of the rod mass 
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3820!******************************************************************* 
3830 INPUT "The mass for this rod (units: grams) ?",Mass 
3840 DISP "The mass is set at: ";Mass;"' grams" 
3850 WAIT 1 
3860 DlSP 
3810 RETURS 
3880~***·********~*****·**·****************"*·******""* ... **.************ 
3890 RodJength: ! Accepts user input of the rod length 
3900!**"·***"********************"'********·***···***"*·***.****~* •• ***** 
3910 INPUT "The length for this rod (units: em) ?",Length 
3920 DISP "The length is set at: ";Length;"centimeters" 
3930 WAIT 1 
3940 DISP 
3950 RETL""RN 
39601***··**·**·*****************···**************·*'****.***.* •••• **.** 
3970 Rod_diameter: ! Accepts user input of the rod diameter 
39801·****·**·***·***·***··*****·*****·**·*'***"**·*·'*** ... ***********. 
3990 INPUT "'The diameter for this rod (units: ern) ?" ,Diameter 
4000 DISP "'The diameter is set at: ";Diameter," centimeters" 
4010 WAIT 1 
4020 D1SP 
4030 RETlJR.L\i 
404D1···** .. **··**·***·***· .. ******* .. ·*·*·*·*·*·· .. **· .... •• .. ·* ..... "' ....... ** ... 
4050 Review3ntrys: ~ Presents currently assigned values for revi ~w 
4Ooo!* .. ****····· .. ············*····*****···**·*··*·· .. *·*··* .... **** .. * .. ***. 
4070 DlSP "Rod ID: ";BlocklS 
4080 WAIT I 
4090 DISP " Run: ":Block.2S 
4100 WAIT 1 
4110 DlSP "Mode: ";Block3$ 
4120 WAIT 1 
4130 n !SP" Date: ";B!ock4$ 
4140 WAIT 1 
4141 D1SP "Total Mass";Totalmass;"'grams" 
4142 WAIT 1 
4150 DlSP "Rod Mass: "; Mass;"grams" 
4160 WAIT 1 
4170 DlSP " Length: ";Length;" centimeters"' 
4180 WAIT 1 
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4190 DISP "Diameter: ";Diarneter;" centimeters" 
4200 WAIT I 
4210 DlSP 
4220 RETURN 
4230!"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''** 
4240 Draw_maLtime: ! Produces Magnitude vs Time graph wlo curve 
4250!"'******"'*"'''''''''''''''''''*'''''''''*'''''''''''''''''''''''''''*''''''''''''''''''********'''**'''*"'*"''''*''''''***''''''***** 
4260 Main_titleS=Label$(14) 
4270 Sub_title$=Label$(2) 
4280 X_Jxis_name.$=Label$(3) 
<1290 Y 3xis_name$=Label$(13) 
4300 Xmin=O 
4310 Xmax=5 
4320 Ymin=ActuaLma~min 
4330 Yma,\=AcruaLmag_max 
4340 GOSUB Generic_plot 
4350 RETURN 
4300[**"'''''''***'''''''''**'''**'''**'''*****'''**''''''*****''''''*'''*'''*''''''******'''"'*"'****"'''''''**'''**''' 
4370 Draw_freq_tim e: ! Produces Frequency vs Time graph w/o curve 
4380["'''''''***'''*'''''''''**''''''****'''**'''****'''**'''**'''*''''''*'''***''''''*********'''*'''****"'**"'**'" 
4390 MaiD_ti tleS=Label$(1) 
4t.00 Sub_titleS=Label$(2) 
4410 X_axis_nameS=LabeIS(3) 
4420 Y _axis_nameS=Label$(4) 
4430 Xmin:O 
4440 Xmax=5 
4450 
4460 
4470 
4480 
Ymin=AcluaLfreq_min 
Ymax=ActuaI3req_max 
GOSUB Generic_plot 
RETURN 
! Actual minimum frequency 
[ Actual maximum frequency 
4490!"''''**'''**'''***'''*'''*'''******'''***'''*'''*****'''*''''''''''********'''******"'*******"'**'" 
4500 Young_mod: ! Compute Young's modulus in flexure modes 
45101******"'**"'****"****"'***"''''''****'''**'''***'''**'''***'''**''''''****"'**"''''**''''''*'''*''' 
4520 D=Diameter/lOO 
4530 L=Lengthll 00 
4531 Leff=L"(1+(MMass» 
4540 Arg6=Densiry*(32*LeW'2)/(Pi"'D*FmodeIl2»1I2 
4550 Eflex(1)=Arg6*Resfreq(I)1I2 
4560 RETURX 
4570!***"***"'*"~*"'******"'**"'*""'''***''''''******'''*******'''*'''******-*****",,**** 
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4580 Shear_mod: ! Comput~ Shear Modulus 
4590!·*****· .. *··*··· .. ••• .. "'''''''*'''·*·'''**··'''···· .. '''·*··"'''''''··'''·* •••••• "' •••• "'."'. 
4600 D=Diameter/lOO 
4610 L=Length/l00 
4611 Lefs=L "'(1+(2"'MMass)) 
46Z0 Arg5=(DeDsity"'4"'L~fs"2)!(Tmode"Z) 
4630 Gtor(J)=(Arg5*Resfreq(J)"Z) 
4640 RETIJRN 
46501"'"'*"'·*"' .. ···**"'*"'''''''*"''''**"'*'''*''''''**''''''*''''''*'''·''''''''' .... '''·"'*''''''**.*.**"'."'**"'''' ••• 
4660 Lyoung_moo: ! Compute Young's modulus in longitudinal mode 
46701*···*·*·****"'**·*""'***'*"'''''''****'''*·*''**'**·***''''''*·'''·**"'.* .. *****.**.* 
4680 D:::Diameter/lOO 
4690 L=Length/l 00 
4691 Lefl=ol*(l+(M/Mass) 
4700 Arg7=(Density*4*Lefl"2)!(Lmode"Z) 
4710 Elong(K)=Arg7"Resfreq(K)"2 
4720 RETURN 
4i30!"*"''''·*****··'''·*···*············**·'''··*···*'''··*'''*··**.**.* ••• * ..... *.* 
4740 Compute_redfreq: ! Compute redfreq of new data. 
47501** .. ·"''''**··*··'''·*'''**···*··**··**····*····'''·········· •••••••• *.* •• *.'" 
4760 Temp(I)=Thennistor(I)+273.15 
47701 X(I)=-12.9*(Ternp(l)-Z83.15)/(107+Temp(I)-283.l5) ! PR 1592 
4780 X(I)=-Z1.5*(Temp(I)-211)!(43.1+Temp(l)-2I1) ! Plexi-glass 0 
4790 Y(I)=X(I)'LOG(10) 
4800 Alphat(I)=EXP(Y(I)) 
4810 Redfreq(I)::Resfreq(I)*Alphat(T) 
4820 RETURN 
48301******·'·······'····*'····'·'···-····*'··'···***·.* ... *.*"'* ..... **"'*. 
4840 Calc_redfreq: ! Cooven RT20B to RT20C format 
48501.* •• ** ... **** •••• ** •• *.* ......... *** ......... * ....... ** ..... "' .... "''''."''''**'''*.****. 
4860 FOR 1=0 TO 5·Argl 
4870 Temp(I)=Thermistor(I)+Z73.15 
4880 X(I)",-12.9*(Temp(l)-283 .15)/(1 07+ Temp(I)-283 .15) ;PR 1592 
4890 Y(I)=X(I)'LOG(10) 
4900 Alphat(l)=EXP(Y(I)) 
4910 Redfreq(T)::Resfreq(l)*Alphat(T) 
4920 NEXT I 
4930 RETURN 
4940!··*· .. *·* .. •••••• .. ·····*·· .... *··*"'·· ... ·······****· .. ·*****.*,...*.* .... *** 
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4950 Compute_modulus: ! Computes appropriate modulus based on mode 
4960!"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''**'''''''''''''''*'''''''''**'''''*''''''''''''''''''''''**"**'***''''''''''''' 
4970 
4980 
4990 
4991 
4992 
4993 
5000 
5010 
5020 
5030 
5040 
5050 
5060 
5070 
5080 
5090 
5100 
5110 
5120 
5130 
5140 
5150 
5160 
5170 
5180 
5190 
5200 
5210 
5220 
5230 
5240 
5250 
5260 
5270 
5280 
5290 
5300 
5310 
DISP "Computing appropriate modulus .. 
D=Diameter/lOO ! conven to meters 
L=LengthilOO 
Leff=L '(l+(MfMass» 
Lefs=L"'(1 +(2"'MIMass» 
Lefl=L '(l+(MjMass» 
SELECT UPCS(BlocklS) 
CASE ''FLEXURAL" 
~ conven to meters 
Arg2= Density"'( (32 "'Leff"2)/(pi *D"'Fmode"2»,,2 
Eflex_max:Arg2* Actual_freq_max "2 
Power=LOG(Eflex_max) DIY LOGOO) 
Scalejactor=lO"Power 
Scale_eflex_max=Eflex_max/Scale_factor 
Scale_eflex_min=( Arg2* AcrualjreCl-mm" 2)!Scale _factor 
FOR 1=0 TO S"'Arg l 
Eflex(l)=(Arg2"'Resfreq(I)"2)JScale_factor 
'IEXT I 
CASE "TORSIONAL" 
Arg3=(Density*4*Lefs"2)j(Tmode"2) 
GtOf _max =Arg3 '" AClual_freq_max"2 
Power=LOG(Gtof_max) DIY LOG(lO) 
Scale_factor=lO"Power 
Scale.lltof_max=Gtor_max/Scale_factor 
Scale.lltoonin=(Arg3* Actualjreq_min"2)!Scale_factor 
FOR J=O TO 5·Argl 
Gtor(J)=(Arg3·Resfreq(J)"2)/Scale_factor 
NEXT J 
CASE "LONGlTUDL~AL" 
Arg4=(Density·4"'Lefl"2)/(Lmode"2) 
Elon~max=Afg4· Actual_freq_rnaxIl2 
Power=LOG(Elong_max) DIY Loo(10) 
Scale_factor=lO"Power 
Scale_elon~roax=Elon~max/Scale_fac!or 
Scale_eJong...min=(Arg4'" AcruaUreq_min"2)!Scaie _factor 
FOR K=O TO S*Argl 
Elong(K)=(Arg4'Resfreq(K)II2)/Scaie_fac!or 
t-.'EXTK 
END SELECT 
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5320 DISP 
5330 RETURN 
5340:*****"'''''''*''''''********'''*******'''''****'''*''*''**'*'''*****'''***.************** 
5350 Percent_moduli:! Determines the percent change in modulus per deg C 
5360!'*"*"**><**'''**'''''*'''''''***''***''*''****'****'******''* .... *"' .. .,,,** •• * ...... 
5370 Delta_temp=AclUal_temp_max-ActuaUemp_min 
5380 Fsum2pt=ActuaUreC!_max+ActuaUreq_min 
5390 Fdiff2pt=Actual_freq_max-ActuaUreq_min 
5400 Fminls:AcruaUemp_max*Slope+lntercept 
5410 Fmaxls=ActuaUemp_min·Slope+lnrercept 
5420 Fsumls=Fmaxls+Fminls 
5430 Fdiffls=Fmaxls-Fminls 
5440 Prcnt_pei_c_2pt=100*4*(Fdiff2pt!Fsum2pt}/Delta_te!D.p ! 2 pt 
5450 Prcnt_per_cJs:l00*4*(Fdiff1slFsumls)/Delta_temp :L squares 
5460 RETURN 
5470!*·********·****·· .... ,,*··**"*·"**··*****"**·· .. ****·***."***** .... * .. **** 
5480 Mag_temp: : Produces In phase mag vs Temperature graph wI curve 
54901** .. *"** .. "**"* .. ******"'*,,****"'** ....... *****"'****"··"**********,,** ••• *** 
5500 Main_titleS=Label$(15) 
5510 Sub_title$:LabelS(2) 
5520 X3xis_name5=LabelS(5) 
5530 Y_axiu,ameS=Labe!$(13) 
5540 Xmin=ActuaUemp_min 
5550 Xmax=ActuaLtemp_max 
5560 Ymin:ActuaUnag..min 
5570 Ymax=AcruaLmag_IDax 
5580 GOSUB Generic_plot 
5590 CALL Genericc!.lf'l'e(Pen3,Thermistor(*),lnphmag("'),5* Argl} 
5600 RETURt"'; 
5610!****·** .. ·,,"'· .. "· .... ·*· .. *,,·,,"· ... ••••••• .... ·**"*· .. ,,"'·· .. * .. " ••• ,,** .... *.* ... 
5620 Mag_freq: !Produces In phase mag vs Resonant frequencies 
56301****"**""'**""'''***'''*******'''''**·'·******'''**'''''···*· •••• **,. •••• * •• "'*,.* 
5640 Maio_titleS=LabelS(16) 
5650 Sub_titleS"," 
5660 X_axis_name.$=LabeIS(4) 
5670 Y_axis_narneS=Label$(13) 
5680 Xmin=AcmaUreC!_min 
5690 Xmax=ActuaUreq_max 
5700 Ymin=AcruaLmag_min 
1 2 1 
5710 Ymax=Actual_mag_max 
5720 GOSUB Generic_plot 
5730 CALL Generic3urve(Pen3,Resfreq(*),lnphmag(*),5" Arg 1) 
5740 RETURN 
57501*************************"*****"***""*"*"*"***"*****,,** .. ****** .. **** 
5760 Shear_temp: ! Produces Shear modulus vs Temperature graph wi curve 
57701***** .... ** .. ,,*************** .. *****·***···**********·***************** 
5780 Main_titleS=Labe1$(IO) 
5790 Sub_titleS=~ " 
5800 X_axis_name$=Label$(5) 
5810 Y _axis_uameS=LabeISCll )&V ALS(Power) 
5820 Xmin=ActuaUemp_ffiin ! Actual minimum temperature 
5830 Xmax=AcruaUemp_max ! Actual maximum temperature 
5840 Ymin=Scale...,gtocmin ! Scaled minimum shear modulus 
5850 Ymax=Scale...,gtounax ! Scaled maximum shear moduil.!s 
5860 GOSUB Generic_plot 
5870 CALL Generic3urve(Pen3,Thermistor(*),Gtor("),5* Arg 1) 
5880 RETURN 
5890!***********'0**********·********··***"·********"*********** .. ******** 
5900 Young_temp:~ Produces Young's modulus vs Temperature graph wi curve 
5910l****· ...... *·********** .. ***************·**·*·********* .. * .. *.*********** 
5920 
5930 
5940 
5950 
5960 
5970 
5980 
5990 
6000 
6010 
6020 
6030 
6040 
6050 
6060 
6070 
6080 
6090 
6100 
Main_titleS=LabeIS(9) 
Sub_titleS=" " 
X_axis_nameS=Label$(5) 
Y _axis_nameS=LabeL$ (12)& VAU(Power) 
Xmin=Actual_temp_min 
Xmax=ActuaLtemp_max 
SELECT l'PCI(Block3S) 
CASE "flEXURAL" 
! Actual minimum temperature 
! Actual maximum temperature 
Ymin=Scale_eflex_min - 1 Scaled minimum Y (flexural) 
Ymax=Scale_eflex_max 1 Scaled maximum Y (flexural) 
GOSUB Generic_plot 
CALL Generic_curve(pen3,Thermistor(*),Eflex(*),5*Argl) 
CASE ~LONGlTUDINALn 
Ymin=Scale_elonlLmin ! Scaled min Y (longirudinal) 
Ymax=Scale_e!on~max ! Scaled max Y (longitudinal) 
GOSUE Generic_plot 
CALL Generic_curve(Pen3,Thermislor(*),Elong(*),5*Argl) 
END SELECT 
RETURN 
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6120 Generic_plot: ! Produces design and layout of line graph 
61301*··* .. ·**·** .. ** .... ********* .. *************************************** .. * 
6140 GINIT : Initialize various graphics parameters 
6150 GCLEAR ! Clear the graphics display 
6160 GRAPHICS ON ! Tum the graphics display on 
6170 OUTPUT KBD;Oear$; ! Cear the CRT 
6180' 
6190 IF Plol_device$="Plotter" THEN ! Route to HP7475A plotter 
6200 GRAPHICS OFF 
6210 BEEP 1(0),.1 
6220 DISP "Press CONTI?\'IJE when the plotter is ready" 
6230 PAUSE 
6240 OUTPUT 705;"[P 1300,1000,9000,6750;""! Set scaling points 
6250 PLOTIER IS 705,"HPGL" 
6260 END IF 
62701 
6280 Xgdumax=l00*MAX(LRATlO)! How many gdu's wide screen is 
6290 Ygdumax=100*MAX(1,I/RATIO) ! How many gdu's high screen is 
6300 CALL Scale(.02,.98,.! 0,.98,Top,Left,Xcmf, Y cntr,Xgdumax, Y gdumax) 
6310 PEN Pen2 
6320 FRAME 
63301 
6340 IF LEN(Main_title$»30 THEN ! Size main title 
6350 CALL Labe!(4,.6,O,6,PenZ,xcntT,Top-2,Main_titleS) 
6360 ELSE 
6370 CALL Label(6,.6,0,6,Penl,Xcotr,Top-2,Main_titleS) 
6380 E~'D IF 
6390! 
6400 CALL Label(4 ,.6.0,6,Pen2,Xcntr,.9*Top,Sub_titleS) 
6410 CALL Blockjnio(BlockIS,Block2.$,Block3S,B lock4S,Xgdumax,Pen5 ,Pen2) 
6420 CALL ScaJe(.IS,.90,.2S,.8,Top,Left,Xcntr. Y cDlr ,Xgdumax, Y gdumax) 
6430 CLIP OFF 
6440 CALL Labe!(4,.6,0.4.PenS'xcnrr,-18)Caxis_nameS) 
6450 CALL Label(4,.6,90,4,PenS,-12,Ycntr,Y_axis_nameS) 
6460 CLIP ON 
6470! 
6480 SELECT XscaleS 
6490 CASE "Auto scale X" ! Auto sc:lie X axis 
123 
6500 CALL Xscale(Xmin,Xmax,xminor,Xmajor) 
6510 CASE "User scale X" ! User scale X axis 
6520 SELECT Pass$ 
65JO 
6540 
6550 
6560 
6570 
6580 
CASE "Initial" 
Xmin=O 
Xrnax=5 
Xmajor=.5 
Xminor=.l 
CASE "Follow on" 
6590 Xmin=Xm.in_mimual 
6600 Xmax=Xmax_manuai 
! Initial pass 
! Minimum time, HOlm 
! Maximwn time, Hours 
! Use user modified values 
6610 Xmajor=Xmajor_manuai 
6620 Xminor=Xm.inor_manual 
66JO END SELECT 
6640 END SELECT 
6650 ! 
6660 SELECT Y scaleS 
6670 CASE" Auto scale Y" ! Auto scale Y axis 
6680 CALL Yscale(Ymin,Ymax,Yminor,Ymajor) 
6690 CASE "User scale Y" ! User scale Y axis 
6700 SELECI' Pass$ 
6710 CASE "Initial" ! Initial pass 
67201 Ymin=User_freq_min ! Use user entered min freq 
6730! Ymax=Userjreq_max ! Use user entered max freq 
6740 Ymin=User_ma~m.in ! Use user entered min mag 
6750 Ymax=User_ma~max ! Use user entered max mag 
6760 Ymajor={Ymax-Yminl/5 
6770 Yminor=Ymajor/5 
6780 Pass$="FoUowon" 
6790 XscaleS::;" Auto scale X" 
6800 YscaleS="Auto scale Y" 
6810 CASE "Follow on" ! Use user modified values 
6820 Ymin=Ymin_manuai 
6830 Ymax=Ymax_manual 
6840 Ymajor=Ymajocmanuai 
6850 Yminor=Ym ..... ~ _manual 
6860 END SELECT 
6870 HiD SELECT 
6880 WINDOW Xmin,Xmax,Ymin,Ymax 
'24 
6890! 
6900 CALL Lbl_axes(2,,6,Pen4,Xmin,X,-nax,Xmajor,Ymin,Ymax,Ymajor) 
6910 PEN Pen2 
6920 AXES Xminor,Yminor,Xmin,Ymin,J(major/Xminor,Ymajor/Yminor,3 
6930 AXES Xminor.Yminor,Xmax,Ymax,XmajorlXminor.Ymajor/YminorJ 
69401 
6950 SELECT Grid_typeS 1 Grid 
6960 CASE ''Paniar 
6970 GRID x''1lajor,Ymajor,Xmin,Ymin 
6980 CASE "Full" 
6990 GRID Xminor, Yminor .Xmin, Ymin,Xmajor/Xminor, Ymajor/Yminor.1 
7000 END SELECT 
7010! 
7020 PENl;P 
7030 GRAPHICS ON 
7040 RETURN 
70501 .. "· .... * .. "* ............ ~ .............. * ........ " ...... " .... "'h ........ ~ ......... " ................. ~ ...... "' .... * .. 
7060 Take_plot_data: 1 Collects freq vs temperatur~ data during the nm 
70701· .... * ........ * ...... * .... *" .......... * .... .,. .. ** .... " .............. * .. " .... ** .. " .. " .. ,,* .......... * ....... ~ .. .. 
7080 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Take DataH GOTO Take 
7090 FOR Keynumber=1 TO 9 
7100 ON KEY Keynumber LABEL "" GOSUB Comment! 
7110 l\'EXT Keynwnber 
7120 Wait: GOTO Wait 
7130 Take: ON KEY 0 LABEL "" GOSUB Comment 1 
7140 PEN Pen3 
7150 OUTPUT KBD;"Taking data" 
7160 TO=TlMEDATE 
7170 SELECT CPCS(BlocIGS) 
7180 CASE "FLEXURAL" 
7190 FOR 1::0 TO 5*Argl 
7200 ENTER 720;Resfreq(I) 
7210 ENTER 722;The,:mistor(I) 
7210 ENTER 724;Inplunag(I) 
7230 Time(I)=l/ArgJ 
7240 PLOT Time(I),Inphmag(l) 
7250 GOSUB Computuedfreq 
7260 GOSUB Young_mod 
7270 OUTPUT @Palh_!;Eflex (I),Thermistor(I), 
Resfrcq(I) , Inphmag(l),Redfreq(l) 
l25 
7280 D1SP I 
7290 WAIT 1 i 8.3 15 !Adjusl for 1 sample every 2 min 
7300 NEXT I 
7310 CASE MTORSIO~AL" 
7320 FOR 1=0 TO S*Argl 
7330 ENTER nO;Resfreq(J) 
7340 ENTER 722;Thennislor(1) 
7350 ENTER 124;lnphmag(n 
7360 Time(n=J1Argl 
7370 PLOT Time(1),Inphmag(J) 
7380 GOSUB ComputeJedfreq 
7390 GOSUB-Sbear_moo 
7400 OUTPUT @Pam_l;Gtor(J),Thennislor(J),Resfreq(J), 
Inphmag(J), Redfreq(J) 
7410 DISP J 
7420 WAlT 118.315 
7430 NEXT J 
7440 CASE "LONGIruDINAL" 
7450 FOR K=O TO 5*Argl 
7460 ENTER nO;Resfreq(K) 
7470 ENTER 722;Thennistor(K) 
7480 ENTER 724;Inphroag(K) 
7490 Tiroe(K)=KJArgl 
7500 PLOT Time(K),Inphmag(K) 
7510 GOSUB ComputeJedfreq 
7520 GOSUB Lyoun&-mod 
7530 OUTPUT@Path_l;Elong(K),Thermislor(K),Resfreq(K), 
Inphmag(K),Redfreq(K) 
7540 DiSP K 
7550 WAlT 118.315 
7560 NEITK 
7570 END SELECT 
7580 Tl=TIMEDATE 
7590 DlSP "IT TOOK ";DROUND(TI-TO,4);HSECONDS" 
7600 WAIT 10 
7610 
7620 
OlITPUT KBD;Clear5; 
BEEP 
! Clears the CRT 
7630 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Post Proem" GOTO 7650 
7640 Waitl: GOTO Wait! 
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7650 RETURN 
76oo!*******·**********"**·********************************* .. *** ..... ** ..... 
7670 Post_process: ! Pennits user to extract plots, tables & other info 
7680!***"**"*"**"*****"*"'''****''******************·****·* .. *.***** •• *.* .... 
1690 GCLEAR 
7700 CALL Leasuquares(5*Arg!,Thermistor(*),Resfreq(*), 
AJl,C.DE,F,G) 
7710 Slope=A 1 Keeps call to Leasuquares to one program line 
7720 Intercept=B 
7730 Correlation=C 
7740 Slape_errar=D 
7750 Intrcpterr=E 
7760 Tmean=F 
7770 Fmean=G 
7780! 
7790 ActuaUemp_min=MIN(Thermistar{*)) 1 Find max and min 
7800 Actual_temp_max=MAX(Thermistor(*»! temp and frequency 
7810 AClUaUreq_min=MIN{Resfreq(*» 
7820 AcruaUreq_max=MAX(Resfreq(*)) 
7830 Actual_mag_min=MIN(lnphmag(*) 
7840 ActuaLmag_max=MAX(lnphmag("» 
7850! 
7860 Valume=.25*(Length/l00)*Pi '"(Diameter/ l 00),'2 
7870 GOSUB Percenunoduli 
7880 GOSUB Compute_modulus 
7890! 
1900 OUTPUT KBD;Oear$; ! Clear the CRT 
7910 OUTPlJT KBD;HameS; ! Home display 
7920 GCLEAR 
7930 PRINT TABXY(1,1) ! Start at top with blank line 
7940 Center=(Screen-42)!2 ! Leading spaces for centering 
7950 PRINT TAB(Center);"Key Purpose" 
7960 PRINT T AB(Center);" --------------------------- ------------" 
7970 PRINT TAB(Center);" 0 Plot Frequency vs Time" 
7980 PRlNT TAB (Center);" 1 Plot Temperature vs Time" 
7990 PRINT TAB(Center);" 2 Plot Frequency vs Temperature" 
8000 SELECT UPCS(Block3S) 
8010 CASE ="TORSIONAL" 
8020 PRINT TAB(Cemer):" 3 Plot Shear modulus V$ Temp" 
8030 CASE ="FLEXURAL" 
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8040 PRINT TAB(Center);" 3 Plot Young's modulus vs Temp" 
8050 CASE ="LONGITIJDINAL ~ 
8060 PRINT TAB(Center);" 3 Plot Young's modulus vs Temp" 
8070 END SELECT 
8080 PRINT T AB(Center);" 4 Send Information to the Primer"' 
8090 PRINT TAB(Center);" 5 Select the graph output device" 
8100 PRINT T AB(Center);" 6 Plot In phase mag vs Temperature" 
8110 PRINT TAB(Center);" 7 Plot In phase mag vs Temperature" 
8120 PRINT TAB(Center);" 7 Select the type of X axis scaling" 
8130 PRlNT TAB (Center);" 8 Select the type of Y axis scaling" 
8140 PRINT TAB(Center);" 9 Exit this program" 
8l50! 
8160 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Freq vs Time" GOSUB Freq_time 
8170 ON KEY 1 LABEL "Temp vs Time" GOSUB Temp_time 
8180 ON KEY 2 LABEL "Freq vs Temp" GOSUB Freq_temp 
8190 SELECT UPC$(Block3$) 
8200 CASE ="TORSION AL" 
8210 ON KEY 3 LABEL "G vs Temp" GOSUB Shear_temp 
8220 CASE ="FLEXUR·\l: 
8230 ON KEY 3 LABEL"E vs Temp" GOSUB Young_temp 
8240 CASE ="LONGlTIJDINAL" 
8250 ON KEY 3 LABEL "E vs Temp" GOSUB Youn1Ltemp 
8260 CASE ELSE 
8270 ON KEY 3 LABH. ,," GOSUB Comment! 
8280 END SELECT 
8290 ON KEY 4 LABEL "Print Info" GOSUB Dump_info 
8300 ON KEY 5 LABEL "Output Device" GOSUB OutpuCdevice 
8310! ON KEY 6 LABEL "Grid Option" GOSUB Grid_option 
8320 ON KEY 6 LABEL "Imag vs Temp" GOSUB Mag_temp 
8330! ON KEY 7 LABEL "X scale option" GOSUB Xscale_option 
8340 ON KEY 7 LABH. "Imag vs Freq" GOSUB Mag.Jreq 
8350 ON KEY 8 LABH. "Y scale option" GOSUB Yscale_option 
8360 ON KEY 9 LABEL "Exit Program" GOSUB Program_end 
8370! 
8380 BlinK3: WAIT 1 
8390 DISP "Make a DECISION" 
8400 WAIT 1 
8410 DlSP 
8420 GOTO Blink3 
1.28 
8430 RETIJRN 
8450 Grid_option: ! Accepts the user's choice for the plot grid 
8460!******************************************************************* 
GRAPHICS OFF 
OUTPUT KBD;ClearS; 
! Tums off graphics display 
! Clears the CRT 
8470 
8480 
8490 
85()() 
DISP Grid_typeS;" grid is currently selected" 
INPUT "Enter F - full; P - panial; N - No grid 
?",ResponseS 
8510 
8520 
8530 
8540 
8550 
8560 
8570 
8580 
8590 
8()J0 
8610 
8620 
8630 
8640 
8650 
86()J 
8670 
SELECT Response.S 
CASE "F" 
Grid_typeS="FulJ" 
CASE "P" 
Grid_type$="Partial" 
CASE "N" 
Grid_r;.]>eS=";.foH 
CASE ELSE 
DISP "No change" 
WAlT I 
DISP 
WAIT 1 
END SELECT 
DISP Grid_type$;" grid is selected" 
WAIT I 
DISP 
RETURN 
86801******************************************************************* 
8690 Dumpjnfo: ! Sends selec ted data and table info to the printer 
8700!*"'*"'****************************************'******.**** •• ********* 
8710 PRUn'ER IS 701 
8720 P,";kip$=CHRS(27)&CHRS(38)&CHRS(108)&CHRS(49)&CHRS(76) 
8730 Formfeed$=CHRS(l2) 
8740 PRINT Perfskip$ ! Skip on Perforation 
8750 PRINT Fonnfeed$ 
8760 PRINT USING "3/,#" ! Three line feeds 
8770 PRINT "Filename (Rod ID): "&Blod:.l$;TAB(70);"Page I of 2" 
8780 PRINT "Run: ff &Block2S 
8790 PRlNT "Mode: "&Block3$ 
8800 PRINT "Date: "&Block4$ 
8810 PRINT USING "3/.#" ! Three more line feeds 
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8820! 
8830 ClS:::"Time" 
8840 C2$::::"Temperature" 
88S0 C3$="Frequency" 
8860 C4a$="$hear modulus" 
8870 C4b$=""Young's modulus" 
8880 CS$="ln Phase Component"' 
8890 C6S="minutes" 
8900 C7$="deg C 
8910 C8$="&" 
8920 C9$::;"Pa*10""' 
8930 CIO$="DCV" 
89401 
8950 SELECT UPCl(Block3$) 
8960 CASE "TORSIONAL" 
8970 PRINT USING 8980;CI$,C2S,O$,C4a$,C51 
8980 IMAGE 4A.6X.llA.SX,9A.5X.13A.SX.ISA 
8990 PRINT 
9000 PRJ).'T USING 901O;C6S.C7S.C8S.C9S,Power.ClOS 
9010 IMAGE SA,8X.SA.IIX.2A.12X,6A'zZ.14X.3A.12X 
9020 PRINT 
9030 FOR 1=0 TO S*Arg1 STEP Argl/2 
9040 PRINT USING 9050;Time(I),Themistor(D,Resfreq(D. 
Gtor(I),lnphmag(I ) 
9050 IMAGE X,3D,8X,SDD,DDD,4X, DDDD,DDDE,9X,D.DDD,13X, 
SDDroD1lOO 
9060 NEXT I 
9070 CASE "FLEXURAL" 
9080 PRI~ USING 9140:C1S.C2S.C3S,C4b$,CSS 
9090 PRINT 
9100 PRINT USING 90lO;C6.$.C7S.CSS,C9$.Power,C10S 
91lO PRINT 
9120 FOR 1=0 TO S*Argl STEP Arg1/2 
9130 PRINT USING 9OS0:Time(J).Thennistor(J),Resfreq(J). 
Eflex(J),Inphmag(I) 
9140 Th-fAGE 4A.6X.11A,SX,9A,5X,lSA,3X.18A 
9150 NEXT J 
9160 CASE "LONGITUDINAL" 
9170 PRII\T USING 9140;ClS,C2S,C3S,C4bS.CSS 
9180 PRINT 
9190 PRINT USING 90iO;C6S,C7$,C8S,C9.$,Power,ClO$ 
9200 PRINT 
9210 FOR K=Q TO 5*Argl STEP Argl/2 
9220 PRINT USING 9050;Time(K),Thermistor(K),Resireq(K), 
Elong(K) .Inpbmag( 1) 
9230 NEXT K 
9240 EXD SELECT 
9250 ' 
9260 PRINT Forrnfeed$ ! Advance to top of next page 
9270 PRINT USING "3/,#" ! Three more line feeds 
9280 PRINT "Filename (Rod ID): "&BlocklS;TAB(70);"Page 2 of 2" 
9290 PRL'lT "Run: "&Block2$ 
9300 PRINT "Mode: "&Block3S 
93 10 PIDT "Date: "&Block4S 
93201 
9330 PRINT USING "3/,#" ! Three more line feeds 
9340 PRINT "Physical propenies:" 
9350 PRINT 
9351 PRINT USING "3X,l2A,loiX,DDD.DDD";"Total mass, grams:", 
Totalmass 
9360 PRINT US ING ·'3X,12A,14X,DDD.DDD":"Mass, grams:",Mass 
9361 PRINT USING "3X,20A,06X,DDD.DDD";"Length, cm:",Length 
9370 PRINT USING "3X,20A,06X,DDD.DDD";HEffective Length, cm:", 
Leff 
9380 PRINT USIl"G "3X,22A,D4X,DDD.DDD";"Diameler, cm:",Diameter 
9390 PRIl'-"T USING "3X,2 IA,Q7X,D.DDDE";"Volume, cubic meters:", 
Vo lume 
9400 PRINT USING "3X,16A,09X,DDDD.D";"Density, kg/m .... 3:"',Density 
9410t 
9420 PRINT US Il'-"G "3/,#" ! Three more line feeds 
9430 PRINT "Least-squares fit results [freq vs temp ):" 
9440 PRINT 
9450 PRINT USING "3X,12A,13X,DDDD.DDD·';·'Slope, HzlC:",Slope 
9460 PRINT USING "3X,18A,07X,DDDD.DDD";"Slope error, Hz/C:", 
Slope_error 
9470 PRINT USING "3X,14A, l lX,DDDD.DDD";"Intercepl, Hz:", 
Intercep t 
9480 PRINT USING "3X,20A,05X,DDDD.DDD";"lntercept error, Hz: ", 
9490 
9500 
9510 
9520 
9530 
9540 
9550 
9560 
9510 
9580 
9590 
9600 
9610 
9620 
9630 
9640 
9650 
9660 
9670 
9680 
9690 
9700 
9110 
9720 
9730 
9140 
9750 
9760 
9770 
9780 
9790 
9800 
9810 
9820 
9830 
98,i0 
Intrcpterr 
PRINT USING "3X.12A,13X,DDDD.DDDDD":"Correlation:", 
Correlation 
PRINT USING "3X,20A,05X,DDDD.DDD";"Mean temp, C:",Tmean 
PRINT USING ·'3X,l9A,06X,DDDD.DDD ;"Mean [req, Hl:",Fmean 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT "Other statistics:" 
PRINT 
Tmin=AcruaUemp_ffiin 
Tmax=AcruaUemp_max 
Tave=(Tmax+ Tmin)!2 
Fmin:::AcruaCfreq_min 
Fmax=ActuaCfreq_max 
Fave=(Fmax+Fmin)!2 
PRINT USING "3X,23A,02X,DDDD.DDD";"Min temp. C:",Tmin 
PRJNT USIi\'G "3X.23A,02X,DDDD.DDD";"Average temp. C:",Tave 
PRINT USING "3X,23A.02X,DDDD.DDD";"Maximum temp. C:",Tmax 
PR1'l"T 
PRINT USING "3X.22A.03X,DDDD.DDD";"Min frequency, Hz:",Fmin 
PRINT USING "3x'22A,03X,DDDD.DDD";"Ave frequency, Hz:",Fave 
PRlNT USING "3X,22A.03X,DDDD.DDD";"Max frequency, Hz:",Fmax 
PRli'l"T 
LlS="Percent change in shear modulus per degree C: " 
L2$="Percent change in Young's modulus per degree C:" 
L3S="Two point max-min approach:" 
L4S="Multi-point least-squares approach:" 
SHECf I;"PC$(Block3,s) 
CASE "TORSIONAL" 
Gmin=Scale....gIOT_min 
Gmax=Scale~toT_max 
PRINT USING "3X,30A2Z,5X,D.DDD";'·Min "&C4aS, 
Power,Gmin 
PRINT USING "3XJOA,ZZ,5X,D.DDD";"Maximum "&C4a.$, 
PoweT,Gmax 
PRINT USING "3/,#" 
PRINT US 
PRINT 
! Three more line feeds 
PRINT USING "3X.27A,8X,DDD.DDD";L3,s,Prcnt_per_c_2pt 
PRINT USING "3XJ5A.DDD.DDD";L4S,Prcncper3Js 
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9850 
9860 
9870 
9880 
9890 
9900 
9910 
9920 
9930 
994D 
9950 
9960 
9970 
9980 
9990 
10000 
10010 
10020 
10030 
10040 
10050 
10060 
10070 
10080 
CASE "FLEXURAL" 
Emax=Scale_ellex_rnax 
PRINT USING "3X.30A,ZZ,5X,D.DDD ;"Minimum "&C:lbS, 
Power,Emin 
PRI/I,'T USIKG "3X.3CA2Z,5X,D.DDD"; Maximum "&C~b$, 
Power,Emax 
PRINT USING "3/,#" 
PRINT L21 
PRINT 
! Three more line feeds 
PRl}.'T USING "3X,27A,8X,DDD,DDD";L3S,Prcncpecc_2pt 
PRINT USING "3X,35A,DDD.DDD";L4$,Prcnt_per_cJs 
CASE "LONGJruDINAL" 
Emin=Scale_elon&.-min 
Emax=Scale_elon&-max 
PRINT USING "3X,32A,ZZ,5X.D.DDD";"Min "&C4b$, 
Power ,Emin 
PRINT USING "3X,32A,ZZ,5X,D.DDD";"\1aximum "&C4b$, 
Power,Emax 
PRINT USING "3/,#" 
PRINT L2S 
PRINT 
! Three more line feeds 
PRINT USThG "3X,27A,8X.DDD.DDD";L3$,Prcut_peu_2pt 
PRINT USING "3X,35A,DDD.DDD";L4$,PrcnCpeuJs 
END SElECT 
PRINT FormfeedS 
PRTh"TER IS CRT 
RETURN 
! Advance to top of next page 
10090!** ...... ** ••• ***.*****.********"''''''' ....... ''''''''' .. * .. *''' .......... '''*'''"' .... ****"' .. n"'* .. * 
10100 Freq_time:! Produces frequency vs time graph w/curve 
10110!"'*"' .. "' ........ "' .. "*· ........ •••• .. • .. • .... **··* .... • .. ··*········,, ...... * •• * ......... . 
i0 l20 GOSUB Draw_freq_time 
10130 CALL Generic_curve(Pen3,Time(*),Resfreq(*),5*Argl) 
10140 RETURN 
10150!"'**·· .... *"' .. ··n •• * ........... n .. *.* ... * .. * •• * ..... ** •• ** ••• ** .. ** ......... . 
10160 Outpucdevice: ! Pennits user to route graphs to screen or plotter 
101701-.. ""'···· .. **·· .. ·* ............. -*·· ... *······*· .. ·*··· .... • .... • .... "''''''' ...... ''' •• '''* .. . 
10180 OUTPUT KBD;C1ear$; ! Gear the CRT 
10190 OUTPUT KBD;Home$; ! Home display 
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10200 
10210 
GRAPmcs OFF ! Tum off the graphics display 
SELECT PloCdevice$ 
10220 CASE <> 'Plotter" 
10230 I::-l'PUT "Graphs appear on the screen, OK? (YIN) .. 
Respons eS 
10240 IF UPCS(Response$)<>"Y" THEN 
10250 P!ot_device$="Plotter" 
1 0260 DISP "Graphs will be sent 10 the Plotter" 
10270 ELSE 
10280 DISP "Graphs will remain on the screen" 
10290 WAIT 1 
10300 D1SP 
10310 GRAPffiCS ON 
10320 END IF 
10330 CASE ·'Plotter" 
10340 INPUT "Graphs are sent to the plotter, OK? (YIN) ", 
ResponseS 
10350 IF UPC$(Response$)<>"Y" THEN 
10360 Ploujevice$="Screen" 
10370 DISP "Plots will be sent to the Screen" 
10380 ELSE 
10390 DISP "Plols will stay routed to the plotter" 
lG400 END IF 
10410 END SELECT 
10420 WAIT 1 
10430 DISP 
10440 RETURN 
104501 ...... ************"'·***· ... ····*****··"'**··***··*··*******"'* .. ****.**** 
10460 Xscale_option: ! Pennits user to auto or manually the X axis 
10470! •••••••••••••• ***.****************************************************** 
10480 OUTPUT KBD;Clear$; 1 Clear the CRT 
10490 OllPUT KBD;Home$; ! Horne display 
10500 GRAPHICS OFF ! Turn off the graphics display 
10510 SELECT XscaJe$ 
10520 CASE " Auto scale X" 
1(\53G INPUT "X axis is automatically scaled, OK? (YIN) 
Respons eS 
10540 IF ResponseSo''Y'' THEN 
10550 Xscale$="User scale X" 
10560 INPlT "Minimum X axis value ?",Xmin_manuaJ 
10570 INPUT "Maximum X axis value ?",xmax_manual 
10580 INPUT "Major X axis increment 7",Xmajor_manual 
1 0590 Ii'I'PUT "Minor X axis increment ?" ,Xminocmanual 
10600 DISP "Tne X axis will be scaled manually" 
10610 ELSE 
1 0620 DIS? "The X axis will remain auto scaled" 
10630 WAIT 1 
10640 DISP 
10650 GRAPHICS ON 
10660 END IF 
10670 CASE "User scale X" 
10680 INPUT "X axis is man scaled, OK? (YIN) ", ResponseS 
10690 IF ResponseSo"Y' TIIEN 
10700 XscaleS="Auto scale X" 
10710 DISP ''The X axis will be scaled automatically" 
10720 ELSE 
10730 INPl.-T "Change manual limits? (YIN ) ",ResponseS 
10740 IF ResponseS:"Y' THEN 
10750 INPUT "Minimum X axis value 7" ,Xmin_manual 
10760 INPUT "Maximum X axis value ?",Xmax_manual 
10770 Th'PUT "Major X axis increment ?",Xmajor_manual 
10780 INPUT "Minor X axis increment 7" ,Kminocmanual 
10790 DrSP ~X axis will be scaled with new values" 
10800 ELSE 
10810 DIS? "The X axis will remain manually scaled" 
10820 WAlT 1 
10830 DISP 
10840 GRAPHICS ON 
10850 END IF 
10860 END IF 
10870 END SEllCf 
10880 WAIT I 
10890 DISP 
10900 RE'fUR.l'1 
10910!*** .. ********··******·*·***·· .. ***··*·***·** .. ·****·****.****.***.*** 
10920 Yscale_option: ! Permits user to auto or manually scale the Y axis 
10930! ****** .. ****** .. *.****."" .. **.**********.****",*" .. ",."***,,,~*,,***,,***** 
10940 OUTPUT KBD;OearS; ! Clear the CRT 
10950 OuTPUT KBD:HomeS; ! Home display 
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10960 GRAPlllCS OFF ! Tum off the graphics display 
10970 SELECf Yscale$ 
10980 CASE "Auto scale Y" 
10990 INPUT "Y axis is auro scaled, OK? (YIN) ", ResponseS 
1 1000 IF Response$o "Y" THEN 
11010 Yscale$="User Stale Y" 
11020 INPUT "Minimum Y axis value ?",Ymin_manuaJ 
11030 INPUT "Maximum Y axis value ?",Ymax_manual 
11040 INPUT "Major Y axis increment ?",YmajoT_rnanual 
11050 INPlIT "Minor Y axis increment ')" ,YminoT_manuaJ 
11060 DiSP "The Y axis will be scaled manually" 
11070 ELSE 
I1t' 3Q DlSP "The Y axis will remain auto scaled" 
11090 WAIT 1 
11100 DlSP 
11110 GRAPIDCS ON 
11120 El\j'I) IF 
11130 CASE ''User scale Y" 
11140 INPUT ~y axis is man scaled, OK? (YIN) ", ResponseS 
11150 IFResponseSo"Y"THEN 
11160 YscaleS="Auto scale Y" 
11170 DISP "The Y axis will be scaled automatically"' 
11180 -:LSE 
11 190 INPUT "Change manual limits? (YIN) " .ResponseS 
11200 IF Response$="Y" THE:.~ 
11210 INPUT "Minimum Y axis value r,Ymin_manuaJ 
11220 INPUt "Ylaximum Y axis value ?",Ymax_manua1 
11230 rNPl.;1 "Major Y axis increment T,Ymajor~manual 
11240 INPUT "Minor Y axis increment ?",Yminor_manuaJ 
11250 DISP "Y axis will be scaled with new values" 
11260 ELSE 
11270 DISP "The Y axis will remain manually scaled" 
11280 WAIT 1 
11290 DISP 
11300 GRAPlllCS ON 
11310 END IF 
11320 END IF 
11330 END SELECT 
11340 WAIT 1 
11350 DISP 
D6 
11360 RETURN 
11370! .. "'*****.****** .............. ** •••• ***** ........... ** ........... *"'.u.***. 
11380 Te:np_time: ! Produces Temperature vs Time graph w/curve 
1139O!·· "' .. "'''' ...... ****"*** .. *.**,,*.*** .. *.*,, ••• ** .... **.**** •• ***** .. ******** .. 
11400 Main_litleS=Labe!S(7) 
114.10 Sub_litleS=Label$(8) 
11420 X_axis_name$=LabelS(3) 
11430 Y_axis_nameS=Label$(5) 
11440 Xmin=O ! Minimum time is 0 hours 
11450 Xmax=5 ! Maximum time is 5 hours 
11460 Ymin=AcruaUemp_min ! Actual minimum temperature 
11470 Ymax=ActuaUemp_max ! Actual maximum temperature 
11480 GOSUB Generic_plot 
11490 CALL Generic_curve(pen.3,Time(*),Thermislor(*),5* AlgI) 
11500 RETURN 
11520 Freq_temp:! Produces Frequency versus temperature graph w/curve 
11530! ••••••• "' ........................ "' .. "' ... " ••••••••• ,,"' •• ,,** ............... *** ...... .. 
11540 MaiD_titleS=Label$(6) 
11550 Sub_titleS="" 
11560 X_axis_nameS=LabeIS(5) 
11570 Y _axis_nameS=Labe!S(4) 
11580 Xmin=ActuaUemp_min ! Actual minimum temperature 
11590 Xmax=ActuaUemp_rnax ! Actual maximum temperature 
11600 Ymin=AcruaUreq_min ! Actual minimum frequency 
11610 Ymax=Actual_fre~max ! Actual maximum frequency 
11620 GOSUB Generic_plot 
11630 CALL Generic3urve(PenJ,Thermistor("),Resfreq("),5*Argl) 
11640! PEN Pend 
11650~ MOVE ActuaUemp_min,Acrual_temp_min*Slope+Intercept 
11660! DRAW Actual_temp_max,AcruaLtemp_max"Slope+Intercept 
116701 PEN a 
11680 RETURN 
11690! .... ** ...... ** .... * .......... ** ...... ** ...... *** ...................... ********* .. *********.***.* 
lliOO Create_new_file:! Creates a file for a new data nm 
117101 *.*********************** ******************** ...... *** .. * .. **** .. **.* .. ** 
11720 PassS="Initial" 
11730 Grid_type$=DefaulcgridS 
11740 Xscale$="Use, scale X" 
1 37 
11750 Y scaleS="User scale Y" 
11760 Plot_deviceS="Screen" 
11770 BEEP 1000,.1 
11780 ON ERROR GOTO Fix2 
11790 I!'-'JIUT "Filename to store the data ?" ,FilenameS 
11800 CREATE BOAT FilenameS,50 
11810 ASSIGN @Path_l TO FilenameS 
11820 OFF ERROR 
11830 OUTPUT @Path_l;BlocklS,Block2$,BlocIUS,Block4S 
11840 OUTPUT @Path_l;Mass,Length,Diameter,Density 
11850 BEEP 1000,.1 
11 860 DlSP "Output will be stored under Filename: ";FilenameS 
11870 WAIT 1 
11880 DISP 
11890 IF Flag=1 THEN 
11900 FOR 1=0 TO 5*Argl 
11910 OUTPUT @Path_l;Mod(1),Thermistor(I),Resireq(I), 
Inphm ag (I) ,Redfreq(I) 
11920 NEXT 1 
11930 END IF 
11940 RETURN 
11950l**** .. **** .. *** .. ********** .. ** .. *"'* .......... • ................ ** .. *** ........ ** ............... .. 
11960 Open_old_nIe: ! Opens and retrieves data from an existing file 
11970! .................. ****** .... ******************** .. * .. ***.************* ................ .. 
11980 PassS="Follow on" 
11990 Grid_type$=Default_gridS 
12000 XscaleS=" Auto scale Xft 
12010 YscaleS="Auto scale Y" 
12020 Plot_device$="Screen" 
12030 BEEP 1000,,1 
12040 ON ERROR GOTO Fixl 
12050 INPUT "Filename to retrieve the data ?" .FilenameS 
12060 ASSIGN @Path_l TO FilenameS 
12070 ENTER @Path_l;BlocklS,Block2$,BlocIUS,Block4S 
12080 ENTER @Path_l;Mass,Length,Diameter,Density 
12090 BEEP 1000,.1 
12100 DISP ~Retrieving data stored under Filename: ";FilenameS 
12110 FOR 1=0 TO 5*Argl 
12120 ENTER @Path_l;Mod(I),Thermistor(I),Resfreq(l), 
In phm ag( I) ,Redfreq (1 ) 
138 
12130 Time{JJ=I1ArgJ 
121dO NEXT I 
12150 OFF ERROR 
12160 ASSIGN @Path_l TO .. 
12110 RETIIRN 
12180!"***********."""''''**''''''*****'''****'''''********************.*.*****u*. 
12190 Fix\: ! 
122001****** ..... ·",,· ... •• ... ····******"'*· .... ••• .. ·*··· .... · ..··· .. · ..···" ........ ** .. .. 
12210 SELECT ERRN 
12220 CASE 53 
12230 DISP "Limit file names to 10 characters. No punctuation" 
12240 CASE 56 
12250 DISP "This file doesn't exist OD the data disk" 
12260 CASE 58 
12270 D1SP "This file is not a BOAT fi le" 
12280 CASE ELSE 
12290 DlSP " This file can not be processed by RT20B" 
12300 E.ND SELECT 
12310 PRINTER IS CRT 
12320 BEEP 300,.1 
12330 WAIT 1 
12340 DlSP 
12350 WAIT 1 
12360 GOTQ Opeo_old_file 
123701··*··*· ... •• .. ·_**·····********··**· .. •• .. ·**··· .. •··• ..... **-* ••••••• 
12380 Fix2: ! 
12390t····· .. •••• .. •• .. ···**········ .. ··· .. ···· .. · .. · .. · .. ·· .. · ........................ . 
12400 SELECT ERRN 
12410 CASE 53 
12420 DISP "Limit me names to 10 characters. No punctuationtt 
12430 CASE 54 
12440 DISP "Duplicate filename! Try another name." 
12450 END SELECT 
12460 BEEP 300 . .1 
12470 WAIT 1 
12480 DISP 
12490 WAIT 1 
12500 GOTO Create_uew_file 
12510!······ .... ····**·· .. ·~·· .. ···········•·······•········ .....................  
139 
12520 Closejile: !Closes new data file after data collection is over 
125301****************************************************************** 
12540 GCLEAR 
12550 ASSIGN @Path_l TO * 
12560 BEEP HXXl,.1 
12570 DISP "Data is stored under Filename: ";Filename$ 
12580 WAIT 1 
12590 DISP 
12600 RETURN 
12610!****************************************************************** 
12620 Program_end: ! Shuts dov.'D. shop, plays a little melody 
12630~********************~**********"*******"******************* .... ***** 
12640 OUTPUT KBD;Oear$; 
12650 GRAPIDCS OFF 
12660 CONTROL 1,12;0 
12670 BEEP 157,.1 
12680 BEEP 201,.1 
12690 BEEP 178,.1 
12700 BEEP 272,.1 
12710 WAIT.5 
12720 BEEP 272 . .1 
12730 BEEP 178,.1 
1274D BEEP 157,.1 
12750 BEEP 201 • .1 
12760 D1SP 
12770 DISP "Press RUN when you are ready for another try .. 
12780 END 
127901******** .. ** .. * .. ** .... ** .... ***** .. **** ...... ** .. * .. *** .. * .......... * .... ** .... * .... ***** .. 
12800 SUB Label(Csize,Asp_ratio,Ldir,Lorg,Pen,Xpos, Ypos,Text$) 
1281 O! ****************************************************************** 
12820! This sub defmes systems variables (Csize, LDIR. etc.), 
1283D! and labels the text (if any) accordingly. 
12840 DEG 
12850 CSIZE Csize,Asp_ratio 
12860 LDIR Ldir 
12870 LORG Lorg 
12880 PEN Pen 
12890 MOVE Xpos,Ypos 
12900 IF Text$o'm THEN LABEL USING "#,K";TextS 
140 
12910 PENUP 
12920 SUBEND 
\2930! .. "' .................. " .. "" .. "' ........ " .. "" .... ·"" .... ** .. ****,,** .. *** .. * .. ****************" 
12940 SUB Lbl_axes(C3ize,Asp_ralio,Pen,Xmin,Xmax,Xslep, Y min, Y max , Y step) 
12950!""*·"'''',,''''** .... ,,''' .. '''··* ...... *** ........ • .. '''*· .. ** .. ·* .. ·''''''** .. *, ....... ****"'*,,"'*** .. 
12960 DEG 
12910 CSIZE Csize,Asp_ralio 
12980 PEN Pen 
12990 CLIP OFF 
13000 LDIR 0 
13010 LORG 6 
13020 Yrange=Ymax-Ymin 
13030 Yoffsel=.02"Yrange 
13040 FOR L=Xmin TO Xmax STEP XSlep 
13050 MOVE L,Ymin-Yoffsel 
13060 IF ABS(L)<.OOI THEN L::O 
13010 LABEL USING "',K";L 
130&0 NEXT L 
13090 LORG 8 
13100 Xoffsel=.02·(Xmax-Xmin) 
13110 IF Yrange<=l THEN 
13120 Mrnax=DROUND(YrangelYstep,l) 
13130 Yval=Ymin 
13140 FOR M::O TO Mmax 
13150 IF ABS(Y,·al)<=.OOI TIffiN Yval=O 
13160 MOVE Xmin-Xoffset,Yva! 
13170 LABEL USING "1t,SD.DD";Yvai 
13180 Yval=Yva!+Yslep 
13 190 NEXT M 
13200 ELSE 
13210 FOR M=Ymin TO Ymax STEP Ystep 
13220 IF ABS(M)<:.OOI THE~ M=O 
13230 MOVE Xmin·Xoffset,M 
13240 LABEL USING "#,K~;M 
13250 NEXT M 
13260 END IF 
13270 CLIP ON 
13280 PENUP 
13290 SUBEND 
13300!**** .... ·*"'***,."'" .... ·******* .. * .. ,.***"',.* .. * .. **"'** .. ***,,* .. " .. ******"' .... *,,* ... 
13310 SUB B lock_info(Blockl $,Block2S,Block3$,Block4$,Xgdumax,Pen,Pen2) 
13320~********u*********,,*****,,*****,*,,*,,***u'''''****"******'* .... ,* 
13330 CALL Label(3,.6,0,2,Pen,2,2,"Rod: "&Blockl$) 
13340 CALL Label(3,.6,0,5,Pen,Xgdumax./3,2,"Run: "&Block2$) 
13350 CALL Label(3,.6,0,5,Pen,Xgdumax.*2/3,2,"Mode: "&Block3S) 
13360 CALL Label(3,.6,0,8,Pen,.97*Xgdumax.,2,Block4$) 
13370 MOVE 0,4 
13380 PEN Pen2 
13390 DRAW 133,4 
13400 PENUP 
13410 SUBEND 
13420[*****'**************.**** .... * .. * .... *** .. ** ...... ** ........ ***** .. ************** 
13430 SUB Least_squares(lmax,X(*), Y(*),Slp,lm,Cor,Slp_erjnt3r, 
Xmean,Ymean) 
13440[***** .. *** .. ** .. ************ .. *****··*· .. •• .. ********** .. * .. ** .. ** ...... * .... *** 
13450 DISP "Computing least-squares fit .... 
13460 Sumx=O 
13470 Sumy=O 
13480 Sum..tx=O 
13490 Sumxy=O 
13500 FOR 1=0 TO Imax 
13510 Sumx=Sumx+X(I) 
13520 Sumu=Sum .. n+X(I)"2 
13530 Sumy=Sumy+Y(I) 
13540 Sumxy=Swnxy+X(I)*Y(I) 
13550 NEXT I 
13560 Delta=(Imax.+I)"Sumn·Sumx"2 
13570 Int=(Sumn*Sumy-Sumx"Sumxy)/Delta 
13580 Slp=((Imax+ I)" Sumxy·Sumx*Sumy)/Delta 
13590 Sumerrerr=O 
13600 FOR J=O TO Imax. 
13610 Sumerrerr=Sumerrerr+(Y(J)-Int-Slp"X(J)"2 
13620 NEXT J 
13630 Sigmayy=Sumerrerr/(Imax+l·2) 
13640 Sigmay=SQR(Sigmayy) 
13650 Inur=Sigmay*SQR(Sumxx!Delta) 
13660 SIP3r=Sigmay*SQR((1max+ 1)!Delta) 
13670 Xbarsum=O 
13680 Ybarsum=O 
142 
13690 FOR K=O TO [max 
13700 Xbarsum=Xbarsum+X(K) 
13710 Ybarsum=Ybarswn+Y(K) 
13720 NEXT K 
13730 Xmean=Xbarsum/(Imax+l ) 
13740 Ymean=Ybarsum/( Imax+l) 
13750 Sigmaxxsum=O 
13760 Sigmayysum=O 
13770 Sigmaxysum=O 
13780 FOR L=O TO Imax 
13790 Sigmaxxsum=Sigmaxxsum+(X(L)-Xmea.TJ)A2 
13800 Sigmayysum=Sigmayysu.m+(Y(L)-Ymean)"2 
13810 Sigmaxysum=Sigmaxysum+(X(L)-Xme:m)~(Y(L)-Yme:m) 
13820 NEXT L 
13830 Sigmax=SQR (Sigmaxxsum/(ImaHI )) 
13840 Sigmay1=SQR(Sigmayysum/(Imax+ I)) 
13850 Sigmaxy=Sigmaxysumi(lmax+ I) 
13860 Cor=Sigmaxy/(Sigmax"Sigmayl) 
13870 DISP 
13880 SUBEND 
13890!· .... • .... ••••• .. •• .... • .. * .......... • ...................... "' .. • .. •• .. • .. • .. •• .............. * ... .. 
13900 SUB Scale(L.R.B ,T ,T op,Left,Xcemer, Y center .Xgdumax. Y gdumax) 
13910!"""*"·**""·""·*·"··"·"·"""*·*·"*·""·""""·*·"""'''· ......................... * 
13920 Top=T"Ygdumax 
13930 Boltom=B"Ygdumax 
13940 Left=L "Xgdumax 
13950 Right:::R·Xgdumax 
13960 Xcenter=(Right+Left)/2 
13970 Ycenter=(Top+Botlom)!2 
13980 VIEWPORT Left,Righl ,Bottom,Top 
13990 SUBEND 
141XXl! .. "'· .. •• .......... ·* .... ···· .... · .... ··· .... · ........ · ............ * ........ • ...... • .. * ................... . 
14010 SUB Yscale(Ymin.Ymax,Yminor,Ymajor) 
14020!··· .. ·* .. • .......... * .. • .. * .. • .. * ........ • .... • .. *· .... • ...... ·"' .. ** .... ~"' .... * .......... ** ........ ** 
14030 DIM Diff(36),Minor(36) 
14040 DATA .1,.005,.2 .. 01,.25,.01 ,J .. 02,.01 .. 02,.5 ,.02,.75 .. 05,1,.05 
14050 DATA 5,.2,10 .. 5.15,1.20,1,25.1.30,2.40,2,50.2,75.5.100.5,125,5 
14060 DATA 150.10,200,10.250.1 0.300.20,400.20,500.20.750,50.1 000.50 
14070 DATA 1250,50,15 00,100.2000.1 00.2500, 100,3000.200,4000.200,5000 
14080 DATA 200,7500,500,10000 .500 
H3 
14090 FOR 1=1 TO 36 
14100 READ DiffCD,Minor(l) 
14110 NEXT I 
14120 Yrange=Ymax-Ymin 
14130 Index=! 
14140 WHILE Yrange>Diff{1ndex) 
14150 Index=Index+! 
14160 END WHTI..E 
14170 Yminor=Minor(lndex) 
\4180 Ymajor=Diff(lndexl/5 
14190 IF Ymin<O THEN 
14200 Newmin=Ymin-Ymajor+ABS(Ymin MOD Ymajor) 
14210 ELSE 
14220 Newmin=Ymin-(Ymin MOD Ymajor) 
14230 END IF 
14240 Newmax=Newmin+Diff(lndex) 
14250 WHILE Ymax>Newmax 
14260 Index=Index+! 
14270 Yminor=Minor(Index) 
14280 Ymajor=Diff(Index){5 
14290 IF Ymin<O Tlffi\' 
14300 Newmin=Ymin-Ymajor+ABS(Ymin MOD Ymajor) 
14310 ELSE 
14320 Newmin=Ymin-(Ymin MOD Ymajor) 
14330 END IF 
14340 Newma:x=Newmin+Diff(Index) 
14350 END WIm...E 
14360 Ymax=Newmax 
14370 Ymin=Newmin 
14380 SUBEND 
14390l****ot"'***"'**.****************************************"'* •••• "' ••••• -
14400 SUB Xscaie(Xmin,Xmax.Xminor,Xmajor) 
14420 DIM Diffx(40).Mioorx(40),Majorx(40) 
14430 DATA 5 .. 0.2.1 .. 6 ... 2.1 .. 1 .. 2.1.0.8.0 .. 2.1.10 .. 5.2.0.12 .. 5 
14440 DATA 2., 14.,.5,2.0,16.,.5,2.,20.,1.0,4.0,25.0,1.0,5.0,30.0.1.0 
14450 DATA 5.0,35.0, 1.0,5.0,40 .• 1 . .5.,50 .. 2.0.10 .• 60 .• 2.0,1 0 .• 70 .. 2. 
14460 OAT A 10.0,80.0,2.0,10.0.100.0.5.0,20.0,120 .. 5 .. 20 .. 140 .. 5 .. 20. 
14470 DATA 200.0,10.0,20.0,400.0.10.,50 .. 600.,20., 100 .• 800.,50 .. 1 00 . 
l44 
14480 DATA 1000.0.50.0, I 00.0,1 200.0,50.0,200.0, I 400.0.50.,200., I 600. 
14490 DAr A 50.0,200.,1800.,100.,300.,2000.,100.,500.,2500.,100.,500. 
14500 DATA 3000.,100.,500.0,3500.,100.,500.0,4000.,200.,400.0 
14510 FOR 1=1 TO 34 
14520 READ Diffx(I),Minorx(1),Majon::(1) 
14530 NEXT I 
14540 Xrange=Xmax-Xmin 
14550 Index:! 
14560 WHILE Xrange>Difh(Index) 
14570 Index=lndex+l 
14580 END WHll.E 
14590 Xminor=Minorx(Index) 
14600 Xmajor=Majorx(Index) 
14610 IF Xmin<O THEN 
14620 Newmin=Xmin-Xmajor+ABS(Xmin MOD Xmajor) 
14630 ELSE 
14640 Newmin=Xmln-(Xmin MOD Xmajor) 
14650 END IF 
14660 Newmax=Newmin+Diffx(Index) 
14670 WHILE Xmax>Newmax 
14680 Index=Index+! 
14690 Xminor=Minon:(lndex) 
14700 Xmajor=Majorx(Index) 
14710 IF Xmin<O THEN 
14720 Newmin=Xmin-Xmajor+ABS(Xmin MOD Xmajor) 
14730 ELSE 
14740 ~ewmin=Xmin-(Xmin MOD Xmajor) 
14750 END IF 
14760 Newmax=Newmin+Diffx(lndex) 
14770 END \VHiLE 
14780 Xma:x=Newmax 
14790 Xmin=Newmin 
14800 SUBE.~D 
14820 SUB Gene:1c_curve(Pen,X(*),Y("'),Max_point) 
148301"'''' .. ''' .. ** .. '''* .... • ............ ''' ............ ******·*·************··*"'''''''*.*''' •••• '''.'''*''' 
14840 PEN Pen 
14850 FOR Point=O TO Max_point 
14860 PLOT X(Point).Y(Point) 
14870 NEXT Point 
l45 
14880 PENUP 
14890 SUB END 
149(X)!"''''**********'''*'''*************************************************** 
149101 Nothing follows. 
14920!***************"************************************************** 
14930!*****************************************************'"************ 
14940[**************************"'*********************"'*******"'''''''''''''*'''''''''''' 
14950 SUB Calc_redfreq (Imax,Thermistor( *),Resfreq (*),Redfreq(*» 
14960!*********************************************'"****************""'*'" 
14970 FOR 1=0 TO Imax 
14980 Temp(I)=Thennistor(I)+273.15 
14990 X(I)=-129*(Temp(I)-283.15)/(107+ Temp(I)-283.15) 
15000 Y(I)oX(I)'LOG(IO) 
15010 Alph"(J)oEXP(Y(D) 
15020 Redfreq(1)=Resfreq(l)*Alphat(I) 
15030 NEXT J 
15040 SUBEND 
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APPENDIJ: E. PR-1592 DATA 
CONTENTS: 
_ PR1592 FIRST TORSIONAL MODE DATA (TABLE E.l) 
_ PR1592 SECOND TORSIONAL HODE DATA (TABLE E.2l 
_ PR-1592 DIRECT Q MEASUREMENT DATA AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
FOR CAL IBRATION OF THE IN-PHASE VOLTAGE (FIGURES E.I-E.12) 
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'l'ABLE E.1 PR1592 FIRST TORSIONAL MODE DATA 
2 ,884E - el 
2,802E - 8 
27 180:-<31 
2 53~E-81 
25S4E-81 
9 "79E - 7! 
-. , 156E- 71 
8a62E71 
5Se:;;: - 71 
a :! 1 ~ E- 71 
eOS7E · '1 
- 1 1877 
11 ,55J 
-11,OJ9 
10,518 
-9.8137 
- 9 ,}3S' 
-45"51 
1 1,364 
721 ,:;546 1 
7 10,72646 
6863M14' 
6411977} 
631 ,22634 
60237453 
sa997592 
572 ,657 12 
565 1686<) 
532.57048 
52 223~82 
512, 10938 
502,295 a 2' 
12,0281 36512717 
148 
360:; 10;7 
~5" 50743 
:;49 0 955 
-0.:95473 
-02005621 
-0 ,211506' 
-0207602 
- 02 ' 66~61 
-021 8 9091 
0 ,220244 
-0.222705 
TABLE E.1 CONTI NUED 
7813E-71 34~ 759n 
-02'100561 
7534E - ]1 I 5 ~541 3387007 
-0295088 
" 
7355E-7 16,01 0:n53144 
" 
7138E-7 n857J -0 J065al 
" 
6 9~3E- 71 -O~ 13~61 
" 
6761( - 71 
6585E - 7 18672 JI559445 -O_~ 
S. 6 ~25E-7 193281 Jlln89J 
." 
55 6256E-71 2000J "0750354 
56 6049( - 71 20.65; 30247952 
" 
5,870E-7 21JI2 
" 
5721(-71 2\991 
" 
5586(-71 226521 
5457E-7 13301 
5334( - 7 2395 91 284,04529 
5220£-71 2aO,99441 -0_3aI54 
5111E - 71 25,259 -0 Ja7021 
5007E - 7! 259251 -{l 09251 
" 
4aa9£ - 71 27 194384 -0'!8424 
00 ' 260,0 7 9851 -039235 
" 
4622E - 7i 2790a 
" 
4,515E-71 20_581 
4 ~20E - 71 29.2251 
29073 
4241(-71 305J21 
4 13aE-71 31 , 179 
4 065E-71 31 .882 
3 .988E - 71 32 ,5341 
3"17(-7 ! J , I 78 
3856(-71 na551 
" 
" 
3720(-71 
" 
3649E-71 35 ,858 
"' 
357 1( - 7! 365211 
" 
3508(-71 3i188i -051896 
" 
378661 -0530361 
J 336~-71 
3288(-71 2230051) - c;567 881 
3236E-71 221248251 -0563:'7 
3 194( - 71 4121al -0_591781 
" 
)151. - 71 418761 21a,n857 
-060326 
" 
3110( - 7 21688551 -0614811 
3070E -71 43 2:! 81 -0629771 
30;4(-'1 43 899! -0639791 
2 996E-71 
4: 2~71 
-OMJ05i 
149 
' " 
"" 
130 
'" 
I ~6 
1J7 
TABLE E . 1. CONTINUED 
2 ,705E·7 ! 
2, .. 7"E+ 7i S8626, 
2 <157E+71 59,2961 
s~ , ~ s61 
50622 
" 
291 1 
2 ,376[-7' 
2 ,36IE-7 i 
21<16E·71 6<1458 
55 ,1 15 
55 758 1 
5969" 
70 ,3"51 
72.1~" 
73 .0281 
7J ,683 
ieJ93 
12 1E+7 i 
79 7o~1 
07£ 
" 
~O :7'11 
OOE--' 
" 
o~al 
1 5 0 
20~ 505 1 I 
20SB23 1 
2051044<1 
20<1 15496 -0 , 7J15~ 
-07 .... 261 
I n.7Ueo 
192.08 : 5" 
'" 
~ 7 I 5~ 
190 , 80~39 
1852'9171 
185210151 
I 79 ~7} ; 9 
1;9,1 1 ' 351 +0 ,656 151 
-0 ,662591 
-057 1191 
1752 157 11 -J 5~ I 251 
'" 
'" 
'l'ABLE E.1 CONTINUED 
2,077E-7i 
151 
177,09982 
17722667 
TABLE E.2 PR1592 SECOND TORSIONAL MODE DATA 
A, j B j C j 0 
SI-lEA,RMOouU..iTE~PE.QATURE RESONA,NT ,RE1IN-PI-I"'SEVOLii 
1 slltar rr.orulus J S8: E- al - 13 76SI I ~79 ~41 91 -0 20~57SI 
2 2M t0l"31MaI 3 ~55E-8 -IJ 051 1455.J7~21 
" 
" 
'0 
" 
" 
" 
" 20 
" 
3,359E-81 
~,278E·al 
118 1(-81 
J,,)93E - cl 
2,990E - o 
2 .80SE - 81 
2 i2~E-81 
2531( - 51 
2552E-al 
2 ~6SE-il 
2,376E-ai 
2 29~E-91 
22 1SE-61 
2 I ~OE-al 
2067E-ill 
I 999E-a 
1. 935E - al 
l anE-al 
1612:::-61 
1 75 1E-el 
1688E - al 
I 567E-81 
1 5 11 E- 81 
I 405~-81 
1,3S4E-81 
1.302(-81 
1260(-8) 
I 21t:>E-ill 
I I !2~-81 
1054(-8i 
101ilE - ill 
9 . ~35E · 71 
9,1i15£ - 71 
a 880E-71 
8S86E·71 
a J06'-71 
8038E·7f 
-113351 
-10.8431 
10. 1J2 
-9649 
-il .967 
141S,4678 
1394265 
13748478 
13SIS37J 
1309,!3821 
1290.2~ 1 15 
-7 .7'; 126517518 
-72651 1248967051 
-6591 1227 ~2 I 8,; 
-5.8951 1205.0180 1 
-S.23i1 118 4 12597. 
-4 5 1 I I 116343138 
-40 121 1 14355856 
-3194i 1 12399536 
-2 .802 
-2.243 1 
- 160211 0t:>97Jlil4 
- 1 07611052.48239 
- 046i111034:'6234 
0 17911015,839591 
996,6548 
-0.201524 
-0. 1995891 
-0. 1976781 
-019346 
-0. 1921J21 
-0, 192 1721 
-0. 190 7691 
-0. 189372 
-01875931 
-0.1 87179 
-0. 1867781 
-01864751 
-0, 185621 1 
-0 1858051 
-0187 1081 
1494 97862057 -0. 189358 
152 
2,116 95 ;.1 2765 ' -0 1905941 
27451 943 63 41 ~ -0, 1<)1595 
3 ,394 926 .n,;>!3 -0 1926351 
4.0441 90976509 
-0. 1974961 
5342 87750896i -02001181 
60021 il519<)127 - 02015331 
66421 -02043031 
730 11 
7951 
8 .6641 
9 .31JI 
9 .98 11 
10 ,6281 
112681 
11 ,9J81 
126051 724417\ 1 
\ ~ 2751 71'2 49' 961 -.) 240624 
13n5i 700,,0944 "J24S246i 
1 ~ 5~" i SiI" -Se5el 
TABLE E . 2 CONTINUED 
--
'.3I)fl I . I , , C 0 , 
" 
75 42E-71 1'5261 678939$1 -0255227; 
" 
7!,)7E-'1 159311 668301 1 
-0260599\ 
" 
7084E-71 16.569 65<1 02353 - 0.265975 
" 
6872E-' 1726 64806<)2 
-0.27 1756 
" 
6 .659E -71 179 18 1538.430Q - O.27i9 141 
" 
6475E-71 18.595 62910705 -0.284022 
" 
6294E-?1 19.229 62025643 
-0.289932 
" 
6.124E - ' 19.905 1)1 1.80764 - 0.2959;8 
" 
, 5 .96OE-7 20.554 6035'5645 -0.J022761 
56 S805E-71 21.222 59565<198 -0,30579 
" 
5655E -7j 2188 58788809 -OJ15411 
" 
55 13E-71 22532 58050025 -O!22261 
" 
s ~78E-7, 23 .2161 57334782 -0319 
" 
, 5.250E-'1 V .S39! 566.4781 -O , ~JSaJ 
,, ' 5125E-71 24.5" 559864$3 1 -OJ42721 
" 
501:.-71 25. 174 SSJSOSS2 -034<)471 
,, ' 4901E-7 258251 547:nl95 11 ,. 4794E-71 26'50} 54 1 28514 " 4691E-' 2 7 1661 SJS.4SJ88 66 1 45<)4E-7; 2'855 52990.:175 .:I50)E- 71 28.:189i 52.:1 59 ~ 7:; 
" 
.:1":: 10( -71 29 155 5 19 15705 -0 . ~9 I JJI 
" 
.:I ~ 2.:1( - 7, 29 ,8 151 51.:108558 
-0398561 
,, ' .:1242£-' 304751 509 19762 -040537 
" 
.:1163£-7 )1151 5044377) -0.:11212 
" 
.:I088E-7 31.81 49965922 -OA1809 
" 
.:IO l n-7! )2<1.:1.:1 .:195205.:16 -0.:12251 
" 
39.:12E-71 311131 .:19082007 - OA2835i 
" 
3873E-7 J)79 JI 48655068 -0.:1365.:1 
" 
3804E-7 !.:I.:I631 48219882 -OA.:I.:I28 
" 
) 734E-71 J51J71 .:177,7.:1448 -0 . .:15.:141 
" 
3671£-71 3579.:1 .:I7J6532S -046507 
" 
)61IE-71 :!6 .:1 481 469.8187 -0.:17448 
"' 
J554E-7! 37106! .:1660964 -0.:184541 
" 
3.500E -7 ;7.778! .:162.52808 - Q.:I9;8 1 
" 
:!4.:1n-7 J64J91 .459 02312 -OS,,}?4 
" 
3395E-71 39. 11 4555893.:1 - OSIJOJI 
,. 3348£-71 39761 452.:!2786 -052216\ 
" 
3;02E-71 4042' 44921158 -053 1..,2 
" 
;256E-' 4106J 446 12F5 -0,5 4071 
" 
J2 I .:1£-' 4 1 7221 44:! ,21414 - 05497 
" 
; 17 2E-71 42.3 94 4.:10299811 -0,559311 
" 
3 13IE - '1 4302" 437 ,.:16565 -0.569 42\ 
90 30" I E-71 4J715 4~4 661 58 -057".:11 
" 
JOSlE-' 443871 .:1; 1 9 .. 19 -0..,a942 
" 
:015<:-71 450.:l:! 1 4293 7615 -01598.:11 
~! 2<;79(-'1 4569;-1 42 56971; -Q60969 
1 53 
TABLE '.2 CONTINUED 
.... 
" 
062046 
" 
421.713<>5: -06 30761 
~ 1 '1.J263~ 0 ,641 171 
" 
48.}~ ~ 16 ,948781 -0 ,6518 11 
oe l61JE-7 49,011 
l ,78lE - 71 - 0, 6 7:66 
2 ,7S3E -71 50 ,315 -0 6858 5 
2725E-7 50,9841 
l ,697E-71 
52:;2 
52 .9921 
536}61 400,26866 ' 
54.2<>5 
5 49 691 ~96,7~90} 
"" 
2554E-71 55642j }9508B46 
'" 
2534E-71 19 }540e2 
251 ~E-71 39 ' 990e4 
'" 
249 4 E- 71 190447 661 oe<:3691 
," 2,47 6E- 71 J 88.99 518 -0, 859 361 
2 45a~-7 3875a625 0 ,8 74 17 
". l 4 40E-7 i -0 ,88<>07 
1 15 09030 11 
li 6 2 ,40n - 7i }8} S2576 -09 18941 
1 17 2,391 ( - 71 :l82.l50!9 
62.2641 }6 ' 008671 
62.898 
2. 348 E- 71 64.066 
'" 
21 J4E-,1 
'" 
232 1£ -71 J7661e56 
2 }O SE- 71 :17560 847 
." 22'17E-71 
125 1 2285E - 71 67 3:;~ 
227~E-71 67.9 65 
m 2,261E-71 58 ,6n l 
," 69 ,JOll 
69,9321 
:;6341 9 1' 
}5 76) }75 , 
I}} 
". 
- 11877 4 
2 l a~E-7 1 -120J5i1 
IJ 6 2175E-7 
137 , 
133 
154 
C !.JrVQ Fit 
Po ' ... e "' nd Z", .-O ... 
2 46. '55 1 - - --,-,'-."S:34!5Sk=..J 1.1-'8k 
-82.7332 =..J 783. 0-'3 -1.37019k:;J 1.447'54k 
- 155.849 :;J 1. 62947k 1. 7137-'k::..J 3 .44461k 
-2,,"6.638 ::..J 2.510B6k 
-328. 79 ~J 3 . 4564:"; 
- 356. 5 74 ~J 4.42724k 
-193. 778 ~J 5.20974k 
Figure E.l PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=-16 .750 C. 
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-tZ1. 39Z ~ 7:=11 .... e;s 
-ZZ5.38'" =-J 1.30351" 
- 55=:. 935 ~ 2 . S4C92" 
- 90S. e 1 ~ 3. 7530"'" 
- 883 .......... =-.J S.01C07,", 
-"'50. 502 =-J ~sl. 184 
77 e . 2"'8 ~ : . 77795'-< 
~"'8. "'52 =-J 3 . 1 i!i2 i!i 9,-< 
690.785 :::'J .... 31 10'<1'-< 
2 ... 4. "'73 ::':..J 5.74391" 
Ttm .. d .. l .::;y _ 0.0 9 Gain __ 22 . 25", 90.<=0 1 ... -
Fiqure E.2 PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=-lO.16°C. 
1 56 
X_515:9.7 Hz 
Yc- -22.595 dB 
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Yb--22 . 797 de 
... CURV E FIT 
-20.0 
. '" I 
I \ I 
). 
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I 
I 
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I 
I 
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I i 
I I 
, 50 
1 :2~: -85 . 1385 ~J 573. DC8 -173.97::..J 1.20391'" -269. 3';15 ~J :.. 96799", 
-229. : 79::..J 2. 55:3", 
-452.941 =--J 3.1692:3k 
-580;:. 5e8 ;!;..J 4. 0~707'-; IS -652. 7:35 ;!;..J 4.9"'008 ... 
H. 
I i I 
I 
I I I 
I ! I 
! I 
'" 
I I 
~ I 
I h 
3.4k 
-592.7'" ;!;..J 855.965 
9'::'2. 136 =J 1. 62.0. 77", 
-352.01:3 =--J 2.158523k 
1- . OS2G~k;!;..J 3 . 22073", 
817.328 ;!;..J 4.6:3192k 
I 
I 
i 
Fiqure E.3 PR-~592 direct measurement of Q, T""-5.67°C. 
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2 -12(5 . 1'53 
13 -7 .... 3~es :!:..J 420 . ... e3 
, 4 -,5::1. 2 .. ", ~J 881"5.0'51 
I
'" -29a. 40'" ~J 1 . "'31"'(51-<; 
5 - 28!'.: . e2 1 ~J 2. 1 0 a081-<; 
., - 220. 21 1 ~J 2. '5C1371-<; 
E! -5'5 B. e;a7 :!:..J 3. 18883k 
i!~ =~~b:l i~i ~j :: ~~Ei~ 
I 
IT ",,,;, d .. loy-
- 5.0::1'01(51 ... 
-292.1!517 
53 ... . 157 
- ...... e; . 38 ~ 77 .... 197 
1"53(5. 0 .. 2 ~ t. 20 .. :37k 
S8!,,; . .. 07 :!:..J 2 . 2"'287 ... 
-:3 1 7 . .:. 21 :!:..J 2 . 32042 ... 
... a ... . "'53 :!:..J 3.3481'5 ... 
- 33. 92"'3 ~J 3. 78828k 
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Figure E.4 PR-1592 direct mea surement of Q, T=4.50~C. 
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-l C 
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---+ I ~ I 
I 
'--
I 
I I 1 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
~ I 1 , , 
I 
I 
I ~ I 
I 
l"" J 
i I 1 
Hz 4" 
-Z07 . 0 52 ~J 5 9 6 . 228 
15153 . 713 ~ 1.05869'"< 
!"lSO. 197 ~J 1. 995 26'"< 
520 . "'-4 7 ~J 2. 7"34<:::"-'"< 
30 6 . 2 45 ~J 3. '='6~:35"'< 
141 . 169 ~J 3.80"'-'='--< 
- Se:3. 0"38 ~.J d. 1 d"'-41 k 
i 
o I 
Figure E.5 PR-1592 d irect measuremen t of Q, T=14 23"C. 
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I CurVQ Fit <='01"'0 A,.,d Z .. rp .. 
I 
-10. 0167k 
-43. 563B :.,j 252. 915'8 
- B5. 5053 ;!O.J 528. 141 
-196.352 ;!O.J 787. 4 Bl 
-2B3. 3159 :.,j 1.23413k 
-3D • . 6 4 3 ~J 1. 79 ~33;"; 
-35 1. 17 ~J 2. 4~1527k 
- 398.47 7 :.,j 3.02 946k 
498.446 
751.282 
-156. 706 :!:..J 498.2 5 3 
430. 472 ~J 1.0915S1 k 
4S1. 452 :.,j 1. 88847k 
748.31 :.,j 2 . 66 .. 88k 
3 82. 167::..J 2 . 8 3 4 2k 
73 . 031 ~J 3. S949S": 
TIm ... d ... 1cy_ 0.0 S GaI,.., _ 2 . 3~9 1. 0 I 
Figure E.6 PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=25.40GC. 
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FRED "!E5P 
Yb- -l !5.24 d B 
C~~~~ur-.-.--'---,---r--'---'--'--'-'-
Curvl@ Fit 
Pol ... .. ,o, ,...,d Z"' ,-- O '" 
-5. 39 1 17", 
- 3 1. 3313 ~ 219. 916 
- 49 . 81as ~ 456.8"3 
4 -160.027::':..J 722.945 
-239. 222 ~ 1. 12192", 
- 291 . 274 ~ 1. '5'il458k 
- 3 22. 391 ::':..J 2 . 12:39", 
- 3 4 0 . 069 ~ 2 . 61941'" 
-!45. 'il35 ::':..J 411 . 195 
300 . 34S =-J 62 1 . 'il4 1 
290 . 78 1 =-J 1.22433", 
2 'il 3 . 463 =-J 1. 80E06", 
2 1"l 7. 4 32 =-J 2. 344 25", 
205.474 =-J 2 . 92437'< 
117.719 ::':..J 3 .10428k 
T im'" d ... lcy "' C.O S Gai,..., _ _ 2 . 041'S", ScalQ_ 
------- -
Figure E.7 PR-15 9 2 d irect measureme n t o f Q , T==37.0 0 G C 
1 61 
FREI:l RESP 
Y t:> - -1 5 .028 dB 
CurVQ F i T:. 
Pol ", ,,,, "' ",d Z9r9 _", 
11- 2 3. 857 7 ~ J : 97.56 
12 -'<'3. 8038 ~J '<'21. 323 
' 3 - 87.9 :64::.j 1538. 48.<. I~ - ~;;.: e,~; ~ >i~~2~;~" 
'" -177. 7 15 2 ~J 1.1515052" 
- tBO . G15.:':,j 2 .0B44" I: -;'158. 385 .:':,j 2 .45328" - 1 07 . 0 3 ~J 2 . 67785 " 
\ ,,_ 0°"_ 
2.<.7 . 6 .... 4 
- :77. 172:::..J 45 2 . 3 19 I 
371. 5G6 :::"J 0153 . : 915 
3 131. 2 .... 5 =-J 1. 3:)4 4<;1" 
354. 371 :::"J . . .. 5152 " 
1. 034S'<'''::':..,J 2 . 24309 ... 
2·.2. 11 7 :::"..J 2 . 152723 ... 
-1 47.1 87 :::....J 2.641;544" 
LO 1 
Fiqure E.8 PR-~592 direct measurement of Q, T= 46.42°C. 
1 62 
FREel '<;!":SP 
lI'b-- 13. 7 1 :5 dB 
CURV E FI T 
0.0 I 
M 
I 
I 
I I 
r-----. I 
1'---J. 
I ~ I 
I 
"" I I I~ I I ' I 
0 H 
Cur-Via Fi t 
Po 19... And Z .. ro .. 
19. 4.151 ~ 185. !it84. 
-3'3 . 5907 ~ 3g'3.4.74. 
-60. 4.895 ~ Sg2. 397 
-8 4.. 4.992 ~ 84.2.274. 
-97.3929 :!:.,J 1. 072511<. 
-160.768 =..J 1.35071 .... 
-210. 336 ~ 1. 7014.31<. 
-271 . 6ee ~ 2.057S3 .... 
g -275. 526 ~ 2. 33614.1<. 
1 0 -60. 9125 :!:.,J 2. 729S9 .... 
~~ 19. 2138 ~ 2 . eHoSlLl-< 
ZE;RelS 
lSS . SS2 
-U52.705 :!:.,J 4.21S.722 
288 . 715 :!:.,J 54.8. 223 
-212.117 ~ 999. 24.2 
285. seg ~ 1 . 0ISS18"" 
313. 107 ~ 1.SgS4.1"" 
327 . 824. ±,j 2 . 0311SI<. 
21S . 734. ~ 2 . 4.4.367 .... 
-55 . 8713 ~ 2.734.18 .... 
20. !;IS59 :!:.,J 2.821331-< 
123. 50S ~ 3.1524.1 .... 
T1mQ d .. 10),- 0.0 5 C01n _ _ 19. 01;.. 5co1 .. _ 
Figure E. ' PR-1S92 direct measurement of Q, T-=SS.8S"C. 
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X-179. l"!I Hz 
Yo--12.513 dB 
FREt:;l RESP 
Yb--12.095 dB 
Cur-v ,. Fit 
Pol.. .. And Z .. rO" 
i 
- ). 4. 5~52 .:;J 17~. ~2:3 
-28. 9398 ~j 373. 534 
-:38.8 !s 22 .:;J !S~8. 188 
-70. 4523 .:;J 784. 576 
- 1"5 :3. 1"5018 ~~ g82. gS I"5 
-160. 787 "'-~ 1. 1801 9 " 
-1 1"5 4.017 ±.J 1.47345", 
'iI -46.2129 ±.J 1. 157859 1-0; 
10 -14S. 53~ ±.J 1. S7971-o; 
\ T 1 "'Q dQlcy-
168. !S64 
-145.SS9.:;J 472.83 
287. 1"51"5 2 ±.J 4gS.02 
32~. 1 13 ~j 94;;! . 7'iil15 
-1:.. 5 . 0 1"5 5 ~J ~SS. 71 1"5 
3 ~2. 833 :::.j 1. 301241-0; 
2 1"51"5.773 ±.J 1.6687 .. 1-« 
-60.5101 ::!:..J 1. 158 0 251-0; 
209. I"5~S ::!:..J 2. 033931-« 
Figure B.l0 PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=67. 01 ~c. 
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Yb""-l C. 887 d8 
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:; \V\ 1/\ 
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I 
H 
Curve F it 
Po l..... And Z ... ,...o .. 
'-
-1.".11"8 ~ 175.255 
-1. 7. 67g" =-J 358. "5" 
-42 • .:.39: "'-J 5"9.382 
=~~: ~~~~ ;~ ~~~: :;;; 
-52.31.1.3 "'-~ 1.. 167'016k 
-1. 1959Sk=-J 
9 -220.5S9 =-J 1.3l53':'k 
10 -297. 2 415 ~ 1. 61223k 
11 112. "53 =-J 1. Sl5329k 
12 -215. '0129 ~ 1.. 8707k 
-105. 933 ~ 9"B. BeS 
224. 0'015 =-..: 438. 092 
-:05.149 =-J 75".852 
25 4. 4'01S =-J 8515. 805 
-74.2487 =-.1 1. 15128k 
261. 346 =-J 1.. 25141k 
120. 194 =-J 1. e"9S8k 
228. 4"7 ~ 1.89923k 
201.. 572 ~ 2.01'01"7k 
\ 
,- D I 
Figure E.ll PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T"'74.60°C. 
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Yb- -10. S41il dB 
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y 100 
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"- h 1 ~ 
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H. 2" 
Curvroil Fit 
Pol.... ",,.,d Z .. ..-o," 
1. tS31ilSk 
-11.564:;J 170.759 
-1 7.9099 :;J 350.331 
-28.9193 :;J 533.241 
-39 . 4818 :;J 732.259 
-56.6217 :;J 934 . 359 
-53.4814 :;J 'L. 14 138k 
- 118. 151 ~ 1.312831-<. 
'01 -126. 2 33 ~ 1 .5583 1 1-<. 
10 - 76. 709 ~ 1.762311-<. 
11 -1 16.356 ~ 1 .929141-<. 
182. SIil6 
- 1 49. 567 ~ 3615.207 
275. 09S ~ 470.433 
- 1 94 . 3 3 9 ::'J 7 45.371 
302. 64 ~ 87<i . 078 
- 126. 903 ~ 1. 142171-<. 
281. 275 ~ 1 .2S1S21-<. 
260. 384 ~ 1. 660SI-<. 
- 1 22. 2 02 ~ 1.77l"l31 ..... 
IB5. Bl1 ~ 2.0;:)981 "< 
T,-", . d .. loy_ 0 . 0 S (ic'-,.., - -2. 48k 5""",1 .. _ 
Figure E. ~2 PR-1592 direct measurement of Q, T=84. 60"C. 
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APPENDIX F. PKMA DATA 
CONTENTS: 
-PMMA FIRST TORSIONAL MODE DATA (TABLE F .1) 
-PMMA FIRST FLEXURAL MODE DATA (TABLE F.2) 
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TABLE F . 1 PMMA FIRST TORSIONAL MODE DATA 
-
' , I 
5HEARnClDUlulTEMD CO INPHA5E 
2 ,1 3.-9i -13.554 2170,2295 
212E-9 -12.428 
2 , 12E-9 -11.962 
- 11.586 2163,97\1 
2 . 12E-9 -1 1. 153 21624858 
2 . 11£-9 
- 10 .682 21608468 -0.186084 
2159,028 1 -0, 185518 
2 . 10. -9 21$7,0361 
210E-91 -9,017 21$$00\3 
-8,395 
" 
-7,799 
" 
-730$ -0181346 
-0179982 
" 
2 .08E - 9 -5,958 2 144058 -0,179076 
" 
2 ,08E - 9 -5)63 21418 177 -~ 20 7 E-9i -47e5 2139.6827 
" 
20n - 9! -4273 
" 
2 ,06£-9 
- J 59~ 2135.45 14 -0. 17404 
" 
-2 972 21331$73 -0 172888 
" 
" 
205E-9i 
" 
2 .04:;-9 
204E-9 -0461 
,. 2 .04(-9 0206 -0 16598 
" 
2 .03.-91 21\9. 1345 -0, 16653 
" 
203£-9 1$27 2116.5967 
" 
2 .02£ - 9 2 .22J 21138699 -0 16154 1 
2 .02.-91 2.844 211!.2689 -0.160346 
201£ - 9 3 .487 -0 158949 
201£ · 9 2 106 ,3344 -0, )57669 
" 
200E - 9 4771 2 103,8559 
" 
200E-91 5 .J85 2101 ,4502 -0,154586 
" 
I 99E-9 20988933 -0 1'33449 
" 
1.9 9E-9 67 18 
" 
198. - 9 7.367 20937651 
8052 2091 .2058 
" J8 1,9 7£-9 
1.96.-9 10.028 
Ii 10 ,688 0,143087 " 11,349 -0\4 156 1 " 1.95E-Q 12.013 0,140178 194£ - 91 12665 -0 138532 " 194(-9 I ~322 -0137134 " 1.93.-9 -0. 13566 2064 0134306 
, .. 
TABLE F.1 CONTINUED 
.,. 
<, L 92E-9i 
" 
1.92E-9 
155 1'5 
17 .272 
1.90E-9 2050 ~226 
190E-9 20476075 
19.2~9 20~4 89761 
19_692 
~ - 20J<;U I6 1 -01219 2121 2036_575'" 0 120)65 
2 1.656 20J} 75491 
2031.00021 
202804}4 
-0115529 
186,,.9 2025.1 252 -0 11 ~ I 2~ 
" 
USE-'ll 
" 
18/,;:-9 25 i O~ 
, 25_762 
,< 
" 
" 66 
n 
n 32}24 
" 
33,007 
" 0091e}2i 
-008946 
~ 
" 
r- 0087 8 131 
-G086077 
" 
- 0088995 
03 1 9~}. 7924 -J08765}1 
19~O,21 1 
0,085 198 
1,69E- 91 -0063899 
; 68E-9 
" 
1.67~ - 91 
" 
" 
-OC7712~[ 
" 
9 11 0058 
907.1 97~1 
>6, 
TABLE F.J. COI'lTI I'l UED 
1665,66,6 
99 166153951 
"0 
505951 
', 66<) .:214 
- 006" " 
1965.1'53" 
i 86 1,0 747 
~ 
: 06 ~ 
109 
'" 
1 a~ I 1454 ~ ~ 13J3.<l599 
~ '26-'" -00'" 
I 14 
1 15 1 
'" 
-++ii-
1 1 9 
~ 6W 121 
122 
1505-"492 
~E:O 66 '" ", 7255 - 002605 0 
~ ~-12 5 
1:::6 
" ' '" 
m-
1964.)25 
I '?e 1.1)41 9 1 
199 1,0099 
2I)O.d,~ <I t S, 
1 J6 2009}? I 
" 
72 4 6 
o ~ E · ?: 429 1' 
1"0 1 :; '5~ :),~ -, 
170 
TABLE F.1 CONTINUED 
.... l~el S C I , I 
'" 
I 87E - 9 ' 77782 20)0,5226 0000 1071 
'" 
187E-9 78.431 203J316; 00001900 
'" 
I 87E-9 7908J 20)0,7322 00002269 
,« 187E-9 79.761 2032(04) 0.0002942 
'" 
187E - 9 80415 20352389 00003895 
'" 
188E - 9 8 1085 2037.8902 o 000~928 
," 1881: - 9 81824 20404153 00005475 
'" 
I 89E - 9 82.58 204).1 523 00006504 
:49 189(-9 83.23 1 2045 2~37 0 .0007243 
'SO 190E-9 83886 20475409 000081981 
'" 
190E - 91 82851 20<176868 OOO~ 
171 
TABLE F. 2 PHMA FIRST FLEXURAL MODE DATA 
-
L<'bel PMMA 
I 15T F l~XURAl 
, 
" 
" 
6,059E- 9 
50<18E-9 
6 ,OJ8 E-9 
5,911E-9 
5,',,9E - 9' 
5879E-9 
5,865(-9 
5,846 E-91 
5812E-9 
5 ,800E-91 
5,78<:(-9 
5767E-9 , 
5.753E-9' 
5.7J8E-g 
5 723E-91 
5705E -9 
557,IE-9 
5557E-9 
55<:0~-9 
5 ,523E-9 
5,<:23E - 9 
5 ,<:06E - 91 
9102 
8.509 
-4,J87 
}702 
, 
-1674' 
0.4 141 
2 176 
2 .848 1 
4, 1 171 
4767 
5 .419 
60el 
7395 
6102 
!0,7 6 
11, 426 
140871 
172 
o 
'<E5 ,PEO (Hz) IN Pt-iASE VO~TA 
-0.48558' 
- 0 ,<:7}79 
-0.46971 
268,'18782 
268,64069 
258 3063 ? 
26795 162 
267C2}94 
266.7 1982 
266,01 ns -0 <1}413 
255,65659, - 0, '::2969 
-0,4216~1 
0<: 1785 
-04082i 
26J,500 I -C,4042~i 
~~~ . ~:~~: I -~:.~~~~I 
0.1$9<) 
26125799 -0.37568 1 
260,86012 
0,}6638 
-0 ,3 6183 
25972091 
259.3 1066 
-03<1297 
03366$ 
257}7}49 
250.972<15 
TABLE ... CONTINUED 
-
! ! 
" 
2 5"'5"'52 
" 
25'1 1472 11 
" 
" 18736' b2 ,e8 7 4G ' 
" 
19.385 
;0 252,06 478, 
523"'[-9' 25 1 66 25 11 
" 
52_16£ -9 027208 
" 
22 045 0268 172 
22.692' 250'1J 13 
" 
250,00432' 
0 ' 
5, 11 5[ - 9 
" 
5097E-9 
" 
P 5 ,0'12£-9: 2800 1 - C27.6773 
" 
2e.686 246}:J t 9' 0.2~ 
29.358 24556749 
30006 2"'5 0 4252 
340J4 
34584, 
35J52 
N 
;0 
"' 
2"'00957 1 
" 
?3926J57 
38.69 7, 
J9388 2 35 ,35665 -0 19520 1 
237 ,869 73 ·0 
;0 
p 
" 
" 
234,"':'7 
233915 12 
173 
TABLE P . 2 CONTINUED 
174 
TABLE ' .2 CONTINUED 
-'" 
5621E·gi 
'" 
5.630£-'1 76Ja61 ()()2))475 
5640E -9 non 
-0022'>9 1) 
I ~4 7g, 784 261 ~8 1 27 
'" 
5 659('9 60.501 261.68SS I 
5.669£'9 
, .- 5, 679E'9 61 gM 26214919 
'" 
5688E ' 9 82.66 262.362 15 
'" 
8332 ' 
>50 83 999 262.77667 -OO 2 11 S9gi 
26293856 
1 75 
APPENDIX G. POLYCARBONATE DATA 
CONTENTS: 
- POL'lCARBONATE FIRST TORSIONAL MODE DATA (TABLE G.l) 
- POL'lCARBONATE FIRST FLEXURAL MODE DATA (TABLE G.2) 
- POL'lCARBONATE FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES AND POLE ZERO 
INFORMATION FOR BOTH THE TORSIONAL AND FLEXURAL MODES OF 
THE HOLLOW SAMPLE ROD (FIGURES G.l AND G.2) 
n6 
'l'ABLE G.l POL'iCARBONATE FIRST TORSIONAL MODE DATA 
- I , L30f i POL'CTI 5liEAPrODVLUFEMP . C; IRES ,REO 
1 15TTORSIONAL 9724£-0 1225 Ji9J4i 
"695£-al 
966 1£- 01 12,22 1 '22L:692:!1 
<; 651 ~ - a l - 11 9091 1220 ' 5;:;75 - 0 1434391 
<; ,640E-al 1220.0 51>6 
9626<:-al - 10 .98:!1 
9 _609£-51 
95 Q I E- 51 
<;575;:-81 
9556::-81 I 214 S44 7 ~ 1 
," 9 ,5" I E-81 - 0 , O2~1 1213 ,76045 
1, 1 " 525E-~1 -7472\ '212,;86Jsl 
" 
950 aE-a l - :;d591 12 1 1 702} II 
" 
""9}£-01 629i1 12 1072;571 
9477E-~ 1 120970:941 -0 1 2<4<4<; I! 
<;45.:E-81 1200 _065251 -0. 12J6S 71 
9 44 5;;:-01 - 44251 12075 792 1 -0 !2J676 
" 
9 4J O£-dl -;7 721 1206,674491 -0 I nOl21 
20 "1"15::-31 -, ,411 -0 1357921 
" 
9 "oOE-~1 -25411 
n 9386£-al -, 572! 
<;;72£-3: -, 2471 1203,0 12061 
" 
- 0 ';1<4i 
25 0031 1201 ,'<9011 
9;:!<4E-6 i 1200 561 1 
9322E-81 1.;691 
" 
9:IeE-al 2,0)51 -0 1;840 1 
" 
929dE-al - ,),1 3488; 
9.288E-81 
~ , 2 77~- a l 
-0145703 1 
" 
9266<:-6i -0179 46<4 
n <; 25~E-31 - 0 ,16 70061 
725<4: -0 1542261 
-0,21 12961 
:;8 -015478 ; 
;9 1 - 0 , 158706 
"-
I I 0 , 1597231 
- 01; 164<41 
I - 0 1720 171 
IcS 6~'J261 - 'J 1 743~7 1 
~5 , as 'J 7:!551 -, ' 7S:0l i 
~6 1 ' 6 - ~6~0~1 - 0 "85 ;91 
177 
-5' 
55 
55 
57 1 
'l'ABLE G.1 CONTINUED 
6 7 ~ "'£'3 1 
~ 7:3£ "al 
15.96 1 
166J411184,99556 1 
Q.220SD}1 
\ 17a _2 ~ 6621 
'H " ; ) 02J"S6 1 1 - 0 23a063 
1 17S.0}OSJ 0.2"'221 I 
} 1 253 1 \71227651 
J lnTi 
1160,0264 11 
~7 :C51 
~7967i 
3e.5 511 
:;9997 
40 66i.11 -0 .} 28761 
41.321 
"1985 1 16 1 
1 ' 60 
178 
l O ll 
'" 
'l'ABLE G.1 CONTINUED 
3 .55 I E - ~ I 
85, 5E - 31 
5254 '" 
5: :32, 
1 15 1 
11 5 1 0550 
o: 18s:i 
-O;MQS 
-0 3Qa S31 
oJ!Sa8 
,~ " 5:eoal -039a61 
11 0 1144 ;7641 
'" 
;1 7 
1:8 
t; 
" g 
; ,!5~~ - 31 
a::o"E -ol 
a:: 1 0 ~ -5 1 
5,255E81 
a 2 :~ E- :: 1 
5 .::: 5E -31 
179 
114 i 733 4:; 
5a 64:i 'I 48~v 16 I 
5g!091 
, I !gn07 1 
' 05561 -0 ,71 2 7 
-03<;7<;81 
2?0;S5J I 
2 7 :;~, ~61 0 : ,16 II. 
2~ 5"2, f l -,)~~ 1 7ei 
25 .';54091 -'J'7fc a i 
TABLE G.1 CONTINUED 
." 
'" 
8 , ; 79£-8 
142 82e3;: - 8 - 0 .37244 
1 122,4744 ' - 0:3'85 1 
, .. 11 25.49742 
,., 8 . 197£ - a 1 12 5.0 :3' 539 
'" 
e ,2 4IE- 81 
'" 
8 146E - 8 
8 .202( -8 112 5.:3' 746 ' 
'"' 
a. I ~7£-a 1 122,2 8 2:3' 61 
'" 
8.IDE- 8 
8, 155£-61 1 122 14 6041, 
18 0 
TABLE G.2 POLYCARBONATE FIRST FLEXURAL MODE DATA 
l aO~ 1 POL~( 
1 FLEXUPAL 
OJ 
" 
2 . 5 13 ~· 9 
26 15(-9 
2,~~5E ' 'I i 
256?E·",1 
2 ~5~E · g! 
2 ,555~· 'I ! 
25-13E-9! 
2 ,539'::-9i 
2,536~-9 i 
2 , 533~·9 
2 ,53 0 ~ - 9' 
2 ,52 8~- 9 ' 
2,525::: -g! 
2 ,') I /E-9 ' 
181 
I ~61 
079 1' 
02'3! 
C,5 1<1! 
372: 
5r25: 
5673, 
0,3-15' 
c ; 
= 
~ 
= 1 2 6, 6950~ 1 ~O 231 5 1 2 
-0,235452 
0237755 
",,"' 
men 
02"'" 
~"" 1 25 95 I 162' -0 2-19~54 
12556;302 0 .252972 
I 2~'3; I 19S 
' 252-1055 1 
12515-16871 
: ~~ ~~~:; ; I 
12 -19 0486 41 
', 240 -1 2<;05 
~ 
20"" o 26e S9 J 
- 027233 
02751 I'll 
-02 79032 
-0 2542nt 
02634091 
- 0, 2 91323 
12-1,60 17 52 298' 
:~~~~~:~~~ 
12436832713063 
6,993! -03159<1' 
76 2 4, - 03 2253 
-0 ,32685 ' 
5 ,996, - 0 
gflo' I L3 g o<1Q3~ ~ 
10273' 123.599 8 1 ', ~ 
~ 
-0.351 
~ 
TABLE G.2 CONTINUED 
...-J 
"'" 
I 
" 
" 
, 
so 
" 52 , 
50 
" 
, 
5", , 'i 
55 -, 
56 , -::0. 
SC , -, 
" 58 , 
59 , ~ 
, ~ , 
" 
, ,  
, ~
I , , :0= 
" 
~
CS  
" 
~
, 
"" " 
~
, , ~
, 
I 
i 
, , 
, 
, 
C~ 
- 0, , 
-0 
"'" , 
, 
, 
, , 
, , 
, 
-, ' , 
, 
_- 0. , 
, , , , , 
, , 
" 
, 
, 
1 82 
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APPENDIX B. RLC CIRCUI'l' DA'l'A 
CONTENTS: 
- FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES AND POLE ZERO INFORMATION FOR 
THE RLC CIRCUIT AT VARIOUS RESISTANCE LEVELS (FIGURES H.1-
H.7) 
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information for the RLC circuit (R=21n). 
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Figure H." Frequency response curves and pole zero 
information for the RLC circuit (R=1710). 
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